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In accordance with Article 16:6(b) of the Agreement, my authorities
wish to inform the committee of a revision to the regulations on
anti-dumping duty proceedings (19 C.F.R. Part 353). The purpose of the
revision, as described in the summary of the attached notice of Final Rule,
is as follows:

'The International Trade Administration hereby revises its
regulations on anti-dumping duty proceedings to implement the
provisions in Title VI of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 concerning
anti-dumping duties and to modify in other respects provisions in the
version of Part 353 that has been in effect since 1980. The
modifications are intended to improve administration of the
anti-dumping duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930."
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

International Trade Administration

19 CFR Part 353
(Docket No. 60604-90151

Antidumping Duties
AGENCY: International Trade
Administration (Import Administration]
Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The International Trade
Administration hereby revises its
regulations on antidumping duty
proceedings to implement the provision
in Title VI of the Trade and Tariff Act o

1984 concerning antidumping duties ant
to modify in other respects provisions it
the version of Part 353 that has been in
effect since 1980. The modifications are
intended to improve administration of
the antidumping duty provisions of the
Tariff Act of 1930.
EFFECTIVE DATE: The effective date of
this Part 353 is (Insert date 30 days after
date of publication in the Federal
Register.), except that the effective date
of section 353.22 (a) and (c) of this Part
353 is (Insert date that is the first day of
the first month beginning 60 days after
the date of publication in the Federal
Register.).
FOR FURATER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Stephen J. Powell, Chief Counsel for
Import Administration, Room B-099,
U.S. Department of Commerce,
Pennsylvania Avenue and 14th Street,
NW., Washington, DC 20230. (202) 377-
8915.
SUPPLEMENTARV INFORMATION:

Classification:
Executive Order 12291. The

International Trade Administration
("ITA") has determined that this final
revision of the current antidumping duty
regulations in 19 Cade of Federal
Regulations ("CFR") Part 353 is not a
major rule as defined in section 1(b) of
Executive Order 12291 (46 FR 13193,
February 19, 1981) because it will not: (1
have a major monetary effect on the
economy; (2) result in a major increase
in costs or prices; or (3) have a
significant adverse effect on competition
(domestic or foreign), employment,
investment,'productivity. or innovation.
Executive Order12.612. These

regulations do not contain policies with
Federaliem implications sufficient to
.warrant preparation of a Federalism
assessment under Executive Order
12612 (52 FR 41685, October 30, 1987).
. Paperwork SeductionActT̀he

rinfrnation collection requirement
contained IminlO.CR Part 353 has been

approved by the Office of Management except that we have referred to certain
and Budget under the provisions of'the "'changes made by the 1988 Act in
Paperwork Reduction-Act of 1980 (44. response to comments on sections
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.) and has been .353.2(k), 353.2(o), 353.2(t), 353.12(a),
assigned OMB control number 0625- 353.12(b)(8), 353.15. 353.16(b), 353.20(a),
0105. ITA estimates an average of 40 353.34; 353.34(d), and 353.52. The final
burden hours to submit a petition. Any rule printed here (Part 353) replaces the
comments concerning the accuracy of entire text of Part 353 that has been in
this burden estimate and any effect since February 6, 1980 (45 FR
suggestions for reducing this burden 8182).
may be sent to the Department at the The Department has considered
above address or to the Office of carefully all of the comments received in
Management and Budget, Office of response to the proposed rule and
Information and Regulatory Affairs, request for comments on 19 CPR part
Washington, DC 20530. Attention: 353 that was published on August 13,
Paperwork Reduction Project 06254t105. 1988 (51 FR 29046). These comments,

18 Regulatory Flexibility Act. The and the Department's responses to them,
f General Counsel of the Department of are summarized below.

Commerce has certified to the Chief
Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Index
Business Administration that this rule
will not have a significant economic Note: We have added as Annex I awill on asiunifianti ecomi consolidated listing of time limits under theseImpact on a substantial number of small regulations.
business entities because, to the extent
it changes existing practices, the rule Sec. 353.2
simply improves the administration of
the antidumping duty provisions of the Comment: One party suggests that the

rTariff Act of 1930. as amended. As a Department include a definition ofTariffuActof1930,asl amdex y AAnalysis "administrative review" in this section.result, a Regulatory Flexibility This party notes that the Department
Bwa ground: The current antidumping currently-uses the term "proceeding" to

duty regulations in Subparts A, B, Cand refer to a single administrative review.
D of 19 CFR Part 353i(45 FR 818s, This use, however, conflicts with the
February 6, 1980, as amended by 48 proposed definition of proceeding in
56744, December 23, 1983; 49 FR 22468, § 353.2(q), which does not consider a
May 30, 1984; 50 FR 5746, February 12, proceeding ended when an order is
1985, 50 R 32556, August 13, 1985a 51F2R issued. A definition of "administrative
25195, July 11. 1986; and 52

g 't 30680, review" would prevent conflicting uses
August 17, 1987) are based on Subtitles of the term "proceeding," and would
B. C, and D of Title I of the Trade clarify that proprietary information
Agreements Act of 1979 ("Trade obtained in one administrative review
Agreements Act"), which amended Title may not be used in a subsequent review.
VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. Deportment's Position: The meaning
Subtitle IV, Parts 11, 111, and IV) ("Act"). of "administrative review" is detailed in
Title VI of the Trade and Tariff Act of section 751 of the Act and § 353.22 of
1984 (Pub. L. No. 98-573, October 30, these regulations. The use of proprietary
1984) ("1984 Act") amended those information is controlled by the
provisions of the Act, effective on the administrative protective order ("APO")
dates specified in section 1886(b) of the itself and by § 353.34(b), paragraph
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Pub. L Nso. 99- (3)(ii) of which prohibits the use of such
514, October 22, 1986). information by the party to the
Some of the changes to the current proceeding except for "the segment of

antidumping duty regulations are, the proceeding in which it was
) necessary to implement the amendments submitted." To the extent that in

made by the 1984 Act. Other changes: (1) practice the Department has not
incorporate existing administrative, ' consistently used the term "proceeding"
interpretations and practices, not -. -X ; to conform with the definition in these
currently stated in the regulations, that' regulations, we are taking steps to
will continue under the amended -:. :!':".' remedy this situation.
statute; (2) improve adminlstatlv': . '
efficiency In antidumping duty " Sec. 3532(1)
proceedings; or (3) simplify the IZBau -7,:Note: We have moved to paragraph(f) of
of exising regulations. The Dep-atftent'.t""*ft section the definItion of weighted ;
currently Is drafting a proposedjle a@& ave.a"ge dumping margin, which was included
request for comments to implenitath6':- the regulation promulgated on August 17,
amendments made by the Omnlbi sfU7 regarding de minimis dumping margins!
Trade and Competitiveness Act ' f iihuded s 1 353.6 of this final rule). We
'*(1988 Act"). This final rule doefFpj,<imse certain technical changesto
reflect changes required bythe 1988 iion ofdippingmain and of i.
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weighted-average dumping margin; these here will not change
revisions do not change agency practice. agency practice. The use "the,"
We note that in cases involving processing opposed "a," referrn

arrangements (e.g., tolling arrangements), the the departent's
method of calculating the dumping margin so rnt
and the weighted-average dumping margin to consult with the Commission aee not

may differ from that set forth In the . intended to be overly restrictive or to go

regulation See. e.g., Small Diameter Welded beyond Congressional

Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the respect to the standing Pre-

Philippines, 51 FR 33099 (1986); Brass Sheet initiation consultations

and Strip from Canada, 51 FR 44319 (1986). Commission

Sec. 353.2(j) Department on
agency's

expertise and its knowledge of the

Comment: Oneparty requests that the injury requirements for initiation

Department affirm its practice of
proceeding. In

presuming that a petitioner hasfiled an does not circumvent

action on behalf of an industry unless Roses on pre-initiation

and until significant opposition from potential interested

other domestic producers has been adversely affected aninvestigation

presented. This party also is troubled by and order.

the reference to"the like product" Department's pre-initiation
(emphasis added) in the first sentence of communications with the Commission.
the proposed regulation. The party Although

argues that use of the word "the," not explicitly

combined with the Department's stated requirements

intention to consult with the of "industry," "industry"

International Trade Commission is integral

("Commission") on the decision determinations

concerning the like product, is overly Department's

restrictive, likely to be contentious, and undersection 732(b)m1) of the Act. The
goes beyond the legislative intent of the proposed regulatory

standing requirement-"to prevent those parts

companies or individuals with no 771(4) of the

interest from commencing an standing.

investigation." This party suggests The part

modifying the definition of "industry" to producers "major proportion"

be the producers of "a" like product. total domestic

Furthermore, this party believes that the pertinent to standing

Department's proposal would permit could result in

circumvention of the decision in Roses support of just

Inc. v. United States, 706 F.2d 1563 (Fed. domestic industry,

Cir. 1933), which does not permit the analysis shows. 732(b)(1)
Department to receive views from requires that

importers or foreign producers prior to a behalf or' an industry.

determination to initiate. International Trade,

Another party argues that the Corp. v. United 219 (1984),
regulation improperly deletes part of the and the Department. Certain

statutory definition of industry and Mill Products

authorizes the exclusion of importers Malaysia, 50 (1985),
from the industry. The legislative history the "on behalf or'
of the 1984 Act indicates that section standing can

771(4)(B) was intended to allow the the concerned industry

Commission to exclude importersi
petition. If "industry"

injury determinations, not to allow the simple majority ("a proportion")

Department to exclude importers when of total domestic

determining standing to file a petition. behalf or' is

Department's Position: As we stated petitioner filing "on nan

In Certain Textile.MillProducts and industry" would standing
Apparelfrom Malaysia, 50 FR 9852,9853 as a majority of

(1985). the holding in Gilmore Steel industry did not

Corp. . United States. 7 CIT 219(1084), Peti may filed "on behalf or'

"does not amount to a requirement that producers of a*aj"majoproportiof'of
a petitienerre

soWohoprWvei wheuawt" totad-domestic productionrabrguablyy
petitioaiis,led., tha t at least:51 perc t.. .oppostdnnbve nus hbstahtiai ; r:
of anidustry bos expressed itselfin.Al majoor tU.SJ wouldala
supportcf f aeeti on.in.,,' e pr oposed !,,_ ; rsuffice tos h of tandfng.!This r

regulations oeaAediaiitd bI. -result w'as notintended by-thesAd i

practice4AA 19hl acdpa v$+ 4! ;i us. 'req t ,eInfflexin. aelfofan! r
.>qE*..m'2b|@..pti'ppI c : .1ndeusiffioeonnlonda;na

inntheeei .s itu rtonifadlet*'and co nfuses thdnt

the requirement to file on behbfof an
Industry, the "major proportion" of the
industry element of the definition is not
pertinent for standing purposes.

As to our proposed inclusion of the
related party provision of section
771(4)(B) of the Act, the Court in
Gilmore indicated that it believes the
Department may exclude importers from
the industry for standing purposesif
appropriate. 7 CIT at 226-27 (dicta). The
Department has used this provision on a
number of occasions. See, e.g., Frozen
Concentrated Orange Juice from Brazil,
52 FR 8324 (1987); FabricatedAuto Glass
from Mexico, 50 FR 1903 (1985). The
Department finds the proposed
regulatory definition to be the
appropriate one for purposes of
identifying those producers with a stake
in the outcome. Gilmore Steel Corp.v.
United States, 7 CIT at 224. For these
reasons, the comment is not adopted.
Sec. 3532(k)

Note: To be consistentKeith changes made
to the countervailing duty regulations. we

have revised paragraphs (k)(3). (1)(4), and
(k)(5) to refer to sellers of the like product
produced in the United States.
We also note that we are drafting a

regulation to implement section 1326(c) of the
1988 Act, which expands the definition of
interested parties to include, In investigations
involving processed agricultural products, a

coalition or trade association representative
of (a) processors, (b) processors and
producers, or (c) processors and growers.

Se. 35.3.2(1)
Comment: One party suggests the

regulation be clarified to indicate that
an investigation ends with a notice of
suspension of investigation, except
when the investigation has been
continued under § 353.18(i).
Another party suggests that the

proposed definition of investigation
couldd be construed to require the
Department to begin an entirely new
investigation in the event of a

resumption or continuation of the
investigation following its suspension.
This party suggests that the definition of
investigation be amended as follows:

aan 'investigation' begins, resumes or

continues on the date* * and ends,
or is suspended, on the date*
Departments Pouition: On further

reflection, we have deleted reference to
notice of suspension, of investigation as
"ending" aP investigation.;:rus'.

We note that hiseeguintion-does not
addressatheismusofwhatdba or review
period Is relentfor a continued or'.'

resumed invesigatiom -The statute does
not addressdthh'issu d inn urvew,

it must be-detd0ZensA aisby-;cnxe
b~~>uasis stfttA I"" 4ir r4s

12743
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Sect 353.2(m)
:Note; As stated in thepreamble to the

proposed rule, paragraph (m) defines "the
merchandise." The definition avoids
continual repetition throughout the
regulations of the phrase "the class or kind of
merchandise imported or sold, or likely to be
sold. for importation into the United States,
that is the subject of the proceeding."
Sec. 353.2(o)
Comment. All but one party

commenting on this section objects to
limiting "parties to the proceeding" to
only those interested parties that
actively participate in a particular
decision by the Secretary through the
submission of factual information or

written argument. Many parties suggest
that the definition of "party to the
proceeding" continue to be defined as
"an interested party that has filed an
entry of appearance within 10 days of
the publication of a preliminary
determination." Some parties argue that
the proposed definition is an attempt by
the Department to define the standing of
persons to seek judicial review of
agency decisions, and that such an
attempt is an usurpation of the power of
Congress. One party also argues that the
proposed definition undercuts the
purpose of the revisions made in 1979
and 1984 to the trade laws, which made
relief from unfair foreign trade practices
easier and less costly for domestic
industries to obtain. Others argue that
the provision is not in accordance with
Congress' intention of streamlining and
reducing the cost of antidumping duty
proceedings, and will result in needless
duplication of effort by interested
parties through protective filings.
One party states that it does not

necessarily disagree with the proposed
definition, but questions the
Department's authority to change the
rules of standing in any federal courL
Department's Position: Th?

Department must define the term "party
to the proceeding." Section 733(b)(2) of
the Tariff Act provides for disclosure of
information to "any interested party,
then a party to the proceedings * I "
and section 777(c)(1)(A) of the Act, as
amended by the 1988 Act, limits
disclosure of business proprietary
information to "all'interested parties
who are parties to the proceeding
* .I". Furthermore. the term 'party to
the invegsttlonb. a term that the
Department interprets as being .
synonymous with "party tothe
procepei pswantmiberofti
in the statute,See, e.g., action 774(a)(1),
dealingwith requestsfor hearing
Department is atempting in limita
partyts right to appeal to the ce'rt.amF~

believe the comments prove too much. It
Is the province of Congress to regulate
trade, but.that does not argue that the
Department has no authority to interpret
statutory enactments on trade matters
through its regulations. Section 516A(d)
of the Act limits standing before the
Court to "[amny interested party who
was a party to the proceeding under
section 303 of this Act or title VII of ihis
Act ' I." 'Those proceedings are
administrative processes carried out
before the Department and subject to its
rules. We believe the Court will benefit
from the agency's expertise as to the
minimum participation in the
administrative process that will make
possible the party's exhaustion of its
administrative remedies, so that the
time of the Court and the parties will not
needlessly be spent on matters that
could have been addressed and resolved
by the agency in the first instance. The
Court may disagree in the circumstances
of a particular case that adherence to
the regulatory requirements was
consistent with Congressional intent,
but that does not argue for ignoring our
obligation to ensure, to the extent
possible, the orderly, efficient, and
equitable implementation of the law.

Finally, the Department does not
believe that the definition places an
unreasonable burden on interested
parties. To the extent that parties wish
to make clear their right to litigate issues
raised by other parties, they may
incorporate by reference the other
parties' comments in whole or in part. If
the parties' positions differ, then the
Department believes that the second
party has an obligation to raise its
argument with the administering
authority before litigating the issue.
Sec 9532(s)

Note: We have added a reference to U.S.
price In the definition of "reseller" and made
other technical changes to clarify the
language in this paragraph.
Sec. 353.2(t)
CommenLd One party states that the

definition of "likely sale" should not be
limited to an "irrevocable offer to sell."
and suggests modifying the regulation
either by dropping the requirement that
offers be irrevocable orby creating a
rebuttabie .presumption that all offr
are irrevocable. his party also
proposes modifying the definition of
"likely sale' to inuclde oral offers that
are notconfirnmed in writingIn addition,
this party objectsin the Departments
practice (statedin the preamble to the
proposed rule)ofconsidering likely
sales only in theevent that thereareno
consummated salesin therelevant
foreign

Department's practice would remilt in a
findingof no dumping, when-in fact the
presence of offers to sell in the market
at less thanidfr value ("LTFV") may
cause the domestic industry injury by
forcing it to cut its prices accordingly,
regardless of whether actual sales have
been made.
Department's Position: The

Department has defined the term "likely
sale" in order to cover the situations
where actionable unfair trade practices
can be reasonably expected to exist.
The issue to be addressed is the
likelihood that a sale will be made. In
our view, that can occur only when an
offer is irrevocable for some time period
sufficient to indicate a likelihood of sale.
Revocable offers encompass such a
wide spectrum of activities as to provide
no measure of the likelihood of sales.
We have decided to retain the
requirement that offers be irrevocable,
without adding a rebuttable
presumption, because we believe the
provision is administrable and
reasonable as drafted.
Regarding the practice on

consideration of likely sales, the
Department continues to believe that
sales generally are a more appropriate
measure of market activity than are
offers. The manner in which the
Department defines the period of the
investigation wi!l most often deal with
the problem identified by the
commenter. In the unusual situation
where that is not the case, the
Department may consider both sales
and offers.
Although all of the comments focused

on the likely sale issue, we note that
section 1327 of the 1988 Act lists the
factors to be considered in deciding
whether a lease is equivalent to a sale.
These factors are the terms of the lease,
normal commercial practice within the
industry, the circumstances of the
specific transaction, the integration of
the product into the operation of the
lessee or importer, the likelihood of
continuation or renewal of the lease
over a signifl'ant period of time, and
other relevant factors, including the
possibility of avoidance of antidumping
or countervailing duties.

Sec.353.3
CommentsTwo parties request that

respondents and petitioners not be
required to resubmit evidence or
documentsthat are already inthe
Departmentspossession. To reduce the
burdan,theresubmission should be
waived if the submitted can identifythe
location of the requesteddatainthe
could bemadepartofthe
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without physically insertiring them intothe record.
Departmented Position -The burden

that would be created. and the potential
disruption to an orderly proceeding that
would result given the enormous
volume of records, does not permit the

Department to provide this service, See
also § 353.34(b)(3)(ii).
We note that in paragraph (a) we

have clarified that documents returned
to a submitter under § § 353.31(b)(2) and

353.32(g) will not be included in the
official record.
Sec.353.3(b)

Note: To be consistentwith charges made
to the countervailing duty regulations, we
have altered the second sentence of

§ 353.3(b) to read as follows: "The record will

consist of all material described in paragraph
(a) of this section that the Secretary decides
is public information within the meaning of

§ 353.4(a), government memoranda or
portions of memoranda that the Secretary

decides may be disclosed to the general

public, plus public versions of all

determinations, notices, and transcripts." The
Department believes this will clarifyany
ambiguity between 353.3(b) and § 353.4(a)
as proposed.

Sec. 353.4

information described in paragraph
(b)(5) of this section. We cannot
presume that limited distribution ofa
price list to a specific group of
customers constitutes public
availability. For example, sellers may
circulate different price lists to different
groups of customers and expect
prospective customers to protect the
information as proprietary.
The Department may deviate from the

list of normally public information if the
submitter presents a convincing
argument of harm. Rather than modify
§ 353.4(a)(3), we will entertain such
arguments on a case-by-case basis.
Similarly, we will entertain on a case-
by-case basis arguments against the
parenthetical exceptions listed in
§ 353.4(b). As we noted in the proposed
rulemaking, the list of exceptions
reflects our experience with information
submitted in proceedings. It attempts to
eliminate unnecessary disagreement
over documents that generally fall into
one category or another.
We note that, to be consistent with

changes made to the countervailing duty
regulations, we have amended
§ 353.4(a)(4) to read "publicly available
laws, regulations, decrees, orders, and

consistently treated self-initiation as an
unusual action.
Sec. 35311(c)
Note: Paragraph 853.11(c) has been added

to implement the persistent dumping
monitoring provisions of section 732(a)(2) of
the Act, as added by the 1084 Act.

Sec. 353.12(a)
Comment: One party suggests that this

section include a certification by the
petitioners and anyone involved in
preparing the petition regarding the
truthfulness and completeness of the
petition in order to avoid petitions filed
for purposes of chilling legitimate import
competition.
Department's Position: The

antidumping duty law requires that the
allegations in a petition be supported by
information reasonably available to the
petitioner and that such information
accompany the petition. As explained in
the legislative history of section
702(b)(1) of the Act, the Department is
expected to reject petitions "which are
clearly frivolous, not reasonably
supported by the facts alleged or which
omit important facts which are
antnnAIUUl 11UA auIZot*a puuuunt_

Comment: One party suggests adding other official documents country. Hii Rep. No. 317, 9th Cong., 1st Seas. 51to the list of public information, with the including English translations." This (1979). Congress Intended this same

burden on the submitter to establish the clarifies that official documents standard to apply to antidumpingcontrary, items such as price lists containing proprietary, classified, io at6
distributed to a group of customers and otherwise privileged information are not petitions 60. We agree that

price lists of components and raw considered to be public information. We certmscatfonrequirement is an

materials if such lists generally are also have revised the parenthetical appropriatemeans of deterring the kind

publicly available. phrase in paragraph (b)(6) so that it now of problems described in this legislative
Another party contends that the reads "designation of type customer, history However,wepreferto apply theDepartment's proposed standards for distributor, or supplier." cert.isication requirement to allproprietary treatment infonnation ~ ~ ~submissi 5ons of factual inlformation, notproprietary treatment of Information are Sec. 353.6 just tothose contained in petitions.inadequate. This party argues that the

Acrigy eaeadn o§333use of a list to define proprietary Note: These rules include the regulation Accoprdglay, weare adding to § 353.31 ainformation is flawed in that it is promulgated on August17 , IM7 F306s)) new paragraph (i), which requires thatinflexible and overly narrow, and should regarding de minimis dumping margins. The all submissions of factual information
be abandoned. For example, under the provision has been renumbered (as defined in § 353.2(g)) be
regulation, factual information in a form to 353. accompanied by an appropriate
that cannot be associated with or used We have moved the definitions of certification of a responsible official of

to idntifprticlar frm nethless
"dumping margin" and "weighted-average the submitter and the submitter's legalma be pr rietar tafm An dumping m..rgin' to the general definition counsel or other representative, if any.example

marketing strategies. section, See § 353.2(d In accordance with This certification requirement also isexampleWoul be maketin stratgies. § 353.42(a), we have deleted the reference to icroae nscin13 fte18This party suggests that paragraph (a)(3) "fair value" in the definition of "dumping Incorporated in section 1331 of the 1988and the exceptions in paragraphs (b)(3) margin." In addition, we technical Act. We also are modifying § 353.12and (b)(6) shouldbbe deleted.This party changes to clarify the language of this of the proposed rule to cross-reference
also suggests that the regulations should section. 353.31(i).

exclude oro public disclosure or ; . , S ec332())
release under an APO. any-proprietary.
documents requested as part of the Comment.' One party suggests Commented One the

response to a. questionnaire. section should include a reference the regulation clarify that the

Another party suggests that the d,;;language of Article a dministerhig determinedestination of designation whether information "reasonably
typeof customersshould considered self-initiation is warranted only available" inlight the circumstancesproprietaryspecial circumstances." of each petitioner. This party suggestsDepartment's Position: Pricelist s may ksparwnentfi ositioi.' As provided In .c ng',rbasonably vallabley; by
be public information o

d pe-" se sictionn2(
) ftheiA the standards revising the to terd "Tvhe

dn ucribedJ phsrrasle3a)( or.a)(2)
- forsaelf-6ni tlationa petitionabjil 'ontzi the follrwllto to:,'

"hdiamectproprotaryd -.; n - 731 of theA&!TheDepDatent hait'e.

12745
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petitioner under its individual
circumstances:'.
Department's Position: In deciding

whether to initiate an invesftgation, the
Department's practice is to take into
account the ability of the petitioner to
obtain information in support of the
petition. The type and quantity of
relevant information that is reasonably
available to a large corporation in a
well-defined industry may not be

(b)(2). the Department does not expect
petitioners to btin business
proprietary formation from other:
persons in {he industry or otherwise to
engage lxi activity that arguably might
call into play the U.S. antitrust laws. We
believe there are many methods of
gathering the information that would not
present a problem.
Sec. 353.12(b)(4)

We note that we have modified this
paragraph to delete the reference to the
TariffSchedules of the United States.
The reference to "U.S. tariff
classification". In the final rule covers
the Harmonized Tariff System, effective
in the United States on January 1, 1989.
Sec. 353.12(b)(6)

Comment. One party objects to the
requirement that petitioners provide the

available to a small company in an Comment., One party recommends proportion of total exports to the United
emerging or less well-defined industry. deleting the word "requested" because it States from each person alleged to have
The Department's practice of gives the impression that the sold merchandise at less than fair value.
considering the size and nature of the Department may expand or contract the They argue that the information is often
business and industry in deciding what scope of investigation. The party argues difficult or impossible for the petitioner
information is "reasonably available" is that the Department does not have the to obtain, and that the requirement is'
not changed in this section. Moreover, authority to modify the scope set, forth in contrary to Congressional intent to
this rule contains a new paragraph (h) in the petition. reduce the cost of filing a petition. They
§ 353.12 that specifically provides for Another party states that the suggest that this requirement be deleted.
technical assistance to small businesses. Department cannot modify the scope Department's Position: The
The Department has consistently beyond the description in the petition Department uses information on exports
provided such assistance on request. unless it follows the selfinitiation to the United States in the preparation
Sec. 353.12(b)(2) procedure. of questionnaires and the review of
Comment Two parties express Another party states that the questionnaire responses. Therefore, to

concern that the petition requirements Department's authority to modify the the extent that this information is
do not include a clause that requires scope of the petition is limited to reasonably available to the petitioner, it
petitioners to state that they are filing on instances in which the petitioner does should be reported in the petition. To
behalf of the major proportion of not allege the pertinent facts or does not the extent that it would be unduly
domestic producers. For example, one provide the requisite information. This burdensome, difficult, or impossible for
party suggested that this section include party adds that Lte Department may a petitioner to obtain this information,
a requirement that petitioners state self-initiate an investigation of products the petition would be acceptable
whether they represent a majority of the not specified in 'the petition if there is without it. As noted in the Departimert's
domestic industry in terms of (1) the information in the petition allowing it to position on paragraph (b)(2) of this
volume and value of domestic do so. Otherwise, the scope of the section, the petitioner may rely on
production of the merchandise in investigation should be controlled by the publicly available information.
question and (2) the number of frms description of the merchandise found in Sec. 353.12(b)(7)
manufacturing the merchandise in the the petition.
United States. Department's Position: The Court of Comment., One party states that
Department's Position: For purposes International Trade has acknowledged because the preferred methodology for

of the petition, the Department will that the Department has authority to calculating foreign market value is to
continue to rely on the petitioner's clarify the description of the class or use home market prices, the Department
representation of industry support. kind of merchandise contained in the should expressly require that the
Neither the statute nor the legislative petition. Mitsubishi Electric Corp. v. petition contain information on home
history requires the petitioner to UnitedStates, Slip Op. 68152, 12 market prices when "reasonably
establish affirmatively that it has the CIT.(.October 31,1988); Kokusci available to the petitioner." This party
support of a particular percentage of the Electric Co. Ltd. v. UnitedStates, Slip suggests adding the following language
members of an industry. See Op. 86-29, 10 CIT.4March 14,1988). to this section: "(If unable to furnish
Department's response to comments on The Court also has recognized that the information on foreign sales or costs

353.2(j). - Department has the authority to define afterreasonable effort' ' i".
We note that, to be consistent with the scope of an investigation. Department's Position: The

changes made in the countervailing duty DiversifiedProducts Corp. v. United commenter is correct as to the preferred
regulations, we have modified the States, 6 CIT 155, 159 (1983) (citing methodology for calculating foreign
parenthetical phrase in paragraph (b)(2) Royal Business Machines v. United market value. We note that the
to clarify that two percent of the States, I CIT 80, 87 n.18 (190), affd, 869 information to be submitted is the
industry may be measured either in F.Zd 691 (Fed. Cir. 1982)). This authority factual information that is relevant to
terms of sales or production levels. In is important for the purpose of ensuring U.S. price and foreign market value "in
addition, welhave modified this that the Department's orders are - accordance with Subpart D.' That
provision to clarify that in deciding administrable, clear, enforceb, and subpart evidences the preference for
whether a person in the industry .- adequate twrprotect the'UXL industry X. home market prices, third country
accounts for.twopercent:ormore of the from the unfair trade practices covired - prices. or cohistted value, inthat
industry, the petitionermay rely only an by the statawu !- order 1 Department Witt yvaluattcstheS
publicivievalbleannathe W"' orkind6 fn bndiS;,&i. adeq ffaptloa~ftgltof t ':X'
Depatbtenlncludes.the'twpercet;r' i. may, forexample, rely n~foruat~if'iC preferences statedtn SubpafADAA
cut-offtoitGducheepoicniaubindr . not valabheto thepetitiff n dlA '.<.; a ...-L i;.
the petitioner in industries that includes conclude that thepetitioner'sSec. 353.12(b)(8)

of class or Miid equate-ta~tnpr*vM -NHats.We r drafting a p sd vealibidod
--patif l o f tbadti d=di~r.tiq lo requestt for cotmens to wp entlh IM8
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Act amendments regarding dumping by
nonmarket economy countries.

Sec. 353.12(d)
Comment: One party argues that the

Department should not dismiss a
petition because of information for
which proprietary treatment is
improperly claimed if that information is
not essential to support the petition (as
would happen under the proposed
regulation). This party recommends that,
instead of completely dismissing the
petition, this section should be changed
to state that the Department will
determine within 10 days of submission
of the petition whether the information
is entitled to proprietary treatment, and
if the Department denies proprietary
treatment, the petitioner will be allowed
seven days to cure the defect.
Department's Position: Because the

petitioner can easily resubmit the
petition in proper form, we believe that
it is in the petitioner's interest to do so.
Otherwise, if the information which
does not comply with § 353.32 is
essential, the Department would decide
under § 353.13 that the petition does not
properly allege the basis on which an
antidumping duty may be imposed.
Nevertheless, we agree that the choice is
the petitioner's and have revised
paragraph (d) accordingly.

Sec. 353.1Z(g)
Comment: One party argues that the
no~~~~~~~-farmnthnlllnk.fn n~

consider connatnlcatione regsrdii

procedural defects in the petition (such
as the standing of the petitioner),
provided that the communications are
on the record and with adequate notice
to petitioners This party also believes
the Department should permit interested
parties to bring to the Department's
attention matters in the public domain.

Department's Position:Paragraph (i)
is consistent with the Roses decision.
Paragraph (i) limits the restriction on
communication to interested parties
defined in paragraphs (k)(1) or (k)(2) of
§ M3.4 which means that the
Department will accept communications
from domestic interested parties defined
in paragraphs (k)(3) through (k)(6) of
§ 353.2. The Court in Roses held that
under no circumstances was the
Department to engage in an advocacy
proceeding based on information from
potential respondents at the pre-
initiation stage of the proceeding. Id. at
1537. We believe that this holding
precludes the Department from making
fine distinctions between law and fact,
procedure and substance, and from
determining whether information is in
the public domain, especially because
the Department would have to accept
and review correspondence in order to
make such distinctions. Such a review of
correspondence would lead to needless
and time-consuming disputes as to
whether the Department had abided by
the ruling in Roses in a particular case.

We note that ifa U.S. producer of the

contracted to take account of facts
discovered after fritiaiobFor example.
the scope of an investigation sometimes
must be expanded to prevent
circumvention. See, Mitsubishi

Elecr*Ic Coup. v. United States, Slip Op.
88-1S; 12CIT__ICD S 1ss8).
In addition, the scope must be
contracted when it is determined that a
petitioner has not filed on behalf of en
industry that produces a particular like
product previowly included in the class
or kind of merchandise subject to
investigation. See, e.g., Oil Country
Tubular Goods from Israel, .1 mR 1649,
J1987); Certain Textile MillProducts
and Apparea'from Sri Lanka, 50 FR 9826
(1985). Moreover, the scope of an
investigation and any antidumping order
that results is subject to clarification of
its intended coverage. Gold Star Co.,
Ltd. v. United States, Slip Op. 88-10 12
CIT (uly 29, 1988); Kokusai Electric
Co., Ltd. v. United States, Slip Op. 86-29,

10 GIT _ (March 14, 1986). In the
event it becomes necessary for the
Department to modify or clarify the
scope of an investigation, it is the
Department's practice to inform all
parties to the proceeding. If the
Department did not modify or clarify the
scope when warranted, the interests of
all parties could be seriously
jeopardized. See also the Department's
response to comments on § 353.12(b)(4).
Sec. 353.14

Department should notify theWe note that if aU.S. produceroftheComment:Several parties comment
country in which the merchandise is like product (§ 353.2(k)(3)) or any other that the 30-day time limit on submission
produced but also any country that the domestic party communicates with the of the for exlu itooshbrs.'petition alleges is an intermediate Department as an agent of a potential of requests for exclusion is too short.

country for the importation of the respondent the prohibition In paragraph the egatnie n day eveui
merchandise and is likely to be used to (i) would apply to that communication. they doestgaynothan e

i
time torervenef

calculate foreignmarket value. they do, may not have timetoprepare
Department's Position: At the time Sec.353.13 the request described in this section.

petition is filed, only the home market Comment One party suggests that the One party argues that elimination of the

country (or countries) is known for notice of initiation should clearly state possibility of requesting an exclusion

certain, which is why § 353.12(g) the scope of the investigation. They add after the 30-day period will deny
requires only that a representative of that this coverage cannot be extended interested parties the right to have the
that country be served. The Department, later to merchandise not included in the circumstances of their transactions
however, will make a petition available notice of initiation because to do so analyzed. These parties suggest the time
to a representative of an intermediate would deny the parties adequate notice. limit extended to the date when the

country if one is identified either in the Department'sPosition: The Court of questionnaire response is due.

petition or during the course of the International Trade has recognized that Two parties contend that the
investigation. the Department has the authority to. requirement that certification of the

define the scope ofan Investigation request be obtained within the 30 day
Sec. 353.12(1) Diversified Products Corp. v. united time limit is totally unrealistic and that

Comment: One party argues that this States, 6 CIT 155,159 (1933) (citing this certification is unnecessary and
sections unnecessarily broad in Royal Business Machines v.United could serve to deter meritorious requests
prohibiting, prior to initiation, oral or States, CIT 80, 87 n.18 (1980). off d, 669 for exclusion.
written communicationfrom interested F.2d 691 (Fed.Cir. 1982)).The One party requestsclarification as to

teparty-Th Deparb ovymIthbe . when. umbexehded *rdan
Statespsapararaptd . petitioner, thew. , w* -anfldumphdiaw A Opaln
inWtiatrnia w&ith tire .. to enure thatt.paoti pltiatl* t gm; be excluded toma te-:
DnparorapaatxIcmiysthan the describesthe ;opeof n'iestgn : Depart dt that it-s ..
1dsc~ ~aiaW~h~~in-; i-iv :*sa accu2ate pesstb tealR: d~umpingmri dodn tirirwstigatory

o te5_'03i d 4-,-*,> -Detmentusuom tX4 d ea
ntc P.. -,, Dep xftm t mautoma
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a final determination allcompanies
investigated and found to be receiving
zero (de minimis) dumping margins.
Two parties suggest that notices of

initiation should list the companies to
whom questionnaires will be sent and
clearly state that any foreign producer
or reseller not listed which wishes to be
excluded should submit a request within
the specified time limit. These parties
urge that those companies that do
request exclusion and submit a
questionnaire response within the time
limits must be investigated. Any
company submitting a questionnaire
response and not investigated should be
given a zero dumping duty deposit rate
If an antidumping duty order is issued.
Department's Position: The deadline

for submission of requests for exclusion
is 50 days from the date the petition is
filed, because initiation normally occurs
on the 20th day after the petition is filed.
In most cases, 50 days should be a
reasonable period of time for
preparation of the request.
The Department cannot extend the

deadline for filing requests for exclusion
beyond the 30-day period set forth in the
proposed rule, because it must decide by
that date, or shortly thereafter, which
companies it will investigate and to
which it will send questionnaires. If the
certifications were not submitted until
the deadline for submitting
questionnaire responses, the
Department would not have sufficient
time to issue questionnaires, analyze
responses, and prepare for verification.
The certifications in this section are

required in order to ensure that the
requests are carefully considered by all
parties that have relevant information.
These certification requirements are
analogous to those required under
1 353.25(b) for revocations. The
certifications are required in order to
justify the Department's decision to
conduct an investigation specifically of
the company submitting the request for
exclusion, an investigation it might not
otherwise conduct. Neither
questionnaire responses nor verification
serve the same purpose as certifications.

If the Department includes a producer
or reseller in its investigation and
determines-that the producer-or reseller
had no dumping margin during the
period of Investigation. the Department
would automatically exclude that
producer or reseller from the'
antidumping duty order, even if the
producer orreseller did not request-
exclusion under the procedures
described in this section. The purposeof
this section merelyis toprovidean

opportunity for producers and resellers
that the djltithOerwlse

that the Department'spocifically include information available is th6
and investigate'them.If the Department- respondent's reply to the questionnaire
Investigates the company on other. when verification occurs after the
grounds, no purpose would be served by preliminary determination.
an exclusion request. In addition, one party recommends
The Department cannot specify in the that when a petitioner requests a

notice of initiation which companies it postponement of the preliminary
will investigate because the 20-day pre- determination, the Department should
initiation period is an insufficient conduct terification prior to the
amount of time to decide which preliminary determination. Another
companies will be investigated. Indeed, party suggests that the proposed
the Department often cannot identify all regulation should require verification
producers or resellers at the time of before a preliminary determination in all
initiation. We agree, however, with the but exceptional circumstances. This
suggestion that initiation notices should party argues that the methodologies
specify the date for filing exclusion used In a final determination often are
requests, and will modify future not focused on until after verification; if
initiation notices accordingly. verification occurs after the preliminary
When the Department receives determination, parties will not be able to

requests for exclusion that comply with comment on the methodologies used in
the requirements of this section, the the final determination, which will
Department normally will investigate continue to foster more court appeals.
the requests in accordance with the One party suggests that the
investigatory procedures described in Department be required to issue and
other sections of this part. For example, publish a corrected preliminary
the Department will ask each party determination as soon as it discovers
requesting exclusion to answer a cleric I
questionnaire, submit to verification, Department's Position: Section 776 (b)and abide by the procedures on ea rtments ond Section thesInformation and argument in Subpart C and lc) of the Act andh §3e337 of these
of this part. regulations specify she li.pritedAs explained in the preamble to the conditions in whichohe Department mayeproposed rule. the phrase "to the extent use "best information available" in lieu
practicable" would permit the of information submitted iyDepartment to refuse to investigate one respondents. As explained in the
or more of the requests when it preamble to the proposed rule,
concludes that it could not do so within paragraph (a) of this section refers to
the statutory time limits on available information" in orde. to
investigations. Such refusal might occur, indicate that the Departnent may base
for example, in a case in which an its preliminary determination on any
extraordinarily large number of requests information available to it at the time.
for exclusion are submitted. If the "Available information" includes, but is
Department refuses to investigate a not necessarily limited to, the
request for exclusion, the requester may respondents submissions, For example
be excluded from the antidumping duty even prior to verification, the
order by requesting a revocation under Department may know that respondent's
§ 353.25(b). Neither the GATT nor U.s. submissions are incomplete or
law requires the Department to demonstrably incorrect, In that event.
investigate every request for exclusion the Department may use apparently
or every company that produces or reliable information from other sources.
exports the class or kind of merchandise Whenever there are adequate time
under investigation. For the same and resources for verification prior to a
reasons, we cannot assign a zero rate to preliminary determination, the
companies that submit a voluntary Department will conduct the verification
response but are not investigated. If prior to the date of the preliminary
Company i found during an -' - determination in order to make its
admInIstrativereview to have-no preliminary determination more
dumping margin-'any cash deposit %vill accurate. In practice, the Department
be refuided with interet - - *-"a usually conducts Verification after thee -'~-. '-Ak" ' ' !-; preliminary determination. even when
Sec.353.15 . w...w;; .- ; *"~"dfit the petitioner requests ahevxtennion of
Comment'Two parties suggest that'* the date for the preliminary ..

the basis for a preliminary 'a-'-"'-'" * r-ndtinh*ot;N di"ythepefptittinerdetermination shouldremainas "best requests anextension for purpose of
informationavailable, rather than the permitting theDepartmentto obtain
proposed change to alablt"7 `;.- -* additionalinfcrmationifrom thb ;;l'
information respondent. bPtbpar 1fth" Liz'B

cooperateinthedr~fb t~ ' :--l aiewmerwre e7W
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consumes 25 045 days of the extension
period Verification conducted only
after the Department hasprovided each
respondent with an adequate
opportunity to submit the information
requested by the Department. The on-
site verification, including associated

Sec. 353.15(b)
Comment: Oneparty suggests that

paragraph (b) shouldprovide, as an
additional reason for postponement, the
consideration of requests for exclusion
or "the calculation of individual margins
for one or more producers orexporters."

would be inconsistentwith the
Congressionaldesire for vigorous

of the unfair tradelaws.
See,e.g. H.R.Rep. No. 317, 88th Cong.,
1st Sess. 51 (1979).
Sec. 353.16(b)

preparation and report-writing, normally suggests Comments One party notes

requires 30 to 40 days. because the for postponements in extraordinarily proposed § 353.16(b),
period of the extension under paragraph complicated cases should be available cannot make

(c) of this section is not more than 50 to petitioners and respondents an an critical circumstances

days, there is in most cases insufficient equal basis.
time for verification prior to the date of Department'sPosition: The

the preliminary determination. Department's authority to extend the contends that such

Facts available to the Department at time for issuing preliminary critical-circumstances determination

an early stage of the investigation are determination is "narrowly contrary to Statutory purpose

limitedin comparison with those circumscribed" by the statutory criteria underlying critical circumstances

available later in the investigation. set forth in paragraph (b)(2). See S. Rep. provisions antidumping law,
Preliminary determinations are simply No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 66 (1979). the deterrence import surges through

interim decisions intended to focus Section 733(c)(1)(B) of the Act does not the Department's prompt determination

issues and provide the basis for permit consideration of additional of whether critical circumstances exist.

comment by the parties to the criteria for allowing an extension of The party notes, however, under

proceeding. They are not subject to time.
judicial review. One important effect of measures, including the suspension of

a final determination is to correct Sec. 353.15(g) liquidation, cannot be implemented until
inaccuracies in the preliminary Comment: Two parties suggest that an affirmative preliminary

determination. Therefore,an additional the disclosure conference should determination of dumping has been
procedure for correcting errors in a provide a "complete," rather than a

preliminary determination would be an "further," explanation of the preliminary that the Department revise this section
unwarranted waste of the Department's determination. These parties urge the to provide

scarce resources. We have established a Department to disclose all calculations critical

practice of correction of clerical errors and computer programs used in making the petition, or within 60 days of the
in final determinations and final results, the determination., filing of the petition, and is deemed to
which also isprovided for in section Department's Position: We have warrant investigation, the Department
1333 of the 1988 Act. See 53FR 41617 clarified that the purpose of disclosure is will make a preliminary determination
(October 24, 1988): 53 FR 5813 (February only to provide an explanation of the on an expedited basis, will delay
26,1988). calculation methodology usedin a verification until after the preliminary

determination. determination, and will provide no
Sec. 353.15(a) extensions to respondents

Sec. 353.16(a) of submitting information to consider in

paragraph (a)(2)(1) should emodifiedto Comment. One party contends that making a preliminary determination.indicate that preliminary determinations the Department does not have statutory Department's Position: We have
will include administrative and judicial authority to self-mitiate an investigation revised paragraphs (b)(2)(1), (c). andi (g)
precedents on which legal conclusions of critical circumstances, and that the to permit the Department to issue a
are founded. Department should not substitute its preliminary critical

are partmuents Position: The suggestion
perception of what is in the petitioner's finding

Department's etion:Thesuggestion interest for that of the petitioner. preliminary determination

Secretary's Department's Position: Although 353.15
cases.

precedent Impose section 733(e) does not expressly that this requirement

notrequired by thestatute authorize the Department to find critical section 1324 the 1988 Act.)

extent to explain circumstances in self-initiated preliminary critical circumstances

the Investigations, the Department in such finding

discuss legal precedents in its casesis considered the petitioner and, preliminary determination,
preliminary determinations. In view of. as such. has authority to allege and to of liquidation

the fact that the preliminary investigate critical circumstances. Under time of,

determination is not subject tojudicial a similarinterpretation of thestatute, affirmative determination.
review and is subject to revision in the the Department has determined thatin a In order

final determination, any additional self-initiated investigation the preliminary finding critical

discussion of administrative and judicial administeringauthority is the circumstances,
precedents isunnecessary. "petitioner" and may, in appropriate find:(1) is a history

We note that because section 733(b)circumstamces, withdraw its petition and dumping in the United or

of the Actprovides that theDepartment elsewhere of themerchandise, orthat

must have reasonable basis to believe Certain Steel Products from Belgium, theimporter knew have

'n hapect i'~ diae h~mdlse' ingd Bi ace~'R h;Aftipa. kubw dm the producer

sold, oraslikely tobe sold, at less than andSpain, 17 FR 5754 (1982). Anselling themerchandise LTFV; ad (2)

fair value,haveaddedthe words "or interpretation ofthe law that as explained in the Department's.
suspect" to paragraph ii .h m Ig2iIeoststi nf 46.1 p
regulation.,,,.ht;,^4¢,t,,,, ,>'t'ttsb't,_, vt,,,,4,"*,, ,,, , .'t^ sint " antdOa

,

is
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significantly during a relatively short intend retroactive bonding or cash with respect to the increased import
period. A "relatively short period" is deposits, these provisions of the Act amounts, Specificaly. this party seeks
defined in paragraph (g) as normally at would be superflous because there clarificationastothe provision in the
least the three-month period beginning would be nothing to release or refund. proposed regulation that states the
either on the date the proceeding begins Sec. 353.1(e) Secretary will not consider imports
or, when appropriate, a period of not massive unless they have increased by
less than three months frcorn the date Comment: One party suggests that the "at least 15 percent" and the statement
prior to the initiation of the proceeding Department should be subject to the in the preamble to the proposed rule that
on which importers or exporting same time limits for making findings in "the Secretaty might consider the
producers or resellers had reason to self-initiated investigations (paragraph imports massive, even If the increase is
believe that a proceeding was likely. (e)) as in investigations based on less than 15 percent * *'."
Because the preliminary determination petitions (paragraphs (b) and (d)). Some of the parties that object to the
in an antidumping investigation because the same standard for 15 percent standard suggest dropping it
generally is not issued until the 160th determining critical circumstances in favor of a completely ad hoc analysis
day of the investigation, the Department applies to all investigations. based on consideration ofhistorical and
examines at least a three-month period Department's Position: Paragraph (e) seasonal import patterns and other
when determining whether critical provides that the time limits relating to factors relevant to the decision whether
circumstances exist (as opposed to the submission of critical circumstances the increase in imports is an attempt to
approximately a three-month period in a allegations by the petitioner do not circumvent the law. One party suggests
countervailing duaty investigation), apply in self-initiated investigations, that if the Department retains the 15
For example, in the recent This paragraph gives the Department percent standard, the Department

antidumping investigation of Butadione Maximum flexibility to make critical should provide that any increase of less
Acrylonitrile Copolymer Synthetic circumstances findings early in self- than 15 percent (even if imports
Rubber fromJapan, 53 FR 15436 (1988), initiated investigations, accounted for a preponderance of U.S.
we examined a five-month period in Sec. 353.16(1) apparent consumption) will not be
determining the existence of critical Comment: Several parties advocate considered massive. Another party
circumstances, because of the longer e o r suggests adding to paragraph (ma

time period between initiation therefeenofinanatidmepeinbtweinvestigationand the paragraph (1) to a 15 percent increase in statement that any interested party mayantidumping inves importsinvestiporsadurnghansubmit evidence to rebut the
preliminary determination, as compared ".immediately preceding" period. They presumptioncreated bythe15precent
to the time period in countervailing duty contend that a 15 percent increase in general rule. That party also would
investigations. imports is not necessarily indicative of delete the reference to "immediately
Soc. 3.53.16(c) circumventing behavior that would preceding period" and would insert

Note: We hN've mnodified paragraph i(c) to warrant application of the retroactivity reference to a longer historical period.
provide that thea suspension of liquidation provisions of the law. They note that preferably three years. Other parties
that results from a finding under this section such an increase could reflect normal suggest raising the 15 percent standard
lwill be made only at the time of. or after. an commercial responses to changed to 2.5 cr 50 percent, or adding a
affirmative preliminary determination under market conditions, to normal business requirement that the increase also must

E 35-3.15. See Department's response to growth, or to compliance with contracts have accounted for five percent of total
comments on § 353.16(b). In addition, we entered into months earlier. Some of consumption.
have revised this paragraph to clarity that these parties believe that application of Department's Position: Neither the
suspension of liquidation would apply only to the 15 percent standard. even though it Act nor the legislative history defines
circumstances finding. We also have made is not an absolute standard, may lead to "massive imports." The Department,
technical changes to paragraph (c) to clarify arbitrary results and may discourage however, has concluded for the
the language of this paragraph. importations. On the other hand, one of following reasons that, in order to be

these parties emphasizes that in some "massive," imports must increase
Sec. 353.16(d) cases (even those in which imports have significantly in relation to prior import
Comment: Two parties contend that not accounted for a preponderance of levels or U.S. apparent consumption: (I)

neither the Department nor the Customs U.S. apparent consumption) the 15 section 733(e)(1)(B) of the Act requires
Service has authority to order the percent standard may be too high. "massive imports ' * over a
retroactive collection of a cash deposit Several parties object to the statement relatively short period." a test that
or posting of a bond, and that the in the preamble of the proposed rule that appears to require a surge in imports
Department's authority In the event of a in cases where imports account for a over "normal" levels; (2) the purpose of
preliminary affirnative critical "preponderance" of U.S. apparent the critical circumstances provision is to
circumstances decision is limited to' consumption. an increase in imports of prevent circumvention of the law, a
ordering the retroastivesuspension of less than 15 percent may be massive. purpose that presupposes an increase in
liquidation. lhese parties suggest,. One party argued tat market share is. import activity associated with the
therefore, that we delete the reference in 'irrelevant to the Asslueofwhether . possibility ofassessment of antidumping
paragraph (d) to cash deposit and bonid, imports are !'vslve.,' and believes itis duties; and'(3) the requirement is,.
and clarify that an affirmative finding of Inappropriate to penalize, by using a:-.- consistent with the Departments
critical circmmstancesdoen not result ina. ASvowr threshold fkir Inxvokingthe critical.. established practice in defining the term
retroactive collectionfdeposits ore4'*.,' cirumstazus,.provmLo. Xmporta-that* -- '* anivei Asprt*2"Theidegree of. 4%
posting of'bhnd. : *! :, t. ' i.t*i"hat achievedtlaiat ahare of thel" w ' ined logily would ., .;
,Pepaliment'Posptioi& iie authority' market withoul sme/ evidence thai their depend td4ome extent on the size of the

'to inpoae-retroactively A bond or cash :share Is the result of dumping,. Another.;: impoit-volunie In relation lo total U.S..
deposltzequirementmis tated '.'ac ,.,J. rt-,tit thmartai discrepancy.. appalnit oiusumptiomi Moreover..the'-
InphicaffonEpecn735{c)(3J(B) e14 ,.botweeu~ha eepl~anat'of I ~53.18()*; , Departnedt tdCt el.

tc~l4) (4H*Urf4 Q ! XX 8 ^ w X.:a#*§*$the t1o Jt&v 's"Xmepa fafculare haatzfim
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unreasonable to infer that the increase
in imports is attributable to the filing of
a petition or the expectation of the filing
of a petition.
As noted in the preamble to the

proposed rule, "[t]he criteriadescribed
in the proposed rule are intended to
clarify the bases for the Secretary's
critical circumstances findings without
adversely affecting the Secretary's
administrative discretion." FR 29049
(1986). Any interested party may submit
information to establish that an increase
of less then 15 percent is massive or that
an increase of more than 15 percent is
not massive under the circumstances.
For example, a party many argue that a

15 percent increase is not massive in the
case of a new product where the market
for the product is expanding rapidly.
-Any interested party may also submit
information showing that the increase is
a seasonal import trend unrelated to the
filing of the petition. The 15 percent
benchmark is not intended to limit the
Department's discretion or
responsibility to consider in each case

the factors relevant to a decision
regarding whether imports are
massivee." Paragraph (f) uses the 15
percent benchmark as a general rule-it
is merely a rough guide that gives some

element of predictability to the process.

to an investigation from circumventing
the intent of the law byincreasing their
exports to the United States during the
period between initiation of an
investigation and a preliminary
determination by the Authority." H.R.
Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 63
(1979). We believe that Congress
intended that there be a benchmark
period unaffected by the possibility of
the imposition of antidumping duties. If
the importers, or exporting producers or
resellers, had knowledge that an
investigation would be initiated, that
period must be prior to initiation. In
order to accomplish this purpose by
issuing an affirmative critical
circumstances finding at the earliest
possible moment during the
investigation, the Department must have
the discretion to compare the level of
imports during the surge period with the
level of imports during the benchmark
period.

In applying this provision, the
Department will carefully evaluate all
available information in order to
eliminate the possibility of chilling
legitimate trade and competition from
abroad. For example, the Department
would examine historical and seasonal
trends to determine whether the
increase in imports during the

Wl aaiu'i jinfl An lll UIILL

petition. If the certification is
affirnative, before terminating the

investigation, the Department should
follow the procedures for the public
interest determination that are set forth
in paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this
section.
Department's Position: The

certification requirement proposed by
the commenter is unnecessary. The
obligationto consider the public interest
gives the Department sufficient
authority to obtain from interested
parties all relevant information
concerning withdrawal of petitions. The

requirement that the Department
consider whether a termination
agreement serves the public interest
derives from the 1979 legislative history
of section 734(a) of the Act which
states, "The committee intends that an
investigation be terminated under
section 734(a) only if the authority or the
ITC, as the case may be, determines that
termination will serve the public
interest." S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st

Sess. 70-71 (1979). This requirement was

articulated in § 353.41(a. of the current
regulations and is carried over into this
,paragraph. If withdrawal is in fact based
on a quantitative restraint agreement,
the Department applies the provisions in
paragraph (b) of t 3,53.17. Those

Sec. 353.16(g) provisions implement the 1984

Comment: Two parties believe that At this time, the Department has had amendment to section 734(a) of the Act,

the portion of this paragraph that sufficient experience with this which provides more detailed public
permits the Department to extend the rovision to establish a definitive list of Interest criteria for terminations based
length of the "relatively short period," if criteria for deciding whether importers on quantitative restraint agreements.
the Department finds that importers or or exporting producers or resellers had Sec. 353.17(b)
exporters "had reason to believe" that a "reason to believe" that a "proceeding
"proceeding was likely," is not was likely." When appropriate, we will Comment: One party suggests
consistent with the Congressional develop such a list. clarifying in paragraph (b)(2) that the
purpose- to deter import surges during We note that we have revised this Department will consult with other U.S.
the period between initiation of al paragraph to pemit the Department, Government agencies before making the
investigation and a preliminary when appropriate, to issue a critical public interest determination.
determination. One of these parties also circumstances finding prior to the date Department's Position: Paragraph
believes the provision is of the Department's preliminary (b)(2) restates the statutory requirement
anticompetitive. Several parties believe determination under § 353.15. See set forth in section 734 (a)(2)XC) of the
that the provision is subjective and Department's response to comments on Act. As a matter of practice, the
unadministrable. § 353.16(b). Department consults with other

Although one party favors deletion of Sec 3 agencies, when appropriate, on issues
this provision, another party advocates Sec. 353.17(a) affecting the public interest
revising paragraph (g) to include a list of Comment: One party is concerned that determination under this paragraph. See
objective criteria for the Department to the proposed rule does not ensure an also § 353.36(a).
refer to when deciding whether the adequate basis for the Department to
importers or exporters had "reason to evaluate the public interest under this Sec 353.18(c)
believe" that a "proceeding was likely." paragraph. This party recommends Note: We have made technical changes to
Department's Position: Neither the revising paragraph (a) to require paragraph (c) to clarify ihe language of this

statute nor the legislative history defines petitioners, on withdrawal of a petition, paragraph.
the phrase "relatively short period." The to certify whether they have knowledge Sec,353.18(d)
definition inparagraph (8)isconsistent of or reason to believe thatthere is, any

purpise qt net by.thi'for'l
deterring importsurges prior to theindustry ofthe country subject to the important to enhance the abilityof the
suspension of liquidation thatcan be investigation to restrain export prices or domestic industry Influence the

attributed to an effort to circumvent the quantities to the United States, or Department's decision whether
effect ofthelaw, TheHouse Report heiex.oy riurlr.srartiysbp 'extraor.$linapm"tans,|....

piehp se-rnisi; pt arfipe#te64,t fm a s ddien &'r.Wsp
exporterswhosemerchandiseis subject - an inducement to withdrawal ofthe affirmativedecision is based in
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a finding that"suspension of the (e) relieves the Department of the Another party notes that this
investigation will be more beneficial to obligation to collect pricing information paragraph continues to permit the
the Industry than continuation of the necessaryfor the active monitoring of Department to suspend an investigation
investilgation."The party recommends suspension agreements, and urges that it up to the date of its final determination,
requiring the foreign respondent and the be deleted. Rather, the Department even though the purpose of a suspension
government to submit any proposed should require foreign respondents to agreement is to permit rapid resolution
suspension agreement at the time they submit on a quarterly basis the price at ofa tiduraping cases., with a minimum
submit the questionnaire response. The which they sell the merchandise in the expenditure ofi resources by all parties
domestic parties then would have 14 U.S. and horne markets, indicating any irnvolved. The party) .ecomrer.nds that
days to coruiment and indicate their change from the period originally paragraph (g)(1) be changed to requirta
willingness to accept the agreement. If a investigated. This infomation should be tfhat: (1) foreign respondents and
majority oT the domestic producers (in accompanied by a listing of claimed governments submit any proposed
terms of volume of sales) or importers adjustments and the extent to which the suspension agreement no later than the
do not indicate acceptance, the adjustments differ from the period date on which they submit their
suspension agreement should not be originally investigated. responses to the Departinent's
pursued. Department's Position: Although the questionnaire; (2) the domestic

Departvent'n; Position. The legislative Department recognizes the importance interested parLies be given a reasonable
history of section 7,34(c)(2) of the Act of effective monitoring, we liave not time thereafter to comment on the
states thal "the. language of the statute is adopted the comrnenter's suggestion. proposed agreement; and (3) the
general so as to provide the Authority Paragraph (g)(2)(i) provides that each Department make a final decision on the
with Plexibility in administering the suspension agreement shall contain a proposed suspension agreement not
provision. However,, the provision is not statement of the procedures for later than the scheduled date for the
intended to be so general as to be monitoring compliance with the preliminary determination.
meaningless." H-.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th agreement. The monitoring provisions of Depr~rnent's Position: The 45 day
Cong.. Ist Sess, 65 (1979). each Pgreement specify the types of time limit in this paragraph establishes
The Department recognizes the information t-i be submitted. In practice, the minimum amount of time the

importance of obtaining the views of the the Department req'dires submission of Department requires to review a
domestic industry in deciding whether relevant information on a quarterly proposed agreement and to provide the
"extraordinary circumstances" exist. basis. The Department may consider it 30-day notice to the petitioner required
WNe believe, however, that more than a necessary to require all of the under paragraph (2)li3. This time limit
one-time head count of proponents and information identified by the udalso affords ample Time for the
opponents (eoeri if weighted by volume commenter, but does not believe it is Departmeri to prepare the linal
of sales) is required for the Department necessary or appropriate to require such d rterminatiopr
to make a reasonable decision on this information in cases where it is not detation lissue. rhe Department's preliminary needed The statutearid legislative history
^onclusion about whether suspension The second sentence of paragraph (e) clearly permit the!department tonwould be beneficial to the domestic does not relieve the Department of its conclude a suspension agreemernit any
industry should focus more on the obligation to monitor effectively each time priorS o its final determination. See.
concept of suspension in general than on suspension agreement. If appropriate, ' S. Rep.p o. 249, 96thC ts
the specific language of an initial draft the Department will obtain price 6809 (1979). rhe purpose of permitting
agreement. The comments anid views of information described in that sentence. suspension of investigate is, as the
all interested parties regarding specific The regulation merely states that the commented notes. to permt "rapid and
draft proposals, and even suspension Department is not obligated to collect pragmatic resolutions ofaHnidumping
itself, may change significantly as the such information on a continuing basis. duty caees." d. at 71. See c/so H.R. Rep.

Investiation pogress
J No. 317, 98th Cong. Ist Segs. 63-~4 (1979).

Moreover,to the extent ,practcable, Sec. 353.18(f) In practice, however, it is difficult to
all interested parties should have the -Communt: One party suggests that the reach a pragmlati resolution of cases,
opportunity to evaluate the possibility of phrase "elimination of sales at less than especially complex cases, In
a suspension of investigation In light of fair value" should be deleted from this significantly less time than tiat allowed
the Department's preliminary section, because paragraph (a)(2) only by the statute. The Department proceeds
determination under §j 353.15, an applies to the complete cessation of cautiously in signingsuspensionopportunity that would not exist under exports and does not apply to agreements to ensure that all statutory
the requirements described by the suspension agreements that would criteria, includingtiepublic Interest
conmunenter. Under 1 353,18&q), the eliminate LTFV sales. critera, are satisfied. Therefore, we
Department consults -with the petitioner Departrnent's Position: We have have not adopted the suggestion that
and Effords the petitioner a right to deleted the reference to the phrase suspension agreements be concluded no
comnxent on specific draft language.. The eliminationn of sales at less than fair later than the pre-inalner detennination.
l3 epartrnent concludedr n isgteement value:" . Although the third conmenter's
~nly if it ;determnes that the agreeme'i ; proposals would ensure an early

Is In the publ icinterest,IncludinWthe M3518()(1) * * resolution tf the question whether a
interest, of the domestic indpihtr, V CorneaL' Twopartie sugget that " suspension agreement 1sattainable, it'"*. z -S,,,4}t~j*._ 'r;?tt?<.wto';-'p J' - si*dopddwouldiot hnsurleadid d',Se3~i;X5tFJ~e)rpi4?piv~g>%"nC5 t 44| Itted-withkii Youe or,.n p kVlUrtki 6u ii -

on'm~lwntiOne pirtytymentathat.; 4Uidays; ufuflri&1 det66iini6n.Iurt dtiuty caser" 'AijrptihsaTk 'old Irnpone
in ordem'to~nsuro; hatuflfeiv,§*'.;'i - \ttt~tb wi~l~dfi-'b~deifflll~fiffieib~t : time liatsinukfishoisrIfian thos0
zrnalltoririg 2i uh~e 'i~i 4~nN~; ; msemrmdt ~Thta ldl¢d' wpiiped' ettedt~~yw ~ .; r iflf the; F

ptktlab~hZ*/ADd@.§,:lehbi : - p w 'op##ii.isn'n ;
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negotiate a solution to Issues associated
with the proposed suspension
agreement. The regulation as drafted is
more consistent with the statute,
legislative history, and the Department's
experience.
We note that, to be consistent with

changes made to the countervailing duty
regulations, we have modified
paragraph (g)(1) to clarify that the
service requirement only applies to a
proposed agreement preliminarily
accepted by the Department. Draft
proposed suspension agreements
submitted to the Department on or
before the 45th day for review under
paragraph (g)(1) need not be served on
other interested parties. We also are
amending § 353.31(g) specifically to
exempt submissions under paragraph
(g)(i)(i) from the general service
requirements. The 15-day period
between the deadline for submission of
an initial draft agreement (paragraph
(gJ(1)(i)) and service of an agreement
preliminarily accepted by the
Department to the petitioner and other
interested parties (paragraphs (g(1)(ii)
and (g)(2)(i)) is intended to give the
Department, not interested parties, an
opportunity to review and, if
appropriate, suggest modifications to the
proposed agreement. The petitioner and
other interested parties have ample
opportunity to comment beginning on
the date specified in paragraph (g)(2)(i).
Sec. 353.18(g)(2)(i)
Comment: One party proposes that

this section be modified to indicate that
when the Department is aware, or has
reason to believe, that another U.S.

Regardingparagraph (g)(3), one party
stuggests changing thedeadline for
submitting written argument and factual
information from five days to at least
two weeks prior to the final
determination, in orderto provide
adequate time forconsideration of the
submissions.

Department's Position: The regulation
as drafted addresses; the commenter's
concerns. Paragraph (g)(2)(ii) provides
for cousultation and paragraph (g)(3)
provides for submission of written
argument and factual information
concerning the preposed suspension
agreement. The regulation draws aclear
distinction between the two types of
communication. As a matter of practice,
the Deparment affords the petitioner in
each case the opportunity for "complete
disclosure and discussion." S. Rep. No.
249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess, 71 (1979).
'We agree that Five days allows the

Department too little time in which to
consider written argument and factual
information. Accordingly, we have
changed paragraph (g)(3) to establish the
deadline 11ar submissions as 10 days
prior to the final determination. To limit
the deadline! to two weeks, as suggested,
would unnecessarily restrict the
Department's access to relevant
information and argument. The
Department would sign ai suspension
elreemnent prior to the scheduled date
for the final determination only after the
Department has given all Parties their
opportunity to consult and comment on
the proposed agreement. This paragraph
necessarily establishes unly the
maximum conceivable time limit an
submissions.

Government agency may be interested Sec. 353.18 (1) and (j3
in commenting on a proposed Gomment: One party suggests that

suspension agreement, that agency will paragraph (i)1I2) include a statement of
be notified at the same time notice is the effect of a negative final
given to parties to the proceeding. determination by the Departmnent or the
Deportment's Position: The Comnlission.

Department makes every effort to Regarding paragraph (j), one party
ensure that other U.S. Government contends tdat there is no statutory
agencies will have an opportunity to authority for prohibiting entry of
comment on proposed suspension merchandise, as provided in paragraph
agreements. , ... (j)(2). This party believes tfhat imports in
Sec. 353.18(g)(2) and (g)(3) excess of the limits in a quantity

restriction agreement are merely a
Comment. One parfy state that the violation of the agreement, and should

consultation requirement in paragraph be treated as such vuder i 353.19.
(g)(2)(il) should provide etpllcitly that, ^ Department's Position. The effect of a
on request by the petitioner, the. .. . negative final determination by the

IDepartment will meet nd dicuss itb . Department or the Commission issavted
the petitioner the pmropos :! ouien`ioiw in b .17(c te .^ to^thi
agreement. Thispart believes tha paragraph however, a sentence to,..
although the c'ornsultatfor, requirement ic,. clarify the effect of a negative final
state~in the current gralations, the - determination on .the ousipe.,on
Departmen~tas~ bter~re~f the ;. <,* -. agreement accordapce. ndth section

* Dr ar lhe .rt may er .zstoms7;
co:m"' oz~be "ement > . . ,, ^,, to~iit or exccrde entitmerchaIdtse;

imder paragrnph (I)(2) and mary also
determine wider i 353.19 that the
egtmeement has been violated. Paragraph
(,11(2) is .necessary for the Department to
ensure that exports in excess of the
qLl.Irn,.ity allowed by paragraph (f) or by
an agreement under paragraph (a) do
nolt enter the United States for
conrmnption.b*'is authority is implicit
in tihe Act because congress could not
have intended for these agreements to
be unerruo.rcentAh.
Sec. 3St3.19(a)

Comnrnert: Two parties object to this
paragraph because it provides that,
"without right of commentt" the
Department may determine that the
signatory exporters have violated an
agreement and take enforcement action.
They believe that fairness and due
process require right of coinmmsent before
the contractual agreement is abrogated.
One party argues that it lis highly
unlikely that . delay sufficient to allow
an affected party an opportunity to
explain its actions will have any
measurable effect on tille U.S. economy
or the health of any industry.

Depa:rThne~tr's Position: As stated in
the preamble to the proposed rule, "The
Secretary would use the "fast track'
approach iv paragraph (a)7 when the
Secretary decides that the record shows
clear evidence of violation by any
signastory exporter aend that notice and
comment are unnecessary." 51 FR 29050
(August 13, 1986. There is no unfairness
or violation of due process when the
Department's determination is based on
facts in the record of the case that
establish that ithe exporters have failed
to comply with thir terms of the
agreement by their own act or mission.
This regulation is consistent with the
statute and legislative history,
We note that, to, be consistent with

changes made in the countervailing duty
regulations, we are revrising paragraph
(a)(4) by deleting the phrase "if
appropriate" arid inserting i its place
"if the Serzetary determines that the
violation was intentionall" This change
clarifies that the Department will refer
the violation to tie U.S. Cuitoin Service
when ihe Departrient considers that the
agreement was Intentionally violated.
See. 3M.19(b)

Note: We hve mmodifled paragraph (b){)to
clarify that thisparagraphapplies when the
secretary does not have sufficlent.
information to take action under paragraph
(a) ofthissection.
To be consistent with changes mode to the

countervailingduty regulations, we have
added the piazo "and after consideration
comments received," beforethephrase"the
Secretary will inragrapb lb)(2),.Thi i~ll:
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avoid confusion and better reflect theIntentDepartment will make a final Departmnent's current practice. Wenote
of thi. ,dragS!lpb (It ill fletartuadon determination notlater thian In days that the purpose of awy disclosureAfterNotiae wid Cr-mient'JT ofter "the date oFuis pralimnarY conference is only to prmvide an
intendedtoconform tosection 7')4Wl[1BIA)(J) determination fas 'under the current explanatioht of the calculation
of the Act, which provides for suspension of regulation) rather than "the date of methodology used in a determination.
liquidation or all unliquideted entiresof the publication of" its preliminary See the Department's response tomerchandise made on or afte. the date the determination (as proposed). The party comments on 6 358.15(g). Section 1333 of
agreement no longer meets statutory notes that the preliminary determination the 1968 Act requires correction ofrequirements, even if that merchandise was may be signed three to five days before ministerial errors following a final
entered before the date of the Department's it is published in the federal Register, determination. See the Department'snotice tinder paragraph (4).We have Yvhich mneans Ohat under the proposed interim procedures at 52 FR 416i17amended paragraph (bu(2)'i) to reltect that rule tie lpartment muy extend the (October 24, 1988); 53 FR 5813 (Februaryintention more clearly. We also have P
corrected the references to se-lion M4,d)(I) Bt&Utor' time limit by the same number 26, 1988).
of the Act in paragraphs (b)(2)(ii)(B)and of days.
(b)(2)(ii)(C); the correct citation is to section Another party suggests that paragraph Sec 353.20(b)
764(d) of the Act. (e)(2)(i) should be modified to require Note: In order to conform with the statute,
Sec. 35.1 9(d) inclusion of administrative and judicial we have revised paragraph (b) io provide thatSec.353.A9(d) precedents nn v. ;ch the legal the Secrelary will postpone the final

Comment: Two parties believe the conclusions are based. In addition, this determination to not later than 135 days after
proposed definition of "violation" in party urges that paragraph (a) be the date ofpublication of the preliminary
inconsistent with section 734(i) and the modified to clarifythat subsequent determination.
legislative history of the Act to the determinations cannot expand the scope In addition, we have added to paragraph
extent that it defines a violation in terms of the investigation established in time (b) the requirement that the Secretary notifyall parties to the proceeding and publishof "significant" noncompliance. These notice of initiation. notice of any postponement. This is
parties believe that any violation of an One party suggests that the consistent with current practice.
agreement must be treated as a regulations require the Department to
violation, not just those which the hold disclosure conferences with the Sec. 353.20(c)
J.iepartrnlent considers significant. Irn parties, if requested, after the final Comnment: All parties commenting on
contrast, one party expresses agreement determination but before the this paragraph argue that it is unfair towith the proposed definition of antifumping duty order is published. At penalize foreign producers who have
"violation," because it clarifies that such conferences, the Department unsuccessfully sought exclusion. Two
insignificant acts or omissions will not should provide n full explanation of the parties note that it often is unclear evenb)e considered violations. final determination, including disclosure to an formed observer whetra

.0DcVartment's Position.' rhepurpose of olall calculations and computer particlrsed ibsatess thhefr a
the definition of "violation" is not to materials used in that determination. and thus it ls manifestly unfair to
permit the Department to ignore This party also suggests that the pndlhus forignpoesy forbe
noncompliance or equate "significant regulations provide for the correction of that their practices for determining fairnoncompliance" with "intentional any error in the calculation ofacvalue are the same as the Department'sviolationm," but to distinguish dumping inargin no later than 20 days practices. These' parties also argue thatnoncompliance that warrants after publiction of an order. This would t,'i section is unnecessary because thetermination of the agreement from avoid unnecessary litigation as a result regulations already require publicationnoncompliance that is de minimis. This of the requirement that parties file a ofthe dumping margins for eachis similar to the distinction in contract summons with the U.S. Court of oSt et thusmargis noreachlaw between "material" and International Trade 30 days after reponsent, thus there is no reason to
"immaterial" breach. The word publication of an order to preserve their m a uh eclusion because'
"significant" is too vague to accomplish rights to seek court orders mandating umaxcessfully sought exclusion because
this purpose. Therefre, we are corrections. there is nu difference in the legal result.
modigying the definitionto state that Department's Position: We have They biggest eliminating this proposed
"violation means noncompliance with revised paragraph (a) to state that "[n]ot Dec'TlY- . .
the terms of a suspension agreement later than 75 days after the date of the Department's Position: There is no
caused by an act or omission of a Secretary's preliminary determination, penalty" associated with stating a
signatory exporter, except, at the the Secretary will make a final company's dumping margin. The
discretion of the Secretary, nn act or determination * * *." paragraph is net needed. however,
omission which is inadvertent or Regarding paragraph (a)(2)(i), it is the because the requirement to publish the
inconsequential." Even if the Department's practice to explain in margins for all producers and resellers
Department finds that the act or detail the legal conclusions for its final found to have beenr selling all less than
omission was clearly inadvertent or determinations, including, as fair value is already provided by
inconsequential end decides not to appropriate, statement of relevant § 353.20(a)(2)(ii). We. thernfore, have
declare the agreement violated the legal precedent. This practice fully deleted the paragraph and renumbered
Department would consider whether it complies with, rection 788(d) of the Act. the succeeding paragraphs accordingly..
is appropriateto seek revision of the Regarding the comment on expansion of Sec.353.21
agreement under rp 4Sh.0)(2)H)(J .j the scopt f th* l'eioekqe ;.infl -. ;.. r2 l ;;;

or (64f.aoerto 9iin~ta9hq * Deparhjii'bI i:"iio i"$ Cominiontitne pOtt*htFndd thki
poBSbility-ofrepet~tetionDfJub-86 or, i ua~.iin""'"''J " 1' ''-;35i' ' "t the icpfbafDan enidaumping ctrermnust
oaniaalona,; ;>;, d> .;1. a g.. We h3a0ve *dfadded erw tsaia Phi~PI 'Y be iruited to the prwdwic coverage set

*twiftbotq, Als; that,vei2Kt it'I bW!DeDpa nentst eforthin e'otlwIcnleeifbf
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Sec, 353.21(c) either shortening the time period for the Therefore, we are modifying paragraph
Comment: One party argues that the administrative review or extendingthe (a) to permit the party that submits a

clause "no weighted-averagedumping deadline for the request of subsequent request to withdraw the request under
margin" should be replaced by a de reviews. certain conditions. Ifarelevant review
uninimis standard. which would make Two parties recommend that the has not been completed before the end
the regulation consistent with the regulations require the Deparment to of the anniversary month during which
Department's current practice, continue its present practice of the new request is submitted, the party

This party also contends that, in order Publishing each month in the Federal that submitted -the new request may
to be excluded from an order, a firm Register a list of orders that have withdraw it not later than 90 days after
must have either (a) applied for and anniversaries occurring during the the date of publication of notice of
qualified for an exclusion under month. One party urges thai the notices initiation of the requested review. The
§ 353.14, or (b) been a producer or seller should include the rates of duty that will Secretary may extend the time limit if it
investigatedby the Secretary andfound be automatically assessedif no request is reasonable to do so.-Notice of theinvestigated by theSecretary andfoundfor review is received and that the termination or partial termination of anto have no weighted-average dumping notices he .nailed to all interested administrative review, based onmargin during the investigativeperiod parties to the preceding investigation or withdrawal of the request, will be
"and" in the proposed regulation can be review, teDprmnto published in the Federal Register.
read to require that both cpmdotions be One party urges the Departmentto (Notice of partial termination normally
present. include a provision that would allow will be published together with the
Department's Position: Thephraseforeign producers that new entrants preliminary results of administrative"noweighted-average dumping margin" into the U.S. market after the review for other firms being reviewed, ifmeans n
w zghedo.aeragin A~eii investit'adon iA ccntplkted to have te any).

margin is considered ar. AAydC D)1ai,ll opportuxiity to request a review at any As a matter of practice, the
party for which there was no weighted- time mon, 'Jrvhn six months after tVe Department does publish in the Federal
average dumping margin (including de last segmr ifthe proreedins.sfit is register at ae beginning of each month
minimis) would be excluded from the dastsermied tAJ thewyrcedntranftiad no courtesy listing of rc~Aews, that can be
Department's order. The definition of de determinedless thaneo en racket adleno requested during the month. It is the
minimis was addressed in the the order should bue revoked b initi' responsibility, however, of interested
rulemaking which culminated in with regard to the products of that paty parties to follow developments in a
publication of a final rule on de minimis In addition, if the Department does not proceeding even in the absence of
dumping margins and countervailable act on a timely request for exclusion published notice at the beginning of the
subsidies at 52 FR 30060 (August 17, during an investigation, an lfirm that anniversary month. It is unnecessary for
1987). That rule is included in these adesan ivrequeatishoulda bye entitled the Department to list various estimated
regulations as § 353.6. toane expedite reqiewt anoud, beette antidumping duty rates in the published
Paragraph (c), as proposed, only appropriate, revocation or an individual notice, especially because our

addressed exclusions based on requests estimated duty rate. experience has been that many parties
submitted under § 353.14. We have Department's Position: Regarding the discuss their options with the
modified this paragraph to clarify that timetable for requesting and conducting Department prior to filing a request for
any producer or reseller that did not reviews, we find that proposed § 353.22 review.
request exclusion under § 353.14 and for does not comply with the statutory We find unacceptable the suggestion
which the Department nonetheless direction that a review be conducted "at that new entrants into the U.S. market
calculated a zero margin will be least once during each 12-month period after publication of an antidumping duty
excluded from the order. See beginning on the anniversary of the date order be provided an opportunity for
Department's response to comments on of publication of the order ' ' '.3 We expedited review and, if our first
§ 353.14. have, therefore, amended paragraph examination of those exporters
Sec.353.22(a) (c)(7) to require that the review be indicates that there were no sales at lesscompleted not later than 365 days after than foreign market value, for the order
Comment: Three parties argue that the the anniversary month (replacing to be revoked with regard to their

proposed regulation will result in 'Scicretary's initiation of"'). products. Antidumping duty orders
interested parties having to request a Consequently, reviews will be apply to all imports from a covered
new administrative review before the completed by the end of the anniversary country, except those from firms
final determination has been made in an month. In order to ensure that the specifically excluded from the
ongoing review. One party argues that, Department can meet the new deadlines antidumping duty order. Exclusions are
as proposed, the regulation will for completing reviews during the period based on the examination of a period
reimpose on the apartment the burden of transition he the-ew fal rule, we prior to initiation of the investigation,
of conducting reviews thatno party have provided that the effective date of when the respondent firm presumably
desires This party sugests that this paragraphs 353.22 (a) and (c) will be the acted without regard to the potential
section berevised to provide that the first day of the first month bgiti6o imposition of duties under the S.
Department will mnak fnal days after publication of these tlee. antidumpwing duty law. Under these
determination within a2months of the Prior o th date, Oe interim final le circumstances, the Department can
anniversary date iD publication ofshei publishedoiAiaiut.a.a85(1M QiR predi with iar theRuim s
order or suspension agreement,Instead 32556)willapply See also the Vi wi.eriomv llowt,
offromthemonth in which thereview Department's responseto conments on proposalin the comment,itwould be
was requested. Onepartysuggests that paragraph (c)(7). simple forafirm,knowing ofthe
this sectionbe revised to allow requests We recognizetheimportancetothe antidumping duty order, to enterthe
for a subsequent reviewto takeplace partysubmittingthe neWOM F'oFlW. market, hlop 'r a nyWitbnu

r~~nej~~e~ c~~crrmwiaittshh el~a~a~~m e vo~eCoii~ttiqtw4B.Xbt ,f*^*.w~t>Zw.giseMlulintatwl0 LAU
co-*Ss~~~~~~~e##ss ~ 4,.~ a rsX lyuWJ* 108G l ; n g 4A
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ess than foreignmarket value. We request a review during the anniversary note that when the duty rate established
believe the revocation procedures of month. A decision to request a review is in a final determination is lower than
J 353.25 provide the additional measure completely Independent of any other the preliminary rate, automatic
of security necessary before revocation. party's request for review of an assessment should be mnade on the basis
Sec.353.22(c) individual producer or reseller. of the final rate. One party recommendsSec.353.22(c) With regard to the argument an amendment to this section, proposing
Comment: Regarding the procedures concerning the unconstitutionality of the that when the Customs Service assesses

aet forth In paragraph (c), one party provision that allows the Department to antidumping duties in that situation, the
contends that the Department should be send questionnaires to and verify only a section should specify an exception
required to provide individual notice of sample of respondents, this authority is "with respect to merchandise entered
initiation of a review to all parties to the established in J 777A of the Act. The between the preliminary affirmative
original investigation or most recent Conference Report of the 1984 kct. determination by the Secretary and the
review. If the Department initiates a specifically described the prov sion as final affirmative determination by the
review of an individual producer or expanding "the instances in which the ITC of material injury, in which case
reseller under paragraph (a) by administering authority may use such entries shall be assessed
publication of a notice under paragraph sampling and averaging techniques antidumping duties at the lower of the
(c)(1), the Department should give other * in carrying out annual reviews of preliminary or the final rate as is
producers and resellers 30 days from the outstanding AD or CUD [sic] orders appropriate."
date of publication of the notice to under section 751 1 * *," H.R. Conf. Two parties argue that this proposed
Inform the Department that they also Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 1.86 regulation is contrary to the GATT.want a review. (1904). According to these parties, the
Another party argues that it is Regarding the suggestion that the Antidumping Code unambiguously

unconstitutional to send questionnaires Department shorten the time limit in provides that the rate set in the final
to and verify only a sample of paragraph (c)(7) to six or nine months, antidumping duty order for all purposes
respondents. They argue that paragraph the Department requires no less than 365 replaces rates determined at an earlier
(c)(2) should be revised to provide that days in many cases to complete an stage of an antidumping investigation.
questionnaires will be sent to and administrative review. Any shorter time Thus, the collection of duties at the rate
verification will be conducted for every limit is Impracticable. established in a preliminary
respondent that timely requests either. Participation by interested parties is determination is contrary to the
One party believes the 365-day time provided by Subpart C. As a matter of Antidumping Code, especially in those

limit in paragraph (c)(7) for issuing the practice, the Department makes every where thef esp lowerthan
final results of administrative review attempt to consult with parties to the cases where the final rate lower than
should be shortened to six months, with proceeding. the preliminary one.
the possibility of extension to nine We note that, to be consistent with Department's Position: Because the
months for reviews under paragraph changes made in the countervailing duty cash deposit (or bond) rate is the basis
(a)(1) that Involve a large number of regulations, we have extended the for each interested party's decision
respondents. This party states that the deadline in paragraph (c) for publication whether to exercise its right to request a
Department should expedite reviews in of notices of initiation of administrative review, it would make no sense to
order to reduce uncertainties caused by reviews from 10 days to 15 days after change the rate after the time for request
long periods of suspension of the anniversary month. This change has has expired. Interested parties that
liquidation. been made to reflect the amount of time believe the assessment level should be

Finally, one party argues that the that is actually needed to publish an higher or lower than the estimated
proposed regulations provide no formal initiation notice. This revision does not antidumping duties deposited at the time
mechanism for participation by change the Department's deadline for of entry can request an administrative
interested parties. It suggests that the completing reviews, review. In addition, the use of the cash
regulation be amended to allow We also note that in paragraph (c) of deposit rate required at the time of entry
interested parties to comment on the this section, we have clarified that the Is in accordance with the purpose of the
questionnaires before they are Department will hold a disclosure entire review-upon-request mechanisms
distributed, on the verification conference, if requested, promptly after i.e., to reduce unnecessary
procedures, and before any hearing is issuing the final results in an administrative burdens. If these
held, on the Department's verification administrative review. In addition, we recommendations were adopted, the
report, have clarified that the purpose of Customs Service would be required to
Department's Position: We do not disclosure, whether after the preliminary Lake adjustments for under- or

agree that all parties to the segment of a results or after the final results, is only overcollections as well as collecting, or
proceeding immediately preceding the to provide an explanation of the paying, interest. In any. event, the failure
initiated review must receive actual calculation methodology used In of an interested party to file a timely.
notice of the initiation under. reaching the results. . . :request for review constitutes a
. 353.22(c)(1). As a matter of practice. . L * determinationundersection 751 of the
however, wehave attempted and will Sec. 353.22(e) dumping margin for the entries made
continue to attempt, toprovide actual.- Comment:All partiescommenting on .during the review period.
notice to the parties. As to the- this provision urge that this paragraph We disagree with the argument that
suggestion that following initiation of beamendedto require assessment at paragraph (e) is inconsistent with the
an individual producer reseller *. hamost recently determined rate. Antidumping Code. Afinal.;;
review under paragraph (a), the ; i 'These parties argue that in situations in determination in investigation only
Department provide a second period for which administrative reviews have been establishes an estimatedweighted
requesting reviews, the party submitting completed after the final determination, average dumping margin. Theamount of
thecomment provided no reason,and thecash deposit ratefortheentries may the dumping margin doesnotbecome

wecan ;Fu~a~bK~tb lob-B.?~e - ,not refleXit3h§o6o cene "ili dlh .iei4dW f Artltli&A
interested parties have an opportunity to antidumping duty rate. In addition, they ofthe Antidumpnig Code, andthus
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Sec. 353.22(g)
NotesWehave clarified in paragraph

(g)(4)(v) of this section that any disclosure
conference under this section will be limited
to providing an explanation of the calculation
methodology usied for the Secretary's
analysis, 1n addition, we have added a new
paragraph. (g)(4)(vii) to clarify that the
Department will hold a disclosure
conference, if requested, promptly after
issuing the final results in an expedited
review.

Sec. 353.23
rate becomes the "fixed" rate, and the Comment. One party claims that this
entries will be liquidated at that rate. As section is inconsistent with section
noted above, interested parties that 737(a) of the Act and the Department's
believe the assessment level should be practice. Section 737(a) states that the
higher or lower than the estimated "cap" on assessment of duties on entries
duties deposited at the time of entry can made during the period between the
request an administrative review. See Department's preliminary determination
the Department's response to comments under section 733(d)(23 and the
on § 353.23. Commission's final determination under
We emphasize that when no section 735(b) is the cash deposit rate

interested party requests an set by the Department in its preliminary
administrative review, the Department dete-mination under section 733(d)(2) of
will instruct Customs to liquidate the the Act Section 737(a) does not
entries for that review period at the rate auth )rize the Departi.tent to establish a
deposited at the time of entry. This new cap at th J time it issues its final
automatic assessment will occur determin.ution under section 735(a) of
regardless of whether litigation the Act, as this section of the regulation
regarding a prior administrative review would do. According to the commented,
or the LTFV investigation is pending. in Fireplace Mesh Panels from Taiwan.
See N7TVBearing Corp. ofAnmerica v. 48 FR 31279 (1983), the Department
UnitedStates, Slip Op. 88-161, 12 CIT concluded that the estimated rate

(November 23, 1988) (citing announced at a preliminary affirmative
Fundicao Tupy S.A. v. United States. LTFV determination established a
Slip Op. 87-93. 11 CIT (August 3. maximum rate on the duties that could
1987)). be collected on entries prior to the
Sec. 353.22(f) Commission's final injury determination.

Department's Position: Section 353.23
Note: To be consistent with changes made is consistent with section 737(a) of the

to the countervailing duty regulations, we Act and the Department's practice.
have modified paragraph (f)(1)(vii) (proposed Section 737(a) of the Act provides that

paragraph (1)(1)(vi)) by deleting the phrase If the "cap" on the assessment
Actprovides that

appropriate." This change would make it the madeon to that ofdie
necessary for the Department to provide a

m mpasiora th vfurther explanation of its determination. if Commission's al affirmative

there is additional information about the determination is tihe amount Of the cash

determination that can be disclosed, to any deposit or bond required as security for
party to the proceeding that requests that entry. For an entry nade hetwcen
disclosure. As modified, this paragraph the Department's preliminary and final
conforms to paragraph (c)(6) of this section determinations, the cash deposit or bond
and to § 353.15(g). is set by the Department's prelitninary
We have added a new paragraph (fJ()(Iiii), determination. For aiu entrv made after

which provides that the. Department will the final determination, the cash deposit
conduct verificationif appropriate. In or bond is set by the Department's final
addition, we have added anw beae
(f)(1)(xi) to clarify that the Department will determination. Nothing in stCin%n737
hold a disclosure conference if requested. precludes the Department from changing
promptly after issuing the final results in a the amount required as security the
.changed circumstances administrative bond or deposit rate) when It issues its
review. We also have added a new final affirmative determinaiton.In fact,
paragraph (f)(2), whichprovidesthatif the rate in the finaldeterminationis
"Changed ciru seway b higheradrinthi teIblili :on
requestedatany time, including periods other determination dr'-
than anniversary months." change mt y.

i u66 i aer wh re~ '~

'Aiiii . . :~~.

months. followed theprectice reflected

I t05328.See, e.g.,-.oFbed fndembrriage
Components from ftaly. 48 mPR 521,'
62116 (198). ffreplace Mesh Panels, a
1983 decision, is Inconsistent with this
rule and will not be followed.
Sec. 353.25(a) and (b)
Comment Four parties object to the

three-year time period for revocation or
termination based on the absence of
sales at less than foreign market value.
These parties suggest keeping the
current two-year period because they
believe the Department's current
practice has worked well. Two parties
note that the proposed change will
unnecessarily increase the burden on
the Department for conducting section
751 reviews. One party suggests that if
the proposed three-year time period is
adopted, the Department should permit
the request for a review to be submitted
on the second anniversary of the order
because the revocation will not take
effect for another year. Another party
urges the Department not to apply
retroactively the new time-period to
cases in which revocation proceedings
have been initiated under the existing
regulations. Another party suggests that
the regulation clarify that, for purposes
of revocation, a finding of de mininzs
dumping margins is equivalent to a
finding of no sales at less than foreign
market value.
Three parties urge the Department to

modify the proposed regulation to
provide for revocations based on the
absence of shipments. One party argues
that the absence of such a provision will
result in new shippers being indefinitely
.locked-out" of the U.S. market.
One party requests the Department to

delete the requirement in paragraphs
(a)(1)(ii) and (a)(2)(ii) that the
Department determine that a foreign
producer is "not likely" to sell
merchandise at less than foreign market
value. Ifie party argues that the
Department has included no guidelines
as to how this provision would be
implemented and as to how the
Department would determine whether
future sales below foreign market value
were likely" or not.Regarding the
reinstatement provision it paragraph
(a(23(iii); this party argues that a
vecationitased 'o the absence of

LTFV saes,ihoud HbiinaThe party
adds, howeve-hatif.n'
'rbo&d,##oesiary',it
shouldbeinilfedtxWw6 eirpmod
followingthe periodnomargins.
.Depairt'~Pe itiim~he ado ption

lermtin~atn baa thdiS apedt';

Hleperlnd d*tnit iotmst tbe'"'i- q

antidumping duties re notesseesod.
until tbe Departmentliaxcoretlaed an
administrative review.At.that time,
duties would be assessed et-the rate
established in the final results of
administrative review. If an
administrative review results in the
"fixing" of a lower rate than had been
deposited, the difference would be
refunded in accordance both with U.S.
law and the GATT Antidumping Code.
If no review of particular entries is
requested, however, the cash deposit
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examined under the-current regulations. Menstatement agreement andas to * companies which may never have been
Even thouoh the current regulations. which an order has been revoked. By. parties to Pup, the [Department over
require atwo-year period without corrilarison, without this provision, whether it should have known they
dumping, the practice .adopted in petitioners would face the unnecessary would be interested In the subject.
antidumping proceedings requires -the time and expense Associated with a ne0w Department's Position: Congress has
examination or, at a minimum, about proceeding if dumping activity resumes. recognized that the Department may
two years and nine months. That is We note that we have deleted the revoke an order or terminate a
Lacause the Department examines the reference to "fair value" in paragraph suspended investigation in the absence
period between the end of the two year (a)(2)(iii) because the correct term after domestic payments nctnugperiod and the date of the tentative an order is; in place is "foreign market teof de ro sseneinteestigacotionuinrevocation or termination (the "gap value." See H.R. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong.. 2dperiod"). The adoption in § 353.25(c)(3) Sec. 353.25(d)(4) Sass. 181 (I9M.). The so-called "sunset"
of the day after the end of the three-year
period as the effective revocation date Confl2ent.- Regarding the "sunset" provision is monrely a means for
eliminates the need for ani examination provision in paragraph (d)(4), tw'o ascertaining if interest in continuation of
of the gap period. parties argue that the language the order exists. Thus we limit
Regarding the suggestion that requests unnecessarily limits application of the application of this provision to

for revocation be entertained at the provision to cases in which "no proceedings in which no party has
second anniversary of the order. this is interested party requested an requested a review during the preceding
simpply impossible. The rule requires no administrative, review" during the four years. Importers, producers, or
dumped sales for a. three-year period. A preceding four years. They note that this resellers that believe no domestic
request, therefore, cannot be considered should not apply to cases in which interested party is interested in
until there is a -three-year period for the producers or resellers that have continuation of -the order may request
Department to examine, which cannot eliminated or lowered a dumping margin revocation under paragraph (d)(1) of this
occur until after the end of the second have requested a review. The fact that section.
anniversary month. an importer, producer. or reseller may The "sunset" provision of paragraph

In cases in which the Department has have requested an administrative (d)(4) is not inlerided to substitute. for
issued tentoatii'e revocations prior to the review during the four-year period in rpoionofteAtr
effective date of these regulations, it order to lower deposit rates shouldc not otherpoiin fteAto

will complete the revocation procedure be held against them. The issue is regulations that govern particular
under the existing regulations, In all whether a domestic interested party is examipne, warrhantingcrevcatioan.cesother cases, the new rglio Will interested enough to pursue the review, rexampest ao chanedComircustannersetoapply. rultosTherefore, these parties suggest request

o toeAtisCommissonpner sehctioWith regard to the suggestion that the precluding a revocation only in those 71b)othAcishepprvhil
regulation clarify the effect of a finding cases in which a review was requested for review of whether in,,ury continues
of de mninimis dumping margins, a de on behalf of the domestic industry, to exist. The changed circumstances
minimis margin obviously is equivalent In addition, two parties oppose the provision in paragraph (d)(1) 'tand other
to a zero margin and thus no proposal. that the mere objection by any provisions) is a more appropriate basis
clarification is necessary. For an interested party should be sufficient to for revocation of an order in contested
explanation of the consequences of a prevent revocation of an order. One cases. If parties believe that five years is
finding of de ininimis dumping margins, party suggests that a revocation be too long to wait for a revocation in
see the Department's response to suspended only if an interested party accordance with the provisions of
comments on § 353.21(c). shows that revocation may lead to paragraph (d)(4), they may request

In a departure from the Department's injury or threat of injury. The other party revocation under the other provisions of
past practice, this rule does not provide suggests that the objecting party be § 353.25.
for revocations based on a period of no required to show good cause why the As stated earlier, because the
shipments. It has been the Department's revocation should not be issued. "sunset" provision is a means for
experience that the absence of Two parties note that the time limits asetingwthrhresitrstn
shipments is no indication of the provided are unnecessarily long. One acntainuaiong ofhaeorer,ithr isinestn
absence of price discrimination, which party suggests that the procedure
is the basis for revocation under this described in this subsection be initiated appropriate that the Department take

paragaph.In dtermninghoweer, 0 das beore te thrd anivesary
reasonable steps, including giving actualparagraph.In determining, however, 90 days before the thirdanniversary notice of the intent to revoke or

whether an order should be revoked month, and concluded by publication of t
based on changed circumstances under the revocation if no objection is received ermlnatte1 to determine whether such
-paragraph (d), the Department may by the last day -of that month, . interest exists. We believe thecourts
consider among-other things periods of. Finally, ne party aaguea that-the. will take account of the Department's.
'no shipments,. -.~ ~ provision requiring 4he Department limif~ted knowledge of thiedistence of
-h tatuegves the Secretary broad provide written notice t ahpryo.US rdcr rslesohrTa

discretion in deciding when to relvok* n the service lhot and to !Any otherpersonondo hesric it hb
order, Vie Secretary ha6' determined ,,.which fbe'Sezeretary bas-a'easonto i. myb~trse~apoqe
that a ire'-condition to~revo'ctioni undi 'believe produce's or sells the like . rvctino eri1ain
thisparagrahJs hi(e Seceaa ry be prdci h ntdS~e~s~s~4~ We note1hatbecause -a notice. of..
futuresalesatless than foreign and shouldbe eliminated./ Itcontends 'lnj'tnilntonprvde fr
vau.nph tl eadt he,- amnsr tivonlghtmInitition- d nsee nobvf etnsatJ~fleziiWeenrvsonnfar~p. . pbicai3-4 n WnhitQdoAl eitrarqet ~ dea new

p~ndentiiatllaa ant 1utoinvl a reonazou.-
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Sec. 353.25(e) ' earlier submissions, as under current paragraph (a) of this section to provide
Comment: One party suggests that the practice, period of 10 days from the date suchproposed regulation be modified to One party focuses specifically on the factual information is available toclarify application of the phrase effect of the deadlines on the ability of domestic interested parties for the

"nagative final result" to suspension petitioners to participate fully in submission of factual information thatagreements toconfusion proceedings, It emphasizes that the clarifies, rebuts, or corrects earlier
be caused by the related that may deadlines in paragraph (a) are submissions by respondents. The
regulation. Because section 751(b) of the appropriate for respondents but would information is "available" to a domesti
Act and the Commission regulation

make it impossible for petitioners to interested party when it is either serve(provinde the
itCommsh rmegulati organize and to focus their investigative on it-or, if the information is businessprovides that it shall determine whether efforts on particular issues raised in proprietary information that is not

completelyth continjuei effectminaorespondents'-submissions, because served directly on the domesticcompletely the injurious effect of respondents' submissions are often interested party, released to it underimports, a "negative final result" would made just prior to the deadline APO.require an order to be restored, not established in this paragraph. This party We note that the deadlines for
revoked, The party, therefore, suggests suggests that the time limits in submission of questionnaire responses>that the Department's regulation be paragraph (a) should apply only to including deficiency responses, andmodified to prevent any future respondents, and that the Department submissions of new allegations by
confusion. permit petitioners to submit factual petitioners controlled by paragraphs
Department's Position: We agree that information not less than 30 days after (b) and (c).clarification is needed as to a finding by all proprietary information submitted by We also note that we have clarifiedthe Commission concerning a respondents and the non-public version that factual information submitted after

suspension agreement, which would of the Department's verification report the applicable deadline will be returnedresult in termination of a suspended have been released to petitioners under to the submitter with written noticeinvestigation, and have modified the administrative protective order. stating the reason for return of the
final rule accordingly. Alternatively, this party believes the information.

Sec. 353.31(a) Department should establish specific 5 353.31(b)deadlines in each case, as under current Sec. 353.31(b)
Comment: Five parties believe that the practice. Comment: Three parties believe thatdeadlines for submission of factual Department's Position: The purpose of the proposed limitation in paragraphinformation are unreasonably short and this section is to provide all interested (b)(2) on consideration or retention ininflexible. Most of these parties object parties a reasonable opportunity to the record of unsolicited questionnaire

to the proposed deadlines because they submit factual information for the responses should be deleted. One partywould preclude submission of factual Department to consider in the final argues that the antidumping law
information during verification, even determination or final results of review. provides no authority for the
though such information could be The "flexible" approach to deadlines for Department to reject voluntary
verified, or after verification, even submission of factual information, submissions. Another party commentsthough such information may rebut, which means that the Department that the Department's failure to includeclarify, or correct earlier submissions. establishes time limits separately for submissions, solicited or not, in the
One party suggests that for both each investigation or review, has led to record is contrary to the Department's

investigations and administrative seemingly endless confusion and time- administrative responsibilities and
reviews, the Department establish a consuming debate about what is a could deprive a party of its right to
deadline of10 days subsequent to reasonable time limit. judicial review.
verification or 30 days prior to a final The comments have not persuaded us Three parties argue that this
determination or final results of review that the time limits for submission of paragraph unnecessarily restricts the
for submission of factual information. factual information by respondents officials who have the authority to
One party favors retention of the more (interested parties as defined in approve requests for extension of time.
discretionary guidelines in § 353.46 of paragraph (k)(1) or (k)(2) of § 353.2) are One party suggests that the appropriatethe current regulations, which permit the unfair or unreasonable. If the officials should be authorized to
Department to issue specific instructions Department deems additional factual delegate authority to other Department
regarding specific submissions and information to be critical to the employees to approve requests for
extend the deadline for submission investigation or review, the Department extensions. Another party recommendswhen warranted. Two parties urge will request theinformation under that thisprovision be amended to
retention of the flexibility afforded by § 353.31(b)(1). Such information might provide a "safety valve" for unforeseen
the current regulation to extend include information that to some extent contingencies when a written requestestablished deadlines, whatever clarifies or corrects earlier timely has become impossible or the
deadlines are Included in the new submissionsand that could be, for appropriate officials are unavailable.
regulations. One party urges the exampl,requested orally at One party argues thatthe proposal in
Department to retain the discretionto verification. paragraph (b)(4) to shorten the time for
accept late submissions "When justice We do-agree, however that the submissionofquestionnaire responses:requires,"andsuhhrdydvrevision ofthe proposed rule doesnot provide domestic isunjustified.It notes that it is vtillyproposed regulation to permit " interested parties (interestedparties as impossible to gather thereguiredconsideration offactual information defined In paragraph (k)(9), [k)(4), (k)(4),(k)(5)information andtranslateit in thetimesubmitted after thedeadline insuch; ' or (k)(6)of,§ ;353.2) an adequate period allowed. Inaddition; it contendsinstances,Oneparty suggeststhatthe opportunity rebut,clarify, or correntthat the Department oftennot. ^. ~ Pi .. .h y4 1̂ .-review responsesuntil severalwes

cbrretnt~ tesf ;i~ infforlfiesAcc crdifitgl we have modifiedtherefore to requireAccorditying that corrects emoifedtherefore Is inappropriate to require

a

c

-
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respondents to meet unrealistic late in an investigation. They argue that should provide an automatic right for a
declines. If the Department is going to the proposed deadline would make it party to resubmit a document in
insist on perfect responses by not difficult for the petitioner to offer factual acceptable form when the initial
a lowing opportunities forrevisions of or legal arguments by way of rebuttal in submission was unsatisfactory solely
unintentional errors, it must allow time for the Department to give them because it failed to comply with the
sufficient time for the preparation of due consideration before making a requirements set forth in these
such responses. preliminary determination. paragraphs. Regarding paragraph (e)(3).
Department's Position: As explained Alternatively, the proposed filing this party would add a statement that,

in the preamble to the proposed rule, the deadline could mean that no decision absent clear evidence to the contrary,
short statutory time limits and the would be made until after the the Department will accept a submitter's
complexity of antidumping duty preliminary determination; if the representation that it would be unable
proceedings, including verification Department's preliminary determination to submit a computer tape without
requirements, usually make it were affirmative, however, dismissal of unreasonable additional burden in time
impossible for the Department to the investigation would violate section and expense.
consider unsolicited questionnaire 732(a) of the Act. This party Department's Position: Although
responses. See 51 FR 29052 (August 13, recommends revising the proposed paragraph (e)(1) gives the Department
1986). The Department normally regulation by limiting such an allegation the authority in specific situations to
includes in its investigation foreign to "not later than 45 days after the filing alter the requirements in paragraph (e),
producers and resellers accounting for of the petition." Petitioners should then the Department believes it is important
most of the exports of the merchandise. have 10 days after receipt of the that submissions conform to the stated
In addition, a party may request allegation to respond. requirements. The Department must be
exclusion from an investigation under Another party argues that there able to process documents quickly so
§ 353.14 or revocation under § 353.25(b), should be no time limits placed on that deadlines can be met. Proprietary
as appropriate. In unusual allegations that a petitioner lacks information must be identifiable quickly
circumstances, paragraph (b)(2) permits standing. They contend that because and, if subject to administrative
the Department to consider unsolicited standing is a prerequisite for imposition protective order, should be so marked.
questionnaire responses. We note that of antidumping duties, as a matter of From the standpoint of an individual
we have added a sentence to paragraph law, a party should be able to raise it at submitter of information, these filing
(b)(2) to clarify that untimely or any time during the course of a requirements and deadlines may seem
unsolicited questionnaire responses proceeding. trivial. From the standpoint of the
rejected by the Department will be Department's Position: The time limit Department, however, they are very
returned to the submitter with written on allegations of petitioner's lack of important to the efficient and timely
notice specifying the reasons why the standing is intended to ensure that the administration of the program. If each of
Department rejected the information. allegation is submitted sufficiently early the hundreds of submitters of

Requests for extension must be in the proceeding to permit adequate information were free to depart from the
approved in writing, as provided in investigation of the allegation. As stated filing requirements. the cumulative
paragraph (b)(3), in order to avoid in the preamble to the proposed rule. burden on the Department would be
confusion and ensure fair and equitable "[s]tanding is important; however, it is enormous,and woulddefeat the ve
treatment for all parties. If the also complex and the Department needs enormous an would defeat the very
designated official is not available to act time to gather and evaluate the facts... purpose for having filing requirements
on a request, the official will have 51 FR 29052 (August 13, 1986). The and deadlines. Therefore, the
designated someone else to act in the Department believes the time limit is Department cannot accept "substantial
official's absence. The first sentence of reasonable based on its experience in compliance" as a norm. By spelling out
paragraph (b)(3) emphasizes the fact dealing with such allegations. See e.g. in detail each fining requirement, the
that an extension of time for submitting Certain Atlantic Groundfish from Department leas made it easy for
a questionnaire response is difficult to Canada, 51 FR 10041.10043 (1986). interested parties to understand how to
obtain. The Department will judge each We note that we have revised file documents timely and in the proper
request on its own merits and grant paragraph (c)(1)(ii) to provide an form. The Department does not
requests when the requester can exception to the deadline for filing anticipate a need to create exceptions to
establish a legitimate need for allegations of sales below the cost of the straightforward filing requirements.
additional time. production when the Department Regarding the exception to the filing
The party that believes the determines that a "relevant response" is requirement in paragraph (e)(3), the

Department is shortening the time limit untimely or incomplete. The added Department will consider the "burden in
for submission of questionnaire language mirrors the language already time and expense" without necessarily
responses is incorrect. Previously. the included in paragraph (c](1)(i). requiring that both be demonstrated in
Department generally required Submitters should note that the each case. In -evaluating such claims, the
questionnaire responses in adequacy of new, allegations will be Department will draw on its knowledge
administrative reviews to be submitted judged by the same standard (taking of the submilter and on its own
30 days after receipt of the into account the information reasonably expertise in computer operations.
questionnaire1 with an easily granted 15- available at the time) as would have Although the Department is likely to
day extension. The new regulatory applied if the allegations had been accept the submitter's description of the
deadline in thisparagraph provides for a contained in the petiton ...I:. . addition burden wouldincur. the..
net gain atleast15 Depatment decidewhethersuch

5331(c~'ei~'r4"le' . ~%*'wa*,
- burden iaunieasonlable'fhe&~Sec.353.31(c) tirzoieitz it Comment Onepartystatesthat Departmentwillrequire computer tapes

CommentOneparty computerthatDepartmentSouldthat Department should notreject investigationor
the deadline in paragraph (c)(2) for submissionthatsubmstantilally conforms administrative reveiw onlyifthe
pertitiomer isthestandingisentirely iob (e) (1) and (2) and thattheregulationtapes are neceary and appropriate in
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the particular segment of the proceeding
in question.
We note that we have modified

paragraph (e)(3) to clarify that the
Secretary may require submissions on
computer tape as long as that
requirement is not an "unreasonable
additional burden."
We also note that, to be consistent

with changes made to the countervailing
duty regulations, and to improve the
speed and efficiency of document
handling, the Department is revising
paragraph (e): (1) to increase from five
to seven the number of copies of a

document required in an administrative
review; (2) to specify that documents
shall be single-sided; (3) to require a

statement that the document may or
may not be released under
administrative protective order; and (4)
to require that each computer tape be
accompanied by a printout of the tape.

Sec. 353.31(f)-(i)
Comment: In order to avoid

unnecessary expense, one party would
have the Department require the
submitter to provide an English
translation for any submitted document,
or designated portion thereof, within
five days of a request from the
Department. Another party suggests that
we modify the regulation to provide that
documents should be accompanied by
English translations and failure to
provide such translation may result in
rejection of the document. This
approach would eliminate the burden on
the Department to waive in writing the
translation requirement.
Department's Position: We believe

paragraph (f) as drafted properly
balances the needs of the Department
for an English translation of a document
against the desire of the submitter to
meet deadlines and avoid unnecessary
administrative burdens.
We note that we have modified

paragraph (g) to make exceptions to the
service requirement for petitions,
proposed suspension agreements, and
factual information submitted under
§ 353.32(a) that is not required to be
served on an interested party. See the
Department's response lo comments on
§ 353.18(g)(1).
We note that we have added as

paragraph (i) to the final rule :-a
certification requirement for
,submlaslons of factual information See
the Department's response to comments
on j 353.12(a).Webelleive that:the
certification re6ufr men2t i1l lielp to:'

enbftps
*of factualsubmission

Sec. 353.32(a)
Comment:One party comments that

the requirement in paragraph (a)(2) for
an explanation why each piece of
factual information is entitled to
proprietary treatment is unnecessary
and would be extremely expensive in
light of the fact that antidumping
questionnaire responses often are over
100 pages in length. Another party
suggests that documents such as

contracts and internal financial
statements that are submitted in support
of questionnaire responses should be
excluded from release under an APO,
irrespective of whether the submitter
has identified such documents.
Deportment's Positic.a: For

information that falls within § 353.4(b),
the Department will require only that
the submitter specify how the
information fits within § 353.4(b).
The standard for deciding whether to

release particular information, including
the information noted by the commented,
under administrative protective order, is
provided in § 353.34(a). See 51 FR 29053
(August 13, 1980).
We note that we have modified

paragraph (a)(2) of this section to clarify
that submitters must mark "Proprietary
Treatment Requested" only on pages
that contain proprietary information.
Sec. 353.32(b)
Comment: Six parties suggest

modifications that would make the
summarization requirements in
paragraph (b) less burdensome to the
submitter. Four parties argue that when
information is released under an APO, a
submitter should not be required to
"range" figures in a submission or to
provide a detailed public summary.
Three of these parties add that the
statute does not require public
summaries of confidential data to
include ranges of the numbers
submitted. Two parties suggested that
the Department delete the reference to
ranging within 10 percent of the actual
figure because the ranging may not
sufficiently mask the proprietary
information (especially when the actual
figure is small). One party suggests that
only individual representative
transactions be summarized within the
10 percent range. Another party suggests
a range within 20 percent of the actual
figure. With regard to voluminous data,
one party suggests that the submitte be.
permitted to submitter a representative
sample Two of the six parties would
modifythe regulationto require a
detailed nonproprietarysummary only.
when domestic interested parties have

detailed summaryotherwise, abrief

public summary should be sufficient. if
the Department retains the proposed
rule without modifying it, one party
urges the Department to allow the
submitter a period of 10 days after
submission of the proprietary
information in which to file the
nonproprietary summary.
Department's Position: As amended

by the 1984 Act, section 777(b)(1) of the
Act requires either a "non-proprietary
summary in sufficient detail to permit a
reasonable understanding of the
substance of the information submitted
in confidence" or a statement explaining
why such a summary is not feasible. As
we explained in the preamble to the
proposed rule, the "brier'
nonproprietary summary permitted by
the current rule is not consistent with
the Act as amended. 51 FR 29053
(August 13, 1986).
To some extent, what is "sufficient

detail" and what is "feasible" depend
on the facts of each case, including the
identity of the parties, the number of
items of information, and whether or not
the submitter has computer capability.
The general requirement that numeric
data be grouped within 10 percent of the
actual figure is intended to alert parties
to an approach that our experience
shows has been adequate in many
situations to meet the statutory purpose.
The regulation recognizes what the
conflicting comments make clear-that
ad hoc decisions as to particular data
may be necessary. Some of the
suggestions are excellent ways to deal
with particular submissions, and the
Department will take account of these
approaches in specific cases.
The fact that the data submitted are

voluminous does not by itself excuse the
submitter from the burden of providing a
public summary that would afford
parties not entitled to receive the
proprietary data an opportunity for "a
reasonable understanding of the
substance of the information submitted
in confidence." We note that we have
clarified that if a portion of a submission
is voluminous, the numeric data
summarized must be representative of
that portion.
To extend the deadline for submission

of the nonproprietary summary of
information would delay the availability
of such information to parties that may
rely on having access to it'The
Department has found that the : '.
requirement in be met without
allowing additional time for submission
of the nonproprietarysummary

.Comment One-party states that,
rather than require submitters to
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anticipate arguments supporting a nonconforming information will not be possibility of an extenionto 15 days in
request for disclosure, the Department considered. unusual dircumstances). This party
should allow submitters 48 hours to . suggests that the proposed regulation
rebut arguments In favor of disclosure Sec also be amended to provide that the
after the Department receives such Comment One party suggests that the party submitting proprietary information
arguments. The Department should Department should: (1) modify subject to the protective order directly
modify the last sentence of paragraph paragraph (f)(2) to provide that before serve on the protective order recipient
(c) accordingly. proprietary data are disclosed to an proprietary information that the
Deportment's Position: It is outside consultant to the Department. submitter agrees should be released. If

unnecessary to provide in the regulation the consultant's credentials shall be the submitter does not agree that the
an additional opportunity for argument made available to the submitter so that information should be released, it
in opposition to release of submitted possible conflicts of interest can be should be required to explain its reasons
information under protective order. Our identified; and (2) modify paragraph for opposing release at the time it
experience has been that the submitter (f)(4) to specify that disclosure to the submits the information.
almost always is aware of the Customs Service is limited to This same party argues that the
arguments at the time the information is investigations regarding fraud relating regulation should provide that
submitted. Therefore, the submitter is directly to the antidumping duty verification exhibits and computer tapes
capable of presenting any arguments investigation, as required by section may be released under a protective
against disclosure at that time. 777(b)(1) of the Act. Another party order. Failure to release this information
Moreover, this requirement is essential suggests that employees of the justice prevents idertification of substantive
to avoid unnecessary delay in release of Department who are involved in a issues in cases until subsequent judicial
such information that in the past has judicial review of a proceeding should review, and serves only to increase the
resulted from repetitive submissions be included in the list of persons to costs of analyzing respondents' data and
supporting and opposing release. Only whom the Secretary may disclose checking for possible computational
in the most extraordinary situation proprietary information. The list also errors or the impact alternative
would the Department make an should include disclosure to any person decisions would have on the
exception to this rule and provide the when otherwise required by law. investigation results,
submitter an additional opportunity for Deportment's Position: With regard to Another that the
comment. As drafted, the last sentence the comment on paragraph (f)(z), the Another party contends that the
of this paragraph adequately covers Department's contract with any outside implicit provision in the proposed
such an exception. consultant requires full disclosure of regulation for the routine granting of

information that will identify potential blanket requests for release of
Sec. 353.32(d) conflicts of interest. We will continue confidential information under
Comment: Two parties contend that our current practice of conferring with adnmnistrative protective order is

48 hours is too short a period in which to interested parties to supplement this inconsistent weithstatutory
require resubmission of information that information. requirements.Under the statute,
the Department has determined does not In response to the comment on requests for release of information,
conform to the requirements of this paragraph (0(4), we have modified the whether prospective or otherwise, must
section. Suggested time limits are one language of this paragraph to clarify that describe withparticularity the reasons
week or five business days. Another the scope of this provision is limited to for the request and the information
party suggests that the Department matters relating to antidumping duty requested. The commenter believes that
should not immediately return the proceedings. the Department needs to focus on its
nonconforming submission, but rather The Department of Justice does not administration of the APO provisions.
should allow the submitter five days to need to be included in the list of parties and contends that the Department often
supply the additional information that may receive business proprietary is unaware of the post-investigation
needed for compliance. data because it receives such data as disposition of APO material in many
Department's Position: Because the agent of the Department of Commerce. investigations.

requirements of this section are clearly As to disclosure to other parties, we are Department's Position: The
stated and known to the submitter in not aware of any other party that would Department makes every effort to
advance of submission, the submitter have authority to receive proprietary expedite its decisions on release of
should have no difficulty meeting the data, although the Department would be information. Normally the decision Is
short deadline for resubmission. responsive, of course, to court order in made within 14 days of receipt of the
Nonconforming portions of a public this respecl application. However, in proceedings
summary should be quickly and easily We note that, to be consistent with involving. for examples a large volume of
correctible by the local representative of changes made to the countervailing duty different types of information or
the submitter. We have changed the regulations. we have modified complex issues relevant to the balancing
regulation, however, so that the time paragraph (f) to permit release of test described in paragraph (a), the
period runs from when the submitter proprietary information, undef Part 354 Department may need some additional
receives the Department's explanation of this title (19 CPR Part 354), to, a party time. We have modified paragraph (b) to
for return of the submission. When the charged with violating an APO or indicate that the normal time period for
submItter picks up the retumed counsel for sach a Charged party. he Department's decision is not more
inforation and explanation atthe than 14 daya. This is reflected in section

Department, thetime of receiptis the 1332of the 1988Aci
time of pick-up.In ordertoclarifythat - CommentOnepart would expedite Regarding serviceofpietary
the 48-hour period does not Include release of proprietary informationbyinformationsubjectto protectiveorder.
weekend and Fedeiatlhofidgs,'we are requiringthe Defitmento nile on a T. we are miyi pXzag Ad :. .
changingthestateddeading'I "'.t -n"bdieJ apco Ba d inI it heDt; nay "m-Lbusinessdays,''Wealso havemodified itthe proposaltoclar. that r receiptoftherequest.withthe information on the
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protective order. The first sentence of
paragraph (a) now reads in part "the
Secretary may disclose, or require to be
disclosed' '."The Department
normally would require direct service
when the submitter has agreed in
advance, under § 353.32(c), to release
submitted information under protective
order. If the submitter does not agree to
release of information under APO,
§ 353.32(c) requires that it state "which
portions of the proprietary information
should not be released under
administrative protective order and all
arguments supporting that conclusion
for each portion."
Almost all verification exhibits are

exempt from disclosure under APO
because they are not necessary to an
understanding of either the calculations
or the reasons a particular methodology
is chosen. In these instances, they serve
only to assist the analyst in preparing
the verification report In rare situations,
a document accepted at verification may
be needed to calculate foreign market
value or U.S. price; in such an instance,
the document would be releasable under
APO.
As with any other proprietary data,

the issue of whether the Department will
release, or require to be released, under
administrative protective order
computer tapes submitted by
respondents must be determined on a
case-by-case basis. Such a
determination will be based on whether
the need for access to the proprietary
data contained on computer tape
outweighs any interest in withholding
data. See § 353.34(a); see also Yale
Materials Handling Corp. v. United
States, Slip Op. 87-121, 11

CIT.(November 3, 1987); Timken Co.
v. United States. Slip Op. 87-45, 11
CIT (April 6, 1987). If the Department
concludes that the need for access to the
proprietary data on computer tape
outweighs any interest in withholding
the data, the Department will require the
party to release its redacted computer
tapes directly to opposing counsel, at
the opposing party's expense, under the
terms of an APO specifically written to
provide a heightened degree of
protection. The Department believes this
is a reasonable approach We note,
however, that the Department will not in

any way assume the great burden and
expense of creating or modifyinglapes
for a party. In other words, the

will not redact party's

computer tapes nor will we create

computer tapes ofourSAS program logs
or SAS data sets:AstheDepartment explantedinthe

[plaragraph (b) implementssections

619[4] of the 1984 Act which thorizes
standing requests for disclos . of..
information for the duration of each
segment of a proceeding that culminates
in a judicially reviewable
decision *' The regulation
recognizes that the standard in section
777(c) for particularity of description of
requested information must be read in
light of the 1984 Act's provision for
requesting information before the
Department receives it, or even before
the information exists." 51 FR 29053
(August 13, 1986). Approval of release of
information in advance of its submission
does not impede the Department's
ability to balance the competing
interests of submitter and requester. The
types of information submitted in
antidumping proceedings are well-
known to all parties in advance of
submission. See, e.g., § 353.4. Contrary
to the commenter's assertion, the
Department carefully balances the
competing interests in each case prior to
granting the release of information
under a blanket administrative
protective order. Moreover, before the
administrative protective order lapses at
the completion of a segment of a
proceeding, the Department requires
that the proprietary information either
be subject to the terms of an existing
judicial protective order or that the
representative destroy or return the
proprietary information and certify that
it has fully complied with the terms of
the order. This practice is reflected in
paragraph (d) of this section. See 51 FR
29054 (August 13. 1986).
Sec. 353.34(b)
Comment: One party sees no valid

reason for the short time limits specified
in paragraph (b)(1). For example,
although a party may at first choose not
to participate actively in a proceeding,
the party may decide later in the
proceeding to participate actively and,
therefore, to request access to
information under protective order. The
Department should consider requests for
release of information even if submitted
later than the time limits specified in
paragraph (b)(1).
Another party argues that in-house

counsel should not be granted access to
proprietary information. t urges that
paragraph (b)(1)(ii) of this section should
be amended so That an interested party's
"representatives" will not include its
employees,Disclosure of prorielary
Information to In-house counsel or other

employees of the interested party would

confidential information should be .

released under administrative protective
order only to attorneys. It notes that
other individuals are not subject to the
same sanctions as are attorneys should
an APO be violated.
Regarding paragraph (b)(2), one party

suggests that we delete the standard
form requirement, because it ignores the
possibility that special circumstances
may justify deviation from the standard
form.
Regarding paragraph (b)(4), one party

suggests that the proposed rule be
modified to ensure that "the taint of a
person who violates a protective order"
does not affect that person's firm.
partner, associates, employees, and
employer after that person is no longer
employed or associated with them and
likewise does not affect the new firm or
employer of that person. This party also
believes that additional protection is
needed to ensure that consultants do not
inadvertently disclose confidential
information to a competing company.
Another party disagrees with the
requirement (stated in the preamble to
the proposed rule) that the party's
attorney (and the law firm) take
responsibility for violation of a
protective order by consultants assisting
the attorney. This party believes that the
sanctions listed would apply with the
same effect to consultants, and that the
person committing the violation should
be held responsible for his actions.
There should be no distinction between
consultants who work with attorneys
and those who do not.
Department's Position: Time limits for

requesting disclosure of information
under administrative protective order
are necessary to eliminate the
possibility that the Department will
receive a request too late to process it in
time to ensure timely disclosure of
information. The time limits also are
intended to eliminate the administrative
burden of processing multiple requests
from the same person and to encourage
the filing of requests that cover
information not yet submitted in the
segment of the proceeding at issue. See
H.R. Rep. No. 725,98th Cong., 2d Sess.
44-45 (1984). Because the application
may be submitted in advance of
submission of the information, there is
no reason for a party that may want to
participate In an investigation or an
administrafive review to delay
submittingthe requests. Onthe other
hand, submission of the application for
disclosuredoesnot obligate a aprtyto

participale activelyin theinvestigation
or administrativereview. Wedo agree.

proposed rule maybeshorler than
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necessary for the intended purpose. consistency with the law. It also
Accordingly, we are modifying sinmplifies the process for the requester.
paragraph (b) to provide that requests The standard form covers "special
for disclosure be submitted not later situations," such as in-house counsel
than either 30 days after the date the and non-attorney representatives.
notice of initiation is published in the We have modified paragraph (b)(4) to
Federal Register (rather than 10 days as reference the sanctions listed in § 354.3
provided in the proposed rule) or, if of the Department's final rule entitled
later, 10 days after the date the "Procedures for Imposing Sanctions for
representative's client or employer Violation of an Antidumping or
becomes a party to the proceeding, but Countervailing Duty Protective Order,"'
in no event later than the date the case 63 FR 47916 (November 28,1988). The
briefs, under g 353.38, are due. The time sanctions are necessary and appropriate
limits are reasonable and consistent for ensuring the effectiveness of the
with the purpose of the Act. Department's protective order. Under

In conducting the balancing test the proposed rules, the person who
described in paragraph (a), the violates a protective order is held
Department gives special consideration responsible, be it an attorney or other
to the situation of in-house counsel and professional representative. Holding the
the possibility of inadvertent disclosure. employer, partner, and others in the firm
For example, we do not permit or company responsible to the extent of
disclosure to any in-house counsel who debarring the firm or company from
is also an officer of the company that is practice before the Department is
a party to the proceeding. The consistent with the need for strict
Department's policy for evaluating compliance with the terms of protective
competing interests in requests for orders, although that sanction would be
disclosure to in-house counsel, exceedingly rare and would be
consultants, and other non-attorney appropriate only when the firm's
representatives has developed in the actions, practice, or policies have
context of specific proceedings. Given contributed to the violation. Section
the fact that we still have relatively little 354.3 gives the decisionmaker a broad
experience with respect to disclosure to range of sanctions to deal with all
such persons, we do not believe that this possible types and degree of violations.
is an appropriate subject for rulemaking We note that, to be consistent with
at this time. changes made to the countervailing duty
The Department releases proprietary regulations, we have revised paragraph

information under protective order to (b)(3)(ii) to refer to "the segment of the
consultants and non-attorney proceeding in which [the information
representatives when it concludes that was submitted," instead of "the segment
there is sufficient evidence of a of the proceeding then in progress," to
particular need for the individual's allow for the possibility that segments
expertise in analyzing the information may occur simultaneously.
on behalf of a party to the proceeding, S 353.34(c)and only when the Department is
satisfied that the information will be Comment: Two parties state that the
protected from unauthorized disclosure. 24-hour time limit for deciding whether
Consistent with the legislative history of or not to withdraw proprietary
section 777 of the Act, the Department information is unreasonably short
"generally" releases information under because it does not provide an adequate
administrative protective order "only to opportunity for communication between
attorneys who are subject to disbarment the submitting party and its counsel.
from practice before the agency in the Three working days is suggested as a
event of a violation of the order." S. Rep. reasonable alternative.
No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 101 (1979). Department's Position: because the
When the Department releases submitter of proprietary information can
information under APO to consultants and should anticipate that disclosure
and other non-attorney representatives, under protective order is possible, the
these individuals are subject to the same submitter also should anticipate having
sanctions as are attorneys for any to decide whether or not to withdraw
violation of the order. See the the information submitted. Nonetheless,
Department's final rule entitled -we have modified the time limit to two
"Procedures for lmposingSanctions for business daysin order to ensurethat all
Violationof an Antidumnping or parties have an opportunity to consider.;
Countervailing Duty Protectve Order," withdrawing the information after the.
53 FR 47918 November 28, 1988). Department makes its depisi ton Io
The standard form reguirement disclose the informationThres daysfor

reduces significantly the administrative this purpose wouldunnecessarily delay
burdenofreviewuingrequets for disclosure.

Sec. 5.34(d)
Comment: According to one party,

there is no need to impose an arbitrary
15-day time limit on filing a request for a
judicial protective order. When judicial
action is instituted, all interested parties
should be allowed to retain the
information obtained under
administrative protective order until
they no longer have the opportunity to
intervene in the judicial proceeding.
The preamble to the proposed rule

states that the Department will not
release proprietary information after it
makes a judicially reviewable
determination "because the need to
prepare for judicial review is not an
adequate reason for additional
disclosure." Two parties argue that if
the Department refuses to disclose final
calculations (whether before or after a
final determination), interested parties
cannot identify clerical errors in the
determination. Disclosure of final
calculations under protective order
would assist the Department in
discovering and correcting these errors.
Deportment's Position: The proposed

rule significantly expands the right of a
person to retain protective order
information after the end of a judicially
reviewable segment of an administrative
proceeding. The time limit set forth in
this paragraph might be 120 days after
the date of publication of an
antidumping duty order, because (1) a
party to the proceeding has 30 days from
that date to file the summons and
another 30 days to file the complaint. (2)
the Department has 45 days from the
latter date to file the administrative
record, and (3) the party that has the
information subject to administrative
protective order has an additional 15
days to file a request for judicial
protective order. To permit a party to
retain the information until the parts no
longer has a right to intervene in the
judicial proceeding would in effect move
the deadline back to an indeterminate
date late in the judicial proceeding.
Unless the party promptly decides to
pursue the matter in court, there is no
reason to allow that party to retain the
business proprietary information.
Continued retention of the documents
merely would increase the risk that they.
might be lost or disclosed inadvertently.
Regarding disclosure of the

Department's calcularions after issuing
its finaldetermination, section 1333 of
the 1988 Act requires correction of
ministerial errors followinga final
determination The Department has
provided for such disclosure in the

clericalerrorcorrecuonprocedures
(published at 53PR 4,1617'(October 24,
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1988) and 53 FR 5813 (February 8,1988)) administrative review when the admonishment in .the legislative history
and in § 353.20(e) of theseregulations. Department has conducted no -that the purpose of the amendment was
See the Department's response to verification "during either of the two to eliminate "an unnecessary
comments on § 353.20(a). immediately preceding administrative administrative burden on the

reviews." This party contends that Department of Commerce" andSec. 353.34(e) section 776(b) requires verification (on "perfunctory verifications." Id. The
Comment: One party suggests that the request) unless the Department has amendments implicitly overruled Al

regulations should include a strict time conducted a verificati . during both of Tech Specialty Steel Corp. v. United
limit of 60 days for the issuance of a the two previous consecutive reviews. States, 6 CIT 243 (1983). offd. 745 F.2d
charging letter in investigations of APO Moreover, the House Report 632 (Fed. Cir. 1984), which held that the
violations. The commenter contends that accompanying the 1984 Act specifies Department must conduct a verification
these Investigations now take so long that verification "would not be required of submissions in each administrative
that the Department's commitment to if it has occurred upon timely request in review. The legislative history also
impose sanctions for APO violations is the two immediately previous states that the amendment "generally
in question. [administrative] reviews a' '." H.R. codifies the current administrative
Department's Position: We have Rep. No. 725, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 43 practice of the Department of

modified this paragraph to provide that (1984). Commerce," which was to verify
alleged violations of protective orders Three parties contend that there is no information in administrative reviews
will be handled under the procedures of statutory authority for the sampling when the Department believed there
Part 354 of this title. In Part 354, we have procedure described in paragraph (a)(2). was good cause for verification. HI.R.adopted time limits for the investigation They believe the sampling authority in Conf. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess
of whether there is reasonable cause to section 777A of the Act is limited to the 177 (1984). Regarding the Department's
believe that an APO violation occurred use of sampling in analysis of sales and practice. see Stainless Steel Wire Rods
in a proceeding and for the decision price information, and dees not cover from France, 48 FR 2808-09 (1983). In
whether to issue a charging letter to the sampling in selection of respondents for view of the language of section 776(b)
party in question. See the Department's questionnaire responses or verification, and the legislative purpose, paragraph
final rule entitled "Procedures for These parties argue that it would be (a)(1)(v)(B) of the proposed rule is a
Imposing Sanctions for Violation of an unreasonable to apply the results of one reasonable interpretation of section
Antidumping or Countervailing Duty company's verification to other 776(b) of the Act. Unless the Department
Protective Order, 53 FR 47916 companies whose submissions have not "decides that good cause for verification
(November 28. 1988). been verified. Two of these parties exists" (§ 353.36(a)(1)(iv)), there is no
Sec. 353.35 contend that if. for the sake of need for verification in more than oneadministrative convenience, the out of three consecutive administrativeComment One party contends that Department refuses to verify a reviews.
this section should require the respondent's submission, the data Regarding the authority to usememorandum of an ex parte meeting to should be treated as the "best sampling in selecting respondents thatreport all legal arguments and information available." Any company will receive questionnaires or Innonfactual representations made at the that is willing to undergo verification is will receivequestionnairesorin
meeting. This revision should be made entitled to have its determination based conducting verificationsin
in order to comply with Congressional on its own information. Moreover, administrative reviews of antidumping
intent that all parties to the proceeding because the Department cannot levy an duty orders, section 777A of the Act
be "fully aware" of representations to antidumping duty when there are no states that the Department may use
the Department at ex parte meetings. sales at less than foreign market value generally recognized sampling
H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong.. 1st Sess. interested parties have an absolute right techniques "for the purpose of carrying
77 (1979). This party also suggests that to verification and to have margins out [administrative] reviews under
the regulations should require the calculated based on the results of the section 751." The Conference Report on
Department to serve copies of such individual verification. the 1984 Act specifically describes the
memoranda on parties to the proceeding Department's Position: Section 776(b) provision as expanding the instances in
within seven days of the exparte of the Act requires the Department to which the administering authority may
meeting. Another party recommends conduct a verification. upon request. if use sampling and averaging techniques
that the regulations specify a deadline no verification was conducted "during *

. in carrying out administratively
when such memoranda must be placed the 2 immediately preceding reviews" of reviews of outstanding AD or CUD [sic]
in the reading file, e.g., five work days the same order. In addition, the statute orders under section 751 * *'." H.R.
after the exparte meeting. permits the Department to verify any Conf Rep. No. 1158, 98th Cong., 2d Sess.
Department's Position: This section administrative review for good cause. 188 (1984). The only qualification in

conforms to the requirements of section The legislative history expands on the section 777A is that "a significant
777(a)(3) or the Act, and is consistent statutory directive, stating that the volume of sales is involved or a"
with the cited legislative history of that Department need not conduct a. , significant number of adjustments to
section of the Act.'T Department will, verification of the third administrative prices is required" Under the ;
continue to make every effort to place :' review If it has verified in the two . . circumstances described in
copies of ex parte meet memoranda - immediately previous (administrative) § 353.36(a)(2), thisqualification is
in thepublic file promptlyofterthe reviews" ofthat order or finding.H.R. satisifed.
meeting in question . a i.'tr eRep. No. 92 8thCong.,2dSess.49... Section 777A(b) specifically provides8 (;52r .xa..?1984).This means that theDepartment. that the Department has exclusive
Sec 353.36(a).Pe k'r bskt~v ii';:. onlyis required toconducta veification authority to select "appropriate"
Comments Oneparty contends that. on request in the thirdreview if the uist samples and averages(whether ofparagraph (A)(!)(v)(B)violates sactions were no veriflcationthefirstor respondents orof individualseles of

verificationon request during an . - comsistent with the further the trensactionsunder investigation"
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the quality of the verification as about
its timing. We conduct verification after
the date of the preliminary
determination when we determine that
there is inadequate time or opportunity
to conduct a thorough verification
before that date.
The Department prepares verification

outlines as far in advance of the
scheduled dates for verification as
possible. Normally all parties to the
proceeding have an opportunity to
submit comments and suggestions. This
practice has worked well and there is no
reason to define the practice or time
limits in the regulation.
The Department places the highest

priority on prompt preparation and
release of verification reports. The
amount of time, however, that is

Comment: Regarding the timing of required to complete a verification
verification, one party would modify report is a function of the complexity
paragraph (c) to state that, whenever and length of verification, the date and
feasible, verification will take place place of verification, and other demands
prior to a preliminary determination. on the verifiers' time (such as statutory
This party also urges the Department to deadlines in other pending cases). Under
provide in the regulation that interested these circumstances, regulatory
parties will be given a copy of the deadlines are inappropriate. Similarly,
verification outline 10 days prior to the content of the verification report is
verification. The commenter suggests an administrative matter best left to a

that parties be given seven days to case-by-case approach. Regarding the
comment on the outline. This party comment on release of verification
believes that the agency should attempt exhibits, see the Department's response

to visit the domestic industry prior to to comments on § 353.34.
verification to collect information about We note that we have modified
issues that should be addressed during paragraph (c) to reflect the Department's
verification. practice of verifying the completeness,

This party also suggests that we add as well as the accuracy, of information
to the regulation a statement of submitted. The Department considers
procedures for issuing verification completeness to be one indication of
reports and receiving comments on the accuracy. See also § 353.37(a)(2).
reports. The commenter recommends Sec. 353.37

that the regulation require the
Department to issue its report within 14 Comment: Three parties suggest that
days of verification, In addition, they the regulation specify that when the
urge that the regulation provide that the inability to verify is not the fault of the
verification report will include all respondent, the best information
verification exhibits; these exhibits available will be deemed to be the
should be released either publicly or factual information submitted. Another
under protective order, as appropriate. party argues that in cases when the
The Department's blanket policy of inability to verify is the respondent's
refusing to release verification exhibits fault, the Department should not simply
prevents the active participation of the use the information submitted by
domestic industry in the investigation or petitioners as the "best information,"
review. The regulation also should but rather should use what is actually
provide seven days for comment after the best and most accurate information
receipt of the report I evailable to the Department.
Department's Position: We have According to two parties, the

decided not to modify paragraph (c) to regulation should provide that, prior to
provide that wheneverer feasible" '> using the best information available, the
verification will place prior to Department should be required to notify
date of the preliminary determination. producer resellerof the

Althiouh1hi Bepartment dosb, *n ': deficlclesi Ite submissions and
practitetconduct vvrlilcan as early es allow that party to correct or .
possible, todhing in gained by plascng on supplement thetncomplete or Inaccurate
-the Depattn~ntafoW i exla da"I'3 k!et,& , ; -a;rc
its dt idetAilp Oreila1inaryg ; Anothe irty oontendsAatht
d~tsirl~tlo~h~tbilajjfbX. %Q v~s'proposed Ftgulagon. cbfActswith {h'es
Departi~ient lo ug ach in¢ tmedabout 'clear statutory.dlirctlvdv at .the agency.

must use the best information available
If responses are Incomplete, inaccurate,
untimely, or cannot be verified. The
regulation should be revised to state
that the Secretary "shall," not "may,"
use the best information available in
such instances.
Another party suggests that the

regulations specify that when
information cannot be verified or is not
timely submitted, the Department shall
note this in the public record so that
interested parties will know that "the
best information" will be used. The
commenter explains that this will give
importers advance notice of potential
substantial assessments.

Department's Position: Verification is
designed to establish the accuracy and
completeness of a questionnaire.
response. If either of those factors
cannot be established, regardless of
"fault," the Department must, under the
statute, adopt the "best information
otherwise available," which is the
subject of this section. See Atlantic
Sugar, Ltd. v. United States, 744 F.2d
1556 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
When the inability to verify is the

respondent's fault, the Department
generally uses information that is based
on inferences adverse to the respondent
when selecting the "best information
available." See Atlantic Sugar Ltd. v.

UnitedStates, 744 F.2d 1556, 50 (Fed.
Cir. 1984). We note that paragraph (b) is
intended to permit, rather than require,
use of factual information submitted in
support of the petition as best
information available. To make this
point as clear as possible, we have
modified the paragraph to state "may
include" rather than "includes."

Prior to resorting to best information
available, the Department as a matter of
practice often allows a respondent to
correct a deficiency in a submission.
First, the Department may request a

supplemental submission of information
after it receives a deficient response to
the questionnaire referred to in
§ 353.31(b). Second, the Department'
often permits a respondent to correct a
deficiency during the verification
process, depending on the nature and
scope of the deficiency. Under
§ 353.31(b), the Department has the
authority to request an additional
submission at any time during the.
proceeding, but under § 353.31(a), the.
respondent's right to submit factual
information is subject to certain time
limits necessitated by ststutory
deadllnes. Althaughthe statute does not
requireit the Departinentuslally.does
notify respondents of deficlen et'in
submleslonsxv; til.:, fig ,X:

As to the comments that it Is
unreasonable to apply the results of one
company's verification to another, the
commenters either misunderstand the
concept of sampling or ate criticizing the
inclusion in the statue ill the
Department's authority to sample.
Nevertheless, we agree completely that
sampling of companies for verification is
a matter requiring particular care in
selecting the sampling methodology in
order to prevent distorted results.
We note that we have revised

paragraph (a)(2) to clarity that the
selection of a sample of companies or
sales for verification could occur in an
investigation as well as in an
administrative review.
Sec. 353.36(c)
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in response to the comment, we have
revised paragraph (a) or this section to
indicate that the Secretary will use the
"best Information available" in the
situations described in that section.
As to the comment regarding notice in

the public record that the best
information available provision is being
applied in a case, this would be literally
impossible in cases involving thousands,
sometimes hundreds of thousands, of
pieces of discrete information. When
practicable, the Department does
identify, either in the Federal Register
notice or elsewhere In the record of the
proceeding. that the "best information
available" was used.
Sec. 353.33
Comment: Several parties state that

the time limits for submission of case
briefs are unreasonable for one or more
of the following reasons: (1) the
Department often does not issue its
verification reports until after the time
limits expire, (2) the Department often
does not provide information under
protective order until shortly before or
even after the time limits expire: and (3)
respondents often do not obtain
disclosure of the preliminary
determination or results of review until
two weeks after it is published and, at
the same time, may be preparing for
verification. Thus,-the unreasonable
time limits in paragraphs (b) and (c)
make it impossible for interested parties
to comment on important information in
the record of the proceeding. Moreover,
it is inappropriate for the Department to
exclude from the record any relevant
information filed by a party, thus
denying the reviewing court the
opportunity to decide whether the
submission should have been
considered in the administrative
proceeding.
Suggested changes include the

following: (1) allow parties to comment
on issues that arise after the proposed
deadlines; (2) provide more realistic
time periods for the requested briefs; (3)
provide that the Secretary can alter the
time in which to file a case brief in an
administrative review, just as he may do

so in an investigation; and (4) permit
separate submission of written
comments on the verification report
Oneparty believes that the Department
should distribute mroe eventy the time
limits for case and rebuttal briefs in.
order to provide sufrficient time to
respond to all issues mayberaised

in a case briefThey suggestextending
the tiem limit for filling rebuttalbriefsto
14 dysafter thetime limitforcase

prior to the date of the preliminary
determination and the case brief.
Several parties urge the Departient to

permit post-hearing briefs. They believe
such briefs are necessary to cover new
arguments that may be made at a
hearing, to clarify statements that may
be made at a hearing, and to provide
complete answers to questions the
Department may raise at a hearing. One
party suggests that the Department
could limit the length of such briefs to 10

double-spaced pages, as the
Commission does, in order to.ensure
that arguments are concise and
selective.
Regarding paragraph (b), one party

suggests that, rather than requiring all
issues relevant to the final
determination or results of review to be
"presented in full" in the case brief, the
Department only should require all such
issues to be identified; to the extent
issues were not previously briefed,
arguments should be presented in full.
One party believes that allowing other

government agencies to file case or
rebuttal briefs will dilute the authority
of the Secretary of Commerce and will
inhibit effective and timely
implementation of the antidumping
statute. They suggest deletion of the
references to other agencies in
paragraphs (b) and (c).
Department's Position: The

Department believes that the time limits
in this section will provide all interested
parties a reasonable opportunity to
comment on the record of the
proceeding. In administrative reviews.
the Department's practice is to conduct
verifications prior to the scheduled date
of the preliminary determination. This
practice allows the parties to the
proceeding sufficient opportunity for
preparation of case and rebuttal briefs
after they have obtained access to the
verification report and all factual
information. In investigations, the
regulation will encourage the
Department to conduct its verification
as early as possible. We have extended
the deadlines for submission of case and
rebuttal briefs in investigations in order,
to increase the likelihood that parties
will be able to comment on verification
reports or other factual information,
without curtailing the Department's
ability to consider and to address the
parties' comments in the final
determination.Paragraph(c)(proposed
paragrapg(b))alreadycontains

Department as appropriate, to ajust
the timelimit for submission ofrebuttal
briefs. In this manner, the regulation
ensures that the Department retains the
necessary discretion to establish'
realistic time limits in any proceeding in
which the normalI time limits are too
short. We also have revised these
regulations to clarify that the
Department will return untimely or
nonconforming submissions to the
submitter with written notice stating the
reasons for return of the documents. The
written notice, which will detail the
untimely or nonconforming nature of the
submission, will be placed in the record
of the proceeding. The reviewing court.
therefore, will be able to decide whether
the submission should have been
considered in the administrative
proceeding.
The regulation does not limit

submissions of written argument prior to
the date of the preliminary
determination or after that date and
prior to the submission of the case
briefs.
Regarding the suggestion that the

Department permit post-hearing briefs,
we believe the case and rebuttal briefs
afford each party to the proceeding
ample opportunity to address the issues
and to comment on the factual
information. Moreover, under paragraph
(f)(3) (proposed paragraph (e)(3)) of this
section, the presiding officer at the
hearing "may question any interested
party or witness and may request
interested parties to present additional
written argument." These procedures,
we believe, eliminate the need for post-
hearing briefs in every case, particularly
in view of the fact that all issues
addressed at the hearing first must be
addressed in the case or rebuttal brief.
We have modified paragraph (0(3) to
clarify that parties may submit
additional written argument only at the
Department's request.
The requirement in paragraph (c)(2)

(proposed paragraph (b)(2)) that the
party "separately present in full" all
arguments which the party wants the,
Department to consider in the final
determination or final resilts of review
is important given the difficult task the
Department often faces at that late date
in the investigationor administrative
reviews. The convemence of having all
arguments consolidated in afew

submissionsoutweighstheadditional
effort required of interested parties
If necessary, the party theproceeding

mayatach thecase brief
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We disagree with the comment that
allowing other agencies toIlle case or
rebuttal briefs will dilute the
Department's author and willhinder
enforcement of the antidumping statute.
in the past, other agencies (suhaasthe
Federal Trade Commission) have filed
briefs in proceedings before the
Department, and we did not in any way
experience the problems that the
commenter suggests will occur.
We note that, to he consistent with

changes made in the countervailing duty
regulations, we have added a new
paragraph (b), which concerns requests
for hearings, We have added this
paragraph to allow sufficient time for all
parties and the Department to prepare
for a hearing. In addition, we have
modified paragraph (e) (proposed
paragraph (d)) to require the submitter
of a case or rebuttal brief to serve a
copy of the brief on any U.S. government
agency that has submitted a case or
rebuttal brief. We also have revised
paragraph (f) (proposed paragraph (e))
to provide that hearings ordinarily will
be held seven days (instead of 14 days)
after the scheduled date for submission
of rebuttal briefs in an administrative
review,
Subpart D

Note: As we explained in the preamble to
the proposed rule, Subpart D simply collects
in one subpart all of the provisions that
explain the calculation of U.S. price or

Incurred," not as modifying "exporter."
Otherwise, the statutory phrase would
be superfluous; In addition, the
commenter notes that proposed
§ 353.50(b)(2) would set the ESP offset
cap as the amount of indirect selling
expenses "incurred in the United
States." Because the cap is intended to
limit the adjustment to foreign market
value for indirect selling expenses to the
extent of the adjustment to U.S. price
made under section 772(e)(2) of the Act,
section 772(e)(2) must be read as
permitting an adjustment to U.S. price
only for expenses "incurred in the
United Siates."
Department's Position: In determining

the amount of indirect selling expenses
incurred in selling the merchandise in
the United States, the Department does
not consider relevant the geographic
location where expenses were incurred.
This practice has been affirmed in the
Court's decision in Silver Reed,
America, Inc. v. United States, Slip Op.
88-37, 12 CIT (March 18, 1988).
As the commenter notes, the language

in § 353.56(b)(2) should be the same as
in this section. That is, an ESP offset
would be permitted for indirect
expenses Incurred in selling the
merchandise in the United States,
wherever those expenses are incurred.
We, therefore, have clarified
§ 353.56(b)(2) so that it corresponds to
§ 353.41(e)*

foreign market value. 51 FR 29055 (August 13, Sec. 353.42
1986). Except as indicated in the preamble to Comment, One party suggests that
the proposed rule, the substance of the
provisions In Subpart D remains unchanged paragraph (b)(1) be amended to state
from the existing regulations. Id. that the Secretary normally will
Nevertheless, many parties submitted examine not less than 60 percent "of the
comments on provisions in Subpart D that dollar value and volume" of the
were not changed by the proposed rule. In merchandise, with the percentages of
this notice, we have summarized, and each being "roughly equivalent." This
responded to, only those comments made on party explains that the use of alternative
proposed changes to provisions now .
contained in Subpart D. Comments on measures, i.e., value or volume, may

provisions in Subpart D that were unchanged lead to inaccurate results. The
by the proposed rule are not germane to this Department should seek a
rulemaking. representative sample. and thus should
Sec. 353.41(e) examine foreign respondents thatconstitute an equivalent share of both
Comment. One party contends that volume and value of merchandise.

the Department's proposal to remove the Department's Position: We disagree
phrase "in the United States" from with the commnenter's assumption that
paragraph (e) is contrary to the statute an examination of 60 percent ofboth the
and the Department's practice. Section volume and value of the merchandise is
772(e) of the Act provides thai . necessary to constitute a representative
adjustments are to be Oade to . measure of selling activity. In many
exporters sales price ("ESP"for cases, a value and volume measurement
indirept selling expenses "

incurred by or produce "roughly equivalent" results.
for the accountoftheexporter inthe That however, is not always the case

UnIte States The commenter In some instances, for example, products
argues that because section 771(13) of withinthe sameclassclass or kindhave

the Actdelines exporter as includingthe widely divergent price because quality
exporter's wnt~andsubves thevaries.As proposed, paragraph

Uitd.;gi De partfte'n & r1 to.

tated Em'~-~pr~zr~r-i ni C I C. v,

recent cases, on those producers or.
resellers that account for 60 percent of
the volume or value (ar both) of the
merchandise.
Sec. 353.43
Comment: One party comments that

the proposed regulation should clarify
the circumstances under which the
Department will consider offers for sales
in determining foreign market value.
They suggest that a sentence be added
to paragraph (a) stating that the
Secretary may consider offers for sale,
even when actual sales have been made,
if reference lo those offers is relevant to
establish the adequacy and accuracy of
the actual sales reported. They explain
that when sales of the subject
merchandise in the home market have
been made at low volumes, the
Department should consider-prices
reflected in offers for sale to determine
if prices reported for actual transactions
are an accurate measure of foreign
market value.
Department's Position: The situation

described by the commenter is one in
which the Secretary has the discretion
under the regulations as proposed to
depart from the "normal" rule of
considering offers only in the absence of
sales.
Sec. 353.48
Note: Because verifications are not

required in all administrative reviews, we
have revised paragraph (b) accordingly.
Sec. 353.52

Note: We are drafting a proposed rule and
request for comments to implement the 1988
Act amendments regarding dumping by
nonmarket economy countries.

Sec. 353.55

Comment: One party recommends
that the Department include in the
proposed regulation the paragraph
contained in § 353.14(c) of the current
regulation concerning the consideration
of price lists when making adjustments
for differences in quantities. This party
notes that the Department's preamble to
the proposed rule states that the
paragraph was deleted 'because in
substance It is identical to § 353.3(b) of
the proposed rule." Section 353.3(b)
concerns the pubic record, however,
and does not deal with the issue of the
considerationof price tists whenmaking
ajustments for differences in
quntities.

Department's Position:Thereference
to §353.3[b] was
'~~~~sthP+Xal-.anw,
1~~ ~ ~ ~~~w15YX.,8;,> . W ,~.,have includedthe languageconlainedin
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§ 353.14(G) of theexisting reguations as
paragraph (d) of this section.
Sec. 353.56(b)(2)
Comment: One party argues that

paragraph (b)(2) conflicts with section
353.41(e) in the treatment of indirect
selling expenses incurred outside the
United States. If the Department does
not adopt their suggested change to
§ 353.41(e), which would insert "in the
United States" in paragraph (e), they
suggest that § 353.58(b)(2) be revised to
clarify that the ESP offset cap is the
amount of the adjustment allowed under
section 772(e)(2) of the Act, not just the
amount of indirect selling expenses
incurred in the United States.
Department's Position: This paragraph

has been revised to clarify that the ESP
offset cap is the expense incurred "in
selling the merchandise," which is the
amount of the adjustment that would be
made under § 353.41(e). That is, an
adjustment would be made for the
expenses of selling the merchandise,
whether incurred in the United States or
elsewhere. Note the definition of "the
merchandise" in § 353.2(m). The phrase
"expenses incurred in selling" is
intended to convey the same meaning as
"selling expenses" in the current
regulation. To be consistent, we also
have revised the proposed rule to clarify
that the indirect selling expenses,
whether incurred in the United States or
elsewhere, may be offset by indirect
selling expenses incurred on sales of
such or similar merchandise, regardless
of where incurred.
Sec. 353.59(a)
Comment: One party argues that the

Department should have included in the
proposed regulation the last sentence of
the existing regulation providing that
adjustments will not be disregarded if it
will significantly affect the calculation
results. The party believes that the
deleted sentence clarifies that
adjustents that would normally be
viewed as insignificant should not be
disregarded if doing so w6uld result in
dumping margins in case whereno
margin wouldotherwise have been
foundorvice versa. Because the
Department indicatedin the preamble to
the proposed rule that the sentence was
deleted only because it was reduant
theparty urgesthatitbe incorporated in

the final rule in theinterestofclarity
Deparmtnet's PositionWe continue

to belie on the referenced sentenceis
redundantThe regulationisand
intended to chagetheDepartments

Sec.358.60(a)
Comment.' One party argues that'

proposed § 353.60 incorrectly provides
for the conversion of currencies on the
date of sale in the United States. This is
contrary to Congressional intent and to
the longstanding administrative practice
of determining exchange rates in
exporter's sales price calculations as of
the date of exportation of the
investigated merchandise. The
commenter explains that the change
results from the reference in proposed
§ 353.60 to proposed § § 353.46, 353.49,
and 353.50. The changes in those
sections are explained as having been
made to Implement section 615(1) of the.
1984 Act. Although section 615 of the
1984 Act did change the comparison
date to the date of sale in exporter's
sales price transactions, and proposed
§ § 353.46, 353.49, and 353.50 do
implement those sales date changes,
section 615(1) did not specify a new rule
for the currency conversions. Moreover,
the statutory provision governing
currency conversions, 31 U.S.C. 5151,
indicates that whenever currencies are
converted for assessment and collection
of duties, the general rule is that.
conversion is to be made at values
prevailing during the quarter in which
exportation of the merchandise occurs.
There is no authority to convert
currencies on the date of sale in the
United States.
Department's Position: Prior to

enactment of the 1984 Act, foreign
market value was determined at the
time of exportation of the merchandise.
Section 615 of the Trade and Tariff Act
of 1984 amended section 773(a)(1) of the
Act to provide that foreign market value
is to be determined as of the date the
merchandise Is first sold in the United
States to an unrelated purchaser.
Accordingly, in comparing foreign
market value with exporter's sales price,
the foreign market value is to be
determined as of the time the goods are
sold in the United States to an unrelated
purchaser rather than at the time of
exportation of the goods to the United
States.

If the Department in exporter's sales
price transactions followed section 615,
but converted cuencies, as te-
comment suggests, on the date of: -

exportation to the United States,
anomalous results would follow. First,

the agency would have to determine
foreign market value as of the date the
importer resold-thesmerchandise.to the
firet unrelated purchaser Then itwould
haveto convert the currency basedln
exchange ratesin effect atthetimeof
exportationpossibly industhsoreven

transactions that form the basis of the
foreign market value. The law was
changed in 1984, however, just so
exporters sales price transactions
would be matched to home market or
third country sales on the date of sale to
an unrelated purchaser in the United
States. Therefore, to convert the
currency on a date that has no relation
to the date of sale would lead to illogical
results and otherwise render the 1984
amendment nugatory. Washirgton Rot
Raspberry Comrn'n v. United States,
Nos. 88-1076, 88-1107, Slip Op. at 14-16
(Fed. Cir., October 13, 1988).
The ^-r-.'s reliance on 31 U.S.C. 5151

is also misplaced. Section 5151 governs
currency conversion; it does not define
foreign market value or specify the date
as of which foreign market value is to be
determined. To give effect to the
commenter's interpretation of 19 U.S.C.
1677b(a)(1) and 31 U.S.C. 5151 would
lead to an absurd result. When two laws
cannot be read consistently. the
subsequent statute prevails, Therefore.
to the degree these two statutes may
conflict, the newer antidumping law
provision prevails over the currency
conversion statute.
List of Subjects in 19 CFR Part 353
Business and industry, Foreign trade,

Imports, Trade practices.
Date: February 23,1989.

Ian W. Mares,
Assistant SecretaryforImport
Administration.
For the reasons set forth in the

preamble. 19 CFH Part 353 is-revised to
read as follows:

PART 353-ANTIVUMPING DUTIES

Subpart A-Scope and Definitions
Sec.
353.1 Scope.
353.2 Definitions.
353.3 Record of proceedings.
353.4 Public. proprietary, privileged, and

classified information. .
353.5 Trade and Tariff Act of 1984-

effective date.
353.6 De minirnis wepighted-.nverage,

dumping margins.
Subpart B-Antidumping Duty Procedures
353.11 Self-initIation.
353.12 Petition requiremients; -
353.13 Determnination of sufficiency of

petition353.14 Request for exclusion from
antidumpaing duty order

353.15 Preliminary determination
353.18 Criticalcircumstances findings.
353.17 Termination of investigation.
353.18 Suspestisionof investigation.
353.19Violstionofagreement
353.20 Final determination 353.21Antidumptingdutyorder.
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353.22 Administrative review orders and
suspension agreements. *

353.23 ProvisIonal measures deposit cap,
353.24 Interest on certain overpayments and

underpayments.
353.25 Revocation of orders; termination of

suspended Investigation.
353.26 Reimbursement of antidumping

duties.

Reform Act of1986, Pub. L. No. 69-514, 100
Stat. 2085, 2919 [October22 19803).

Subpart A-Scope and Definitions
* 353.1 Scope.
This part sets forth procedures and

rules applicable to proceedings under
Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, asamended ( - -ao- __s PA_-II.the

are related to importers, producers, or
exporters) of the merchandise. Under
section 771(4)(C) of the Act, an
"industry" may mean producers In the
United States, as defined above in this
paragraph, in a particular market in the
United States if such producers sell all
or almost all of their production of the
like product in that market and if theSubpart C-information and Argument amended (19 U.S.C.1673-1677h) (the demandfor the like marketandifthe

353.31 Submissionof factul information "Act"), relating to the imposition of demand for the like porudceinthat353.31 Submission of factual information antidumping duties. This part market is not supplied to any substantial

Information. incorporates the regulatory changes degree by producers of the like product
353.33 Information exempt from disclosure. made pursuant to Title VI of the Trade located elsewhere in the United States.
353.34 Disclosure of proprietary Information and Tariff Act of 1984 (Pub. L No. 98 (k) Interested party. "Interested

under administretive protective order. 573; October 30, 1984) and Title XVIII party means:
353.35 Ex parte meeting. Subtitle B, Chapter 3, of the Tax Reform (1) A producer, exporter, or United
353.36 Verification of information. Act of 1986 (Pub. L. No. 99-514, October States importer of the merchandise, or a
353.37 Best information available. 22,1986) trade or business association a majority
353.38 Written argument and hearings. 2 1 of the members of which are importers
Subpart D-Calculailon of United States § 3 Dfflnltl. of the merchandise;
Price, Fair Value, and Foreign Market Value (a) Act. "Act" means the Tariff Act of (2) The government of the home
353.41 Calcul ition of United States price. 1930, as amended. market country;
353.42 PFsi, value. (b) Commission. "Commission" means (3) A producer in the United States of
353.43 Sales used in calculating foreign the United States International Trade the like product or seller (other than e.

market value. Commission. retailer) in the United States of the like
353.44 Sales at varying prices. (c) Country. "Country" means a product produced in the United States;
353.45 Transactions between related foreign country or a political (4) A certified or recognized union or

persons. subdivision, dependent territory, or group of workers which is
353.46 Calculation of foreign market value possession of a foreign country. representative of the industry or of

based on price In the home market (d) Customs Service. "Customs sellers (other than retailers) in the
353.47 Exportation from an intermediate Service" means the United States United States of the like product

country. Customs Service of the United States produced in the United States;
353.48 Calculation of foreign market value If Department of the Treasury. (5) A trade or business association a

sales in the home market country are (e) Department. "Department" means majority of the members of which are
inadequate. the United States Department of producers in the United States of the

353.49 Calculation of foreign market value Commerce. like product or sellers (other than
based on sales to a third country. (f) Dumping margin and weighted- retailers) in the United States of the like

353.50 Calculation of foreign market value average dumping margin. product produced in the United States;
based on constructed value. (1) Dumping margin" means the or

sales are made at less than cost of amount by which the foreign market (6) An association a majority of theproduction value exceeds the United States price of members of which are interested parties,
353.52 Calculation of foreign market value the merchandise. as defined in paragraph (k)(3), (k)(4), or

of merchandise from state-controlled- (2) The "weighted-average dumping (k)(5) of this section.
economy countries. margin" is the result of dividing the (1) Investigation. An "investigation"

353.53 Calculation of foreign market value aggregated dumping margins by the begins on the date of publication of
based on sales by a multinational aggregated United States prices. notice of initiation of investigation and
corporation. (g) Factualinformation. "Factual ends on the date of publication of the

353.54 Claims for adjustment to foreign information" means: earliest of (1) notice of termination of
market value. (1) Initial and supplemental investigation, (2) notice of rescission of

353.55 Differences in circumstances of sale questionnaire responses; investigation, (3) notice of a negative
353.57 Differences in physical (2) Data or statements of fact in determination that has the effect of

characteristics. support of allegations; terminating the proceeding, or (4) an
3M3.58 Level of trade. (3) Other data or statements of fact; order.
353.59 .Disregarding insignificant and (m) The merchandise "'The

adjustments: use of averaging and (4) Documentary evidence, merchandise" means the class or kind of
sampling.... - (h) Home market country. The "home merchandise Imported or sold, or likely

353.60 Converslon of currency. market country" is the country in which to be sold, for Importation into the
ANNEX -Time limits for submissions the merchandise is produced. United States, thatis the subject of the

specified in this part. ;, (i) Importer. 'Importer" means the proceeding. -
Authority: The authority for Part 353 is15 person by whom, or for whose account. (n) Order. An "order"-Is an order

U.S.C 301; Title VIIof the Tariff Act of 1930the merchandise is importesissuedby the Secretary undre§ 353.21
(19 U.C.Subtitle IV, Parts IL III, and(i)Industry.industry"meansthe or a finding under the AntidumpingAct,

Amended by TitleI ofthe Trade Agreements, _J~nC t~
Act of1978, Pub. L. No.96-99, stat.180,producersin theUnited States 1921Act of 1978,Pub. L.No. 0640.93 Stat 150 .toL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~andflwivie raecof the like products* A dforPaztyto thooeadin. Prtto162 and ectian 2= mid Titl VI of the Trade ecp o h iceig Iat

v-&TaflU.A lolUIL4 N2LI .i,tioseproducsin theUtedSttes the.proceeWdi meanssUn8yIitemsed
Stat. 2948,1gM. eOMimUS.C*WZQ; 1 - r4' that the Secretry uexciudenrn int" A. -partylIwkhirt*he8'neag1*aagih

5'X673g18;sb7t*&1Of Tax KI-rg7h t eh aSta Adue r' trugh , ritten
XVI SubtiaBXhste,sAoeTax .f't-' egrounds that theyare allso - ' rtcipates4hrYough wrsntten -'
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submissions of factual information or
written argument, in a particular
decision by the Secretary subject to
judicial review. Participation in a prior
reviewable decision will not confer on
any interested party "party to the
proceeding" status in a subsequent
decision by the Secretary subject to
judicial review.

(p) Person. "Person" includes any
"interested party" as well as any other
individual, enterprise, or entity, as
appropriate.

(q) Proceeding. A proceedingng" begins
on the dale of the filing of a petition or
publication of notice ofinitiation
under § 353.11, and ends on the dale of
publication of the earliest notice of (1)
dismissal of petition. (2) rescission of
initiation, (3)termination of
investigation, (4) a negative
determination that has the effect of
terminating the proceeding, (5)
revocation of an order, or(6)
termination of a suspended
investigation.

(r) Producer: production. "Producer"
means a manufacturer or producer.
"Production" means manufacture or
production.

(s) Reseller. "Reseller" means any
person (other than the producer) whose
sales the Secretary uses to caculate
foreign market value or U.S. price.
including the foreign reseller or
exporter.

(t) Sale; likely sale. A "sale" includes
a contract to sell and a lease that is

- 1......4:._

determinations. notices published in the
Federal Register, and transcripts
hearings. The record will not include
any factual information, written
argument, or other material which is not
timely filed or which the Secretary
returns to the submitter under
§ 353 32(b)(2),353,32(d), 353-32(g), or
353.34(c). The record will contain
material that is public, proprietary,
privileged. and classified. For purposes
of section 51BA(b)(2) of the Act. the
record is the official record of each
judicially reviewable segment of the
proceeding.

(b) Publicrecord, The Secretary will
maintain in the Central Records Unit a
public record of each proceeding. The
record will consist of all material
described in paragraph (a) of this
section that the Secretary decides is
public information within the meaning
of§ 353.4(a) government memoranda or
portions of menmoranda that the
Secretary decides may be disclosed to
the general public, plus public versions
of all determinations, notices, and
transcripts. fe public record will be
available to the public for inspection
and copying in the Central Records Unit
(see § 353.31(d)). The Secretary will
charge an appropriate fee for providing
copies of documents.

(c) Protection ofrecords. Unless
ordered by the Secretary or required by
law, no record or portion of a record will
be removed from the Department.

(1)Businesor trade secrets
concerning the nature of a product or
production process:

(2) Production costs (but not the
identity of the production components
unless a particular component is a trade
secret):

(3) Distribution costs (but not
channels of distribution):

(4) Terms of sale (but not terms of sale
offered to the public);

(5) Priems of individual sales, likely
sales or other offers (but not (i)
components of prices, such as
transportation, if based on published
schedules, (ii) dates of sale, (iii) product
descriptions except as described in
paragraph (b)(1), or (iv) order numbers):

(6) The names of particular customers,
distributors, or suppliers (but not
destination of sale or designation of
type of customer, distributor, or supplier.
unless the destination or designation
would reveal the name):

(7) The exact amount of the dumping
margin on individual sales:

(8) The names of particular persons
from whom proprietary information was
obtained; and

(9) Any other specific business
information the release of which to the
public would cause substantial harm to

the competitive position of the
submitter..

(c) Privileged information. The
Secretary will consider information
privileged if, basedon principles of law

equivalent to sale. "likely sale" § 353.4 Public, proprletary,prtvileged,andconcerning privilegedinformation, the

means a person's irrevocable offer to classified Information. Secretary decides that the information
sell. Public information.The Secretary should not be released to the public or

(u) Secretary. "Secretary" means the to parties to the proceeding.
Secretary or Commerce or a designee. normally will consider the following to (d) Classified information. Classified
The Secretaryhasdelegated to the be publicinformation information is information that is
Assistant Secretary for Import (1) Facual information of

a type that classified under Executive Order No.
Administration the authority to makle has been published or otherwise made 12356 of April 2, 1982 (43 FR 28949) or

final determinations under § 353.18(i) available to the public by the person successor executive order, if applicable.
and 353.20 and final results of review submitting it:
under § 353.22(c). The Deputy Assistant (2) Factual information that is not § 353.5 Tradeand Tarltf Act of 1984-
Secretaries for Import Administration, designated proprietary by the person effective date.
Investigations, and Compliance have submitting it In accordance with section 626 of the
other delegated authority relatingto (3) Factual information which. Trade and Tariff Act of1984 (Pub. L. No.
antidumpingduties. although designated proprietary by the 98-573) (for purpos of this subpart,

person submitting it, is in a form which referredto as "the1884 Act") the
§ 353.3 Reord of proceeding. cannot be associatedwith or otherwise amendments to the Actmade by Title VI

(a) Officialrecord TheSeretary will used to identify activities of a particular ofthe 1984 Act are effective as, follows:
maintain in the import Administration person; (a) Except as provided in paragraphs
Central RecordsUnit at the location (4) Publicly availalIelawa, (b). (c), and (d) of this section. all
statedin §35331(d)an official reoord of regulations, decrees, orders, and other amendments made by TitleVI ofthe
each proceeding.The Seearywill official documents of at country. . 1984 Act whic ahritie

Inclda Ln4hl xord alll ct&l including translations; and administered by the Secretary are.

lnfirmntkitW w~thup [S(5)W ietnen1re.latWo-i i effective on> . -.

m=teidAdteluedb ai -,o prot~eedn i&6 snoi AeBlna [, ",'n ec-.-.
theSecsreary dring the'. eAta;, 'f..t; ;;0,. ia ge 'AclcouefroeeToing w1 hWermhi (b)Prp aryiiormabinTae wich .i if es admiiteredlw

~f, ~ .1oll w~aJb Lia

to «Q < -z t; it"w iaeW~~6tqi Moif Pie5& -the, iriz ';

nilei .-eb*. Xtx'i.M~......;It!S.>&hX 0'wL.. :*tl...v-;p t.?av .1!W MIL' zee
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(c) Amendments made by section 623 Commission may consider relevant to its levels, during the most recent 12-month
of the 1984 Act, regarding judicial injury determinations. period);
review, apply with respect to civil (C) Persistent dumping monitoring. (3) A statement indicating whether the
actions pending on, or filed on or after, (1) The Secretary may monitor, for a petitioner has filed for import relief
October 30,1984. period not to exceed one year, imports under sections 337 or 702 of the Act (19

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of from an additional supplier country of U.S.C. 1337, 1071a), sections 201 or 301
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section, the same class or kind of merchandise of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2251
the Secretary may implement the as the merchandise which is subject to or 2411), or section 232 of the Trade
amendments of the 1984 Act at a date two or more orders under this part if the Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862) -
later than October 30, 1984, if the Secretary concludes from available with respect to the merchandise;
Secretary determines that information, including information in a (4) A detailed description of the
implementation in accordance with request !or monitoring under this merchandise that defines the requested
paragraph (a) or (b) of this section paragraph, that: scope of the investigation, including
would prevent the Department from (i) There is reason to believe or technical characteristics and uses of the
complying with other requirements of suspect an extraordinary pattern of merchandise, and its current U.S. tariff
law. persistent injurious dumping exists with classification number.
§ 353.6 De minimis welghted-average regard to shipments from one or more (5) The name of the home marketduping mardinsladditionalsupplier countries; and country and, if the merchandise is

dumping margins. (i) This extraordinary pattern is imported from a country other than the(a) Disregarding de minimnis wveighted- causing a serious commercial problem home market country, the name of the
average dumping margins. Except as for the industry. intermediate country (§ 353.47) or theprovided in paragraph (b), the Secretary (2) For the purposes of this section, country through which the merchandise
will disregard any weighted-average "additional supplier country" means a is transshipped (§ 353.4'(c));dumping margin that is less than 0.5% ad country regarding which no order i in (6) The names and addresses of eachvalorem, or the equivalent specific tr.tes effect and no investigation is pending person the petitioner believes sells the

(b) Assessment of de minimis under this part as to the class or kind of merchandise at less than fair value and
margins. For purposes of assessment of merchandise referred to in paragraph te r tio n fair valuean antidumping duty, the Secretary will (c)(1) of this section. the proportion of total exports to the
not disregard any de minimis dumping (3) To the extent practicable, the accounted for during the most recent 12-margin. Secretary will expedite any month period (if numerous provideinvestigation initiated under paragraph inomto at nuerousfopersonsidetSubpart B-Antidumping Duty (a) of this section as a result of information aileast for persons that,

monitoring under paragraph (c)(1) of this individually accounted for two percent
§ 353.11 Self-initiatlon. section. or more of the exports);

(a) In general. (1) If the Secretary § 353.12 Petition requirements. (7) All factual information
determines from available information, (a) In general. Any interested party, (particularly documentary evidence)
including information obtained during a as defined in paragraph (k)(3), (k)(4), relevant to the calculation of the United
period of monitoring under paragraph (c) (k)(5), or (k)(6) of § 353.2, may file on States price of the merchandise and the
of this section, that an investigation is behalf of an industry a petition under foreign market value of such or similar
warranted with respect to the this section requesting the imposition of merchandise, in accordance with
merchandise, the Secretary will initiate antidumping duties equal to the alleged Subpart D of this part (if unable to
an investigation and publish in the amount of the dumping margin, if that furnish information on foreign sales or
Federal Register notice of "Initiation of person has reason to believe that: costs, provide information on production
Antidumping Duty Investigation." (1) The merchandise is being, or is costs in the United States, adjusted to

(2) The notice will include: likely to be, sold at less than fair value; reflect production costs in the home
(i) A description of the merchandise, and market country of the merchandise);

after consultation as appropriate with (2) That industry is materially injured, (8) If the merchandise is from a
the Commission; is threatened with material injury, or its country that the Secretary has found to

(ii) The name of the home market establishment is materially retarded by be a state-controlled-economy country,
country and, if the merchandise is the merchandise. factual information relevant to the
imported from a country other than the Factual information in the petition shall calculation of foreign market'value, as
home market country, the name of the be certified, as provided in J 353.31(i). provided inSubpart D' of this part, using
intermediate country (§ 353.47) or (1b) Conients ofpetition. The petition a method described in § 353.52.
country through which the merchandise shall contain the following, to the extent (9) The volume and value of the
is transshipped (§ 353.4(c)); and reasonably available to the petitioner merchandise during the most recent

(iii) A summary of the available (1) The nameand address of the two-year period And any other recent
information that would, I accurate, petitioner and any person the petitioner period that the petitioner believes to be
support theimposition of antidumping represents; more representative or, if the
duties .': (2) The identity of the industry n merchandise was not imported during

(b) Informationprovided to the behalf of which teh petitioner is filing the two-year period Information as to
Commission. The Secretary will nnotifyincluding the names and addresses of the likelihood ofitssale for importation;
the Commision at the time of initiation other persons in the industry (if 10) Te name and add8es of each
of the invetigatiornand will make- numerous, provide information ut least person flte petitioner believes imports
available to it and to its employees for persons that, based on publicy of, ifthere were no importations, is

accounted lrkelylon iipbrt hemeuhandIs;;;-6tntoi"n h~o~Abiia ft kiW,1*perentirmoitt'r ib v 1) Eac 111613Faatuo6ng'based theinformationand which industry. in thecticm' matediaI jurgtdisalof lateeil injury,
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or material retardation,as described in investigation. the Secretary will not (i) The Is no Jumpingmargin on the
19 CFR 207.11 and 207.2O; accept from an interested party as merchandise sold or likely to be bold. 4u

(12) If the petitioner alleges "critical defined in paragraph (kA)( or (k)[2) of defined In A 353.2(1). by the person
cirunstances" under 1 353.1t, 'factual 1 353.!; oral or written communication during theminimum period described in
informaaion regarding: regarding a petition except inquiries § 358.42(b)(I) and

(i) Material injut which is difficult to concerning the status of the proceeding. (il) The person will not in the future
(ii) Massive imports inarelatively (The information collections requirements insellthemerchandise at less than foreignShort period;and paragraph (b) ot this section have been market value: andshort period; and approved by the Office of Management and (2) If the person is not the producer of(iii) Either (A) A history of dumping: Budget under control number (Ie-0105.) the merchandise. the certification under

or (B) The importer's knowledge that the paragraph (b)(1) of this section of the
producer or reseller was selling the § 353.13 Determination of sufficiency of. suppliersand produces of the
merchandise at less than its foreign petition. suppliers and producers of the
market value, as described in (a) Determnination ofsufficiency. Not (c) The Secretary will investigate
§353.16(a): and later Lhan 20 days after a petition is filed requests for exclusion to the extent
(13) Any other factual information on under § 353.12, the Secretary will practicable in each investigation.

which the petitioner relies. determine whether the petition properly
(c) Simultaneous filing with alleges the basis on which an § 353.15 Preliminary determination.

Commission. The petitioner must file a antidumping duty may be imposed (a) In general. (13 Not later than 160
copy of the petition with the under section 731 of the Act, contains days after the date of filing of a petition
Commission and the Secretary on the information reasonably available to the or the date of publication of notice of
same day and so certify in submitting petitioner supporting the allegations, initiation under § 353.11, the Secretary
the petition to the Secretary. and is filed by an interested party as will make a determination based on the

(d) Propretarystatus ofinformation. -defined in paragraph (k)(3). (k)(4). (ki)(,E. available information at the time

factual information for which the
or (k)(6) of § 353.2. whether there is a reasonable basis to

petitioner requests proprietary treatment (b) Notice of initiation If the believe or suspect that the merchandise
unless the petitioner meets the Secretary determines that the petition is is being sold at less than fair value. The
requirements of § 353.3s sufficient under paragraph (a), the Secretary will not make the

(e) Amendment ofpetition. The Secretary will initiate an investigation determination unless the Commission
Secretary will allow timely amendments and publish In the Federal Register has made an affirmative preliminary
of the petition. The petitioner must file notice of "initiation of Antidurmping determination.
an amendment with the Commission Duty Investigation." The notice will (2) The Secretary's determination will
and the Secretary on the same day and include the information described in include:
so certify in submitting the amendment § 353.11(a)(2). The Secretary will notify (i) The factual and legal conclusions
to the Secretary. the timeliness of new the Commission at the time of initiation on which the determination is based;
allegations is controlled under § 353.31 of the investigation and will make (ii) The estimated weighted-average

(f) Where to file; Lime offiling format available to it and to its employees dumping margin, if any, for each person
andnumberofcopies. The requirements directly involved in the proceeding all investigated and an appropriate rate for
Of § 353.31 (d)(e). and(f) apply to this information upon which the Secretary persons not investigated; and
section. based the initiation and which the (iii) A preliminary finding on critical

(g) Notification ofrepresentative of Commission may consider relevant to its circumstances, if appropriate, under
the home market country. Upon receipt injury determinations. § 353.16(b)(2)(i).
of a petition, the Secretary will deliver a (c) Insufficiency ofpetition. If the (3) If affirmative. the Secretary's
public version of the petition. as Secretary determines that a petition is determination will also:
described in § 353.31(e)g2), to a insufficient under paragraph (a) of this (i) Order the suspension of liquidation
representative in Washington. DC, of the section, the Secretary will dismiss the of all entries of the merchandise
government of the home market country. petition in whole or in part and, if entered or withdrawn from warehouse.

(h) Assistance to small businesses' appropriate, terminate the proceeding. for consumption on or after the date of
additional information The Secretary will notify the petitioner publication of the notice of the

t1) The Secretary will provide in writing of the reasons for dismissal, Secretary's preliminary determination:
technical assistance to eligible small notify the Commission of the dismissal and
businesses, as defined in section 339 of and publish in the Federal Register (ii) Impose pevisional measures by
the Act, to enable them to prepare and notice of "Dismissal of Antidumping instructing the Custms Serice to
file petitions. The Secretary may deny Duty Petition," summarizing the reasons require for each entryof the
assistance if the Secretary concludes for dismissaL... merchandise suspended under this
that the pedton.if filed, could not' paragraph a cash deposit orbond equal
satisfy the requirementsof § 853.13. § 35314 l ued Wxc r to the estimated wighted-average

(2) For additional information - dumping margin
concerning petition, contact the Deputy (a) Any producerorreseller that . (4) The Secratery.will publish inthe
Assistant Secretary for Investigation desiresexclusion froman antidumpling Federal Registernotice of"Affinative

ImportAdministration international 25 duty order must submit in theSecretary. (Negative) PeolininaryAntidamping.
TradeAdministration,Room ;U.S not later than 50 daysmfter the date of Duty.Determinisation "includingthe
Department of Commerce, Pennsy Ivanispublicationof thenotice of inltationestimated weightedweighted-arvertage, dumping
Avenus and 14thStreet,NW ! .:-,under §3531 or .LM¶Arrvocable. if any and on invtiationfor

Was^Limitaof ea ~ lP .'v~ltl~ ;!i.~-argument p iigE;-ha4Z53B.vI.deld'Wi ~ ¢ S,.ir; tt~t'at&A. ti.;qii>t.''l w; -iiii'*;;4_i-..
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(b) Postponement in extrardinarily not later than 90 days after Intiation of Registon notice of the preliminary
complicated investigation. If the the investigation. finding.
Secretary decides the investigation is ( Commission access to information. (c) Sl spension ofliquidation If the
extraordinarily complicated, the The Secretary will make available to the Secretary makesan affirmative
Secretary may postpone the preliminary Commission and to employees of the preiarymanding ofcitica
determination to not later than 210 days Commission directly involved in the circumutances eitherbeforeoratthe
after the proceeding begins. The proceeding all information upon which timeof an affirmative preliminary
Secretary will base the decision on the Secretary based the determination determination under $.353.15.any
express findings that: and which the Commission may determination under § 353.15, any

(1) The respondent parties to the consider relevant to its injury § 353.15 will apply to all entries of the
proceeding are cooperating in the determination. Inerchandise covered by the finding
investigation; (g) Disclosure. Promptly after making e ntered, or withdrawn from warehouse,

(2) The investigation is extraordinarily the preliminary determination the for consumption on or after 90days
complicated by reason of (i) the large Secretary will provide to parties to the before the date of the order of
number or complex nature of the proceeding which request disclosure a suspension. If the Secretory makes an
transactions or adjustments under further explanation of the calculation affirmative preliminary finding of
Subpart D of this part, (ii) novel issues methodology used in making the critical circumstances after an
raised, or (iii) the large number of determination. affirmative preliminary determination
producers and resellers; and under §353.15. the Secretarywillamend

(3) Additional time is needed to make § 353.16 Critical circumstances findings, under § 35315, the Secretary will amend
the preliminary determination. (a) In general. If a petitioner submits the order suspending liquidation to

(c) Postponement at the request of the to the Secretary a written allegation of apply to bll entries of the merchandise
petitioner. If the petitioner, not later critical circumstances, with reasonably coveredbefin ngentere,for
than 25 days before the scheduled date available factual formation supporting consumption on or after go days before
for the Secretary's preliminary the allegation, not later than 21 days the date suspension of liquidation was
determination, requests a postponement before the scheduled date of the first ordered.
and states the reasons for the request, Secretary's final determination, or on
the Secretary will postpone the the Secretary's own initiative in an (d) Final finding. For any allegation
preliminary determination to not later investigation under § 353.11, the submitted not later than 21 days before
than 210 days after the date of filing of Secretary will make a finding whether: the scheduled date for the Secretary's
the petition, unless the Secretary finds (1) (i) There is a history of dumping in final determination under § 353.20, the
compelling reasons to deny the request. the United States or elsewhere of the Secretary will make a final finding on

(d) Notice ofpostponement. If the salne class or kind of merchandise as critical circumstances. If the final
Secretary decides to postpone the the merchandise subject to the finding is affirmative and if the
preliminary determination under investigation; or Secretary did not make an affirmative
paragraph (b) or (c) of this section, the (ii) The importer knew or should have preliminary finding of critical
Secretary will notify all parties to the known that the producer or reseller was circumstances, the Secretary will order
proceeding not later than 20 days before selling the merchandise at less than its the suspension of liquidation of all
the scheduled date for the Secretary's foreign market value: and entries of the merchandise entered, or
preliminary determination and will (2) There have been massive imports withdrawn from warehouse, for
publish in the Federal Register notice of of the merchandise over a relatively consumption on or after 90 days before
"Postponement of Preliminary short period. the date the Secretary ordered
Antidumping Duty Determination," (b) Preliminaryfinding. (1) If the suspension of liquidation either as part
stating the reasons for the petitioner submits the allegation of of an affirmative preliminary or final
postponement. critical circumstances not later than 30 determination. If the final finding is

(e) Expeditedpreliminary days before the scheduled date for the negative and if the Secretary made an
determination. Not later than 75 days Secretary's final determination under affirmative preliminary finding of
after the initiation of an investigation § 353.20, the Secretary, based on the critical circumstances, the Secretary will
under § 353.13, the Secretary will review available information, will make a end the retroactive suspension of
the record of the first 60 days of the preliminary finding whether there-is a liquidation ordered under paragraph (c)
investigation. If the available reasonable basis to believe or suspect of this section, and will instruct the

that critical circumstances as described Customs Service to release the cashinformation is sufficient for the .deposit or bond..
Secretary to make a preliminary in paragraph (a) of this section exist.
determination, the Secretary will (2) The Secretary will issue the (e) Findings in self-initiated
disclose to the petitioner, and any party preliminary finding: investigations. In investigations initiated
to the proceeding that has requested '(i) Not later than the Secretary's under § 353.11, the Secretary will make
disclosure, all availble public and preliminary determination under a preliminary and final finding on
proprietary information (subject to the 1 353.15, If the allegatiin is submitted critical circumstance without regard to
requirements of § 353.34). If, not later' not later than 20 days before the the time limits in paragraphs (b) and (d)
than three business days after scheduled date for the preliminary of this section.
disclosure each party to whom determination or. () Massive imports, (1) In determining
disclosure was made furnishes all (ii) Notiater than 30 days after the for the purpose ofparagrahp(a) of this
urrevocable writtenwaiverof petitionersubmits the allegation,if thesection whether imports of the
verification andagrees to a preliminary. allegationis lesubmittedliater.thair20. merchandisehave been massive, the
determinationbased oninformationin days before thescheduleddatefordate for the Secrety normally will examine;

the recordon thesouth dayof the nhwtlcu; . ,(i) Thevalume andofthe

an expedited preliminary determination Commission and publish inthe Federal (ii) Seasonal trends; and
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(iii) The share of domestic including persons not parties to the in the Secrelary's preliminary
consumption accounted for by the proceeding determination (or final determination in
imports. (c) Negative determination. An investigations continued under

(2) In general, unless the imports investigation terminates, without further § 353.18(i)).. .

during the period identified in paragraph comment or action, upon publication in (c) Definition of "substantially all."
(g) of this section have increased by at the Federal Register of the Secretary's For purposes of paragraphs (a) and
least 15 percent over the imports during negative final determination or the (b)(2) of this section, exporters which
an immediately preceding period of Commission's negative preliminary or account for "substantially all" of the
comparable duration, the Secretary will final determination. merchandise means exporters
no. consider the imports massive. (d) End of suspension ofliquidation. If (producers and resellers), that have

(g) Relatively short period For the the Secretary previously ordered accounted for not less than 85 percent
purpose of paragraph (a) of this section. suspension of liquidation, the Secretary by value or volume of the merchandise
the Secretary normally will consider the will order the suspension ended on the during the period for which the
period beginning on the date the date of publication of the notice of Department is measuring dumping in the
proceeding begins and ending at least termination under paragraph (a) of this investigation or such other period that
three months later. However, if the section or on the date of publication of a the Secretary considers representative.
Secretary finds that importers, or negative determination referred to in (d) Definition of "extraordinary
exporting producers or resellers, had paragraph (c) of this section, and will circumstances. "For purposes of
reason to believe, al some time prior to instruct the Customs Service to release paragraph (b) of this section,
the beginning of the proceeding, that a any cash deposit or bond. "extraordinary circumstances" means
proceeding was likely, then the
Secretary may consider a period of not § 353.1 Suspension of Investigation, circumstances in which (1) suspension
less than three months from that earlier (a) Agreement to eliminate completely of the investigation willbe more
tinie. sales at less than foreign market value beneficial to the industry than

or to cease exports. If the Secretary is continuation of the Investigation, and (2)
§ 353.17 Termination of Investigation. satisfied that suspension is in the public there are a large number of transactions

(a) Withdrawal ofpetition. (1) Except interest, the Secretary may suspend an or adjustments under Subpart D of this
as provided in paragraph (b) of this investigation at any time before the part, the issues raised are novel, or the
section. tie Secretary may terminate an Secretary's final determination by number of producers and resellers is
investigation upon withdrawal of the accepting an agreement with exporters large.
petition by the petitioner, or on the (producers and resellers) that account (e) Monitoring. The Secretary will not
Secretary's own initiative in an for substantially all of the merchandise accept an agreement unless effective
investigation initiated under § 353.11, (1) To eliminate completely sales at monitoring of the agreement by the
after notifying all parties to the less than foreign market value with Secretary is practicable. In monitoring
proceeding and after consultation with respect to the merchandise, effective on an agreement under paragraph (b) of
the Commission. The Secretary may not the date of suspension of investigation; this section, the Secretary will not be
terminate an investigation unless the or obliged to ascertain on a continuing
Secretary concludes the termination is (2) To cease exports of the basis the prices in the United States of
in the public interest. merchandise not later than 180 days the merchandise or of like products

(2) If the Secretary terminates an after the date of publication of the produced in the United States.
investigation, the Secretary will publish notice of suspension of investigation (f) Exports not to increase during
in the Federal Register notice of (b) Aagreement eliminating injurious interim period. The Secretary will not
"Termination of Antidumping Duty effect. (1) As provided in this paragraph accept an agreement under paragraph
Investigation" together with, when and paragraph(b)(2) of this section, the (a)(2) of this section unless the
appropriate, a copy of any Secretary may suspend an investigation agreement ensures that the quantity of'
correspondence with the petitioner at any time before the Secretary's final the merchandise exported during the
forming the basis of the withdrawal and determination if the Secretary: interim period set forth in the agreement
the termination, (i) Is satisfied that the proposed does not exceed the quantity of the

(b) Withdrawalofpetition based on suspension is in the public interest; merchandise exported during a period of
acceptance of quantitative restriction (ii) Finds that extraordinary comparable duration that the Secretary
agreements. (1) The Secretary may not circumstances are present; and considers representative.
terminate under paragraph (a) of this (iii) Finds that the agreement will (g) Procedure for suspension of
section an investigation by accepting an eliminate completely the injurious effect investigation. (1) The exporters
understanding or other kind of . of the merchandise. (producers and resellers) shall:
agreement with the government of the (2) The Secretary may suspend an (i) Submit to the Secretary a proposed
'home market country to restrict the investigation under paragraph (b)(1) of agreement not later than 45 days before
,iolume.of.the.merchandise.untless the this section by.accepting agreement thescheduled date firbthe Secretary's
Secretary, taking into.account the with exporters.(producers andresellers) final determination under § 353.20; and
factors listed insectinn 734(a)(2)XB) of that account for.substantially all. of the (ii) Serve a copy.of an agreement
the Act, is satisfied that termiination is in merchandisei if the secretaryy hands that. preliminarily accepted by the Secretary
thepublicInterestI,i) The agreementillprevent the on other parties towthe proceeding not
vZ.t, deduo , . suppression or detti bythe '., later'Ahan the dayfollwivieg:he,.

.paragra h bil1] oh1p.ec1n*whether.. Per ieJof:pioeoptUk!-roducts, Secreta"r'' preimlna accepted
tein~inat6iU ige pUb)lsierest. the produce4Jx thLJnlted Statep;.nd ., (2)*eSerataryil:-
'Secretarytott)je tentpracticable, wil) .Piir)he a eementvil nsutre that; for -i)Not later than3Odays before the
consu~t xepxentatlvei~tt ti* eacntiW of ah ixportey, the ! ; *.rdatefri) SEibpta'yiPe frIthe
ppni all affected~tl ted states ' dodra i pg .me~ceed 1 4nv6A-ainvestigeilo o4ifyhUpaie to tXe
.on^",,uminiab~trlexitiy~oI,-,nUflW Voreentoph"yer a ,; p g f.l
.afper, itiptonl heinduetr;, '' dwuilngnrgifor thatqexporstated -" and rorideb1obiftItnr~ a copyf
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the agreement preliminarily accepted by had been made on that date or withdrawal from warehoune,for
the Secretary (the agreement shall Commission determines that the consumption of the merchandise the
contain the procedures for monitoring agreement will eliminate theinjurious sale or export of which was in violation
compliance and a statement of the effect, the Seretarywill continue the of the agreement
compatibility of the agreement with the suspension of investigation, order the (2) if the investigation was not
requirements of this section); and suspension of liquidation ended on the completed under § 353.18(i), resume the

iii) Consult with the petitioner date of publication of the Commission's investigation as if the Secretary made
concerning the proposed suspension. determination, and instruct-the Customs an affirmative preliminary

(3) The Secretary will provide all Service to.release any cash deposit or determination on the date of publication
interested parties and United States bond. of the notice of cancellation and impose
government agencies an opportunity to (i) Continuation ofinvestigation. provisional measures by instructing the
submit, not later than 10 days before. the (1) Not later than 20 days after the-date .Customs Service to require for each
scheduled date for the Secretary's final of publication of the notice of entry of the merchandise suspended
determination, written argument and suspension of investigation, an exporter under paragraph (a)(1) of this section a
factual information concerning the or exporters accounting for a significant cash deposit or bond equal to the
proposed suspension. proportion of exports of the estimated weighted-average dumping

(h) Acceptance of agreement. (1) if the merchandise or an interested party, as margin determined in the affirmative
Secretary accepts an agreement to defined in paragraph (k)(3), (k)(4), (k)(5), preliminary determination;
suspend an investigation, the Secretary or (k)(6) of § 353.2, may request in (3) If the investigation was completed
will publish in the Federal Register writing that the Secretary continue the under § 353.18(i), issue an antidumping
notice of "Suspension of Antidumping investigation. The party shall duty order for all entries subject to
Duty Investigation," including the text of simultaneously file a request with the suspension of liquidation under
the agreement. If the Secretary has not Commission to continue its paragraph (a)(1) of this section and
already published notice of affirmative investigation. instruct the Customs Service to require
preliminary determination, the Secretary (2) Upon receiving the request, the for each entry of the merchandise
will include that notice. In accepting an Secretary and the Commission will suspended under this paragrapha cash
agreement, the Secretary may rely on continue the investigation deposit equal to the estimated weigaated
factual or legal conclusions the (i) If the Secretary and the average dumping margin determined in
Secretary reached in or after the Commission make affirmative final the affirmative final determination
affirmative preliminary determination. determinations, the suspension t

(2) If the Secretary suspends an agreement will remain in effect in (4) Notify all persons who are or were
investigation based on an agreement accordance with the factual and legal parties to the proceeding, the
under paragraph (a) of this section, the conclusions in the Secretary's final Commission, and if the Secretary
Secretary will not order the suspension determination. This paragraph does not
of liquidation of entries of the affect the provisions of paragraph (h) of intentional, the Commissioner of
merchandise. If the Secretary previously this section regarding suspension of Customs; and
ordered suspension of liquidation, the liquidation. (5) Publish in the Federal Register
Secretary will order the suspension of (ii) If the Secretary or the Commission notice of "Antidumuping Duty Order
liquidation ended on the effective date makes a negative final determination, (Resumption of Antiduclping Duty
of notice of suspension of investigation the agreement shall have no force or Suspension Agreement."and will instruct the Customs Service to effect. Determinnogrement.release any cash deposit or bond. (j) Merchandise importedin excess of (b) Determintion afternotice and

(3) If the Secretary suspends an allowed quantity. (1) The Secretary may comment. (1) If the Secretary has reason
investigation based on an agreement instruct the Customs Service not to to believe that a signatory exporter has
under paragraph (b) of this section, the accept-entries, or withdrawals from violated an agreement or thatea
Secretary will order the suspension of warehouse, for consumption of the agreement no longer meets the
liquidation to continue or to begin, as merchandise in excess of any quantity requirements of section 734(d) of the
appropriate. The suspension of allowed by paragraph (f) or by an Act, but does not havesufficientliquidation will not end until the agreement under paragraph (a) of this informagtion o tsakeaction underCommission completes any requested section. paragraph (a) of this section, the
review, under section 734(h) of the Act, (2) Imports in excess of the quantity Secretary will publish

o
n the Federal

of the agreement. If the Commission allowed by paragraph (f) or by an Register notice of "Invitation for
receives no request for review within 20 agreement under paragraph (a) of this Comment on Antidump. Duty
days after the date of publication of the section may be exported or destroyed Suspension Agreement."
notice of suspension of investigation,the under Customs service supervision. (2) After publication of the notice
Secretary will order the suspension of inviting comment and after.
liquidation ended on the 21st day after §363.19 Violation ofagreement consideration of comments received the
the-date of publication, and will instruct (a) Immediate determination if the Secretary will:
the Customs Service to release any cash Secretary determines that a signatory (i) If the Secretary detennines that
depositor bond exporter has violated n suspense any signatoryexportarhas violatedthe

(4) Ifthe Commission undertakes a agreement, the Secretary, without right agreement, take appropriate action as
review of anagreement undersection of comment,will described in paragraph (a)(1) through
734(h)oftheActabd determines that (1) Orderteh suspensionof liguidation(a)(5)of thissection or
the agreementwill noteliminate the of all entries of the merchandise (II) If the Sectretary determuinesthat
injurious effect,the Secretarywill entered,or withdrawn form warehouse the agreement no longer meetsthe
acaume theinvestigationonthedateofforconsumption onor siterthe laterof requirementsofsections 784(d)ofthe
publiesuion ofthe Commissions (i)90 days before thedate of publication Act.

affirimative proliminarydetermination agreement or (ii) the date of first entry, adescription inparagraphs (a)(1) through
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(a)(5) of this section, except that for.
paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this section, the
date shall be the date of first entry, or
withdrawal from warehouse, for
consumption of the merchandise the
sale or export of which does not meet
the requirements of section 734(d) of the
Act;

Secretary may revise the agreement to.
include additional signatory exporters.

d) Definition of "violation.' For the
purpose of this section, "violation"
means noncompliance with the terns of
a suspension agreement caused by an
act or omission of a signatory exporter,
except, at the discretion of the

Secretary will postpone the final
determination to not later than 135 days
after the date of publication of the
preliminary determination. unless the
Secretary finds compelling reasons to
deny the request.

(2) If the Secretary decides to
postpone the final determination under

(B) Continue the suspension of Secretary, an act or omission which is paragraph (b)(1) of this section, the
investigation by accepting a revised Inadvertent or inconsequential. Secretary will notify all parties to the
suspension agreement under § 353.18(a) §353.20 Final determination proceeding and will publish in the
(whether or not the Secretary accepted Federal Register notice of
the original agreement under that (a) In general. (1) Not later than 75 "Postponement of Final Antidumping
paragraph) that, at the time the days after the date of the Secretary's determination will thee

Secretary accepts preliminary determination, the Secretary Dito t ating

Scgreemnt. meets the aeppiced o will make a final determination whether for the postponement.
requirements ofsection734(d)of the merchandise Is being sold at less (c) Commission access -to information.
Actireand tuls insethen Federal eite than fair value. The Secretary will make A~vailable to the

notice of "Revision of Agreement d(2) The Scretary's determination wil Commission adnto epluyee the

Suspending Antidumping Duty include: Cpommsd ofndirectlyfminolv In the

Inve stigationa oe ndr thit crit factrcu andcle Theedainuaaainn lerm tionoupon
(C)rogatinu thet on which the determination is based: the Secretary based the final

inve tionuyacce pt ingia re i)them ti determination and which theinvesigatin by accetingaredsemping iftiatyd forghedachverson 'Commission may consider relevant to its

suspension agreement under § 353.18 (b) invesingatdmargnd fayoahpro injury determination.

(iii) If appropriate, a final finding on (d) Effect ofnegative final
the original agreement under that critical circumstances under § 353.16. determination. An investigation
paragraph) that, at the time the (3) If affirmative, the Secretary's terminates, without further comment or

Secretary accepts the revised determination will also: action, upon publication in the Federal

agreement, meets the applicable (i) Unless previously ordered by the Register of the Secretary's or the
requirements of section 734(d) of the Secretary, order the suspension of Commission's negative final
Act, and publish in the Federal Register liquidation of all entries of the determination. If the Secretary
notice of "Revision of Agreement merchandise entered, or withdrawn previously ordered suspension of
Suspending Antidumping Duty from warehouse, for consumption on or liquidation, the Secretary will order the
Investigation." If the Secretary after the date of publication of the suspension ended on the date of
continues to suspend an investigation notice of the Secretary's final publication of the notice of negative
based on a revised agreement accepted determination; and final determination and will instruct the
under § 353.18(b), the Secretary will (ii) Instruct the Customs Service to Customs Service to release any cash
order suspension of liquidation to begin, require, for each suspended entry of the deposit or bond.
The suspension will not end until the merchandise entered, or withdrawn (e) Disclosure. Promptly after making
Commission completes any requested from warehouse, for consumption on or the final determination, the Secretary
review of the agreement under section after the date of publication of the will provide to parties to the proceeding
734(h) of the Act. If the Commission Secretary's final determination, a cash which request disclosure a further
receives no request for review within 20 deposit or bond equal to the estimated explanation of the calculation
days after the date of publication of the weighted-average dumping margin methodology used in making the
notice of the revision, the Secretary will determined under paragraph (a) of this determination.
order the suspension of liquidation section.
ended on the.21st day after the date of (4) The Secrerary will publish in the § 353.21 Antdumping duty order.

publication, and will instruct the Federal Register notice of "Affirmative Not later than seven days after receipt
Customs Service to release any cash (Negative) Final Antidumping Duty of notice of the Commission's
deposit or bond. If the Commission Determination," including the estimated affirmative final determination under
undertakes a review under section weighted-average dumping margins, if section 735 of the Act, the Secretary will
734(h) of the Act, the.provisions of any. publish in the Federal Register an
§ 353.18(h)(4).will apply. (5) The Secretary will notify all "Antidumping Duty Order" that:

(iii) If the Secretary decides neither to parties to the proceeding and the (a) Instructs the Customs Service to
consider.the order violatednor to revise *Commission, assess antidumping duties on the

*the agreement, the, Secretarygwill: ; (b) Postponement offtinril. merchahdiseInaccordance with the
publish In.the Fedeal Register notice of detenninwtionr (1) Ifmnot later than the Secretary's Instructions at the

the Secretaty's decisionunder .scheduled date for the Secretary's final, completion-ofei3re administrative
paragraph (b)(2) of this section,."i;- determirnation,' the petitioner-in is review requested.iunder § 353.22(a) or, if
including a statement ofthe factual and proceeding in which the Secrelar7 * 'not requested, in accordance with the
Xialtwconclu~ions on vochthe delolc n issuedi-negative lnei e1W : StuIstrtto~rs indere Ad G
Is j deted.nIati bsth f-or' ; 353.22(e);rv-i)
(aArddlllonblMni&rdi.etIfhei .- resellers of a significant proportionA :c(b) For.ichLtyof themerchandise

Secretary decides thathik Agreieentno the merchandise In a'proceeding in I. Onterecuortithdrawn froiwarehouse,
longer meetslhetrequlrem of-* .vwwhlchit~etarydssuedon ; : for consimotlon-on or aHfe the date of

353.18(b)(1)(lli) ort1Inata -- sfbsitive:prtimln ty.deteitftlIon;m *publiI~b~t f~he6MArfnbtdctsathe
Spots-ttZ'iR2Y OW

- lfpohemnMtiKiid; KIf~tiB4
substeiitlally all of'thnerdhir s, the statee hreass for thetques thta desitt stimtedntddnngdutles
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equal to theamount of the estimated agreement on which suspension of the statusa and compliance with,the
weighted-average dumping margin investigation was based. agreement
stated In the Secretary's final (5) The Secretary may permit a party (5) Publish In the Federal Register
determination; that requests a review under paragraph notice of "Preliminary Results of

.(c) Excludes from the application of (a) of this section to withdraw the Antidumping Duty Administrative
the order any producer or reseller for request not later than 90 days after the Review," including the weighted-
which the Secretary finds that there was date of publication of notice of initiation average dumping margins, if any, and an
no weighted-average dumping margin of the requested review. The Secretary invitation for argument consistent with
during the period for which the may extend this time limit if the § 353.38, and notify all parties to the
Department measured dumping in the Secretary decides that it is reasonable proceeding;
investigation; and to do so. When a request for review i8 (6) Promptly after issuing the

(d) Orders the suspension of withdrawn, the Secretary will publish in preliminary results, provide to parties to
liquidation ended for all entries of the the Federal Register notice of the proceeding which request disclosure
merchandise entered, or withdrawn "Termination of Antidumping Duty a further explanation of the calculation
from warehouse, for consumption before Administrative Review" or, if methodology used in reaching the
the date of publication of the appropriate, "Partial Termination of preliminary results;
Commission's final determination, and Antidumping Duty Administrative (7) Not later than 365 days after the
instructs the Customs Service to release Review." anniversary month, issue final results of -
the cash deposit or bond on those (b) Period under review. (1) Except as review that include:
entries, if in its final determination, the provided in paragraph (b)[2) of this (i) The factual and legal conclusions
Commission found a threat of material section, an administrative review under on which the final results are based;
injury or material retardation of the paragraph (a) of this section normally (ii) The weighted-average dumping'
establishment of an industry, unless the will cover, as appropriate, entries, margin, if any, during the period of
Commission in its final determination exports, or sales of the merchandise review for each person reviewed; and
also found that, absent the suspension during the 12 months immediately (iii) For an agreement, the Secretary's
of liquidation ordered under § 353.15(a), preceding the most recent anniversary conclusions with respect to the status of,
it would have found material injury. month. and compliance with, the agreement;

(2) For requests received during ihe (8) Publish in the Federal Register§ 353.22 Administrative review of orders first anniversary month after publication notice of "Final Results of Antidumpingand suspension agreements. of an order or suspension of Duty Administrative Review," including
(a) Request forAdministrotive investigation, the review under the weighted-average dumping margins,Review: Withdrawal ofRequest for paragraph (a) of this section will cover, if any, and notify all parties to the

Review. (1) Each year during the as appropriate, entries. exports, or sales proceeding,
anniversary month of the publication of during the period from the date of (9) Promptly after issuing the final
an order (the calendar month in which suspension of liquidation under this part results, provide to parties to the
the anniversary of the date of or suspension of investigation to the end proceeding which request disclosure a
publication of the order or finding of the month immediately preceding the further explanation of the calculation
occurs), an interested party, as defined first anniversary month. methodology used in reaching the final
in paragraph (k)(2), (k)(3), (1k)(4). (k)(5), (c) Procedures. After receipt of a results; and
or (k)(6) of § 353.2, may request in timely request under paragraph (a) of (10) Promptly after publication of the
writing that the Secretary conduct an this section, or on the Secretary's own notice of final results, instruct the
administrative review of specified initiative when appropriate, the Customs Service to assess antidumping
individual producers or resellers Secretary will duties on the merchandise described in
covered by an order, if the requesting (1) Not later than 15 days after the paragraph (b) of this section and to
person states why the person desires the anniversary month, publish in the collect a cash deposit of estimated
Secretary to review those particular Federal Register notice of "Initiation of antidumping duties on future entries.
producers or resellers. Antidumping Duty Administrative (d) Possible cancellation or revision

(2) During the same month, a producer Review;" ofsuspension agreement. If during an
or reseller covered by an order may (2) Normally not later than 30 days administrative review the Secretary
request in writing that the Secretary after the date of publication of the determines or has reason to believe that
conduct an administrative review of notice of initiation, send to appropriate a signatory exporter has violated a
only that person. interested parties or a sample of suspension agreement or.that the

(3) During the same month. an interested parties questionnaires agreement no longer meets the
Importerof the merchandise may requesting factual information for the requirements of § 353.18, the Secretary.
request in writing that the Secretary review; .will take appropriate action under
conduct an administrative review of (3) Conduct, If appropriate, a § 353.19. The Secetay may suspend the
only a producer or resellerof the verification under § 35336; time limit in paragraph (c)(7) of this
merchandiseimported by that importer. (4) Issue preliminary resultsof review, section while takinga action under

{4) Each yearduringtheanniversary based on the available informationthat §353.19(b). ::month ofthepiblicationofasuspension includuc..,.-, :. -, O (e)Automatic assessment ofduty.
ofinvestigation(the a calendarmonthin {The factualandlegal conclusionsFororders, if the Seoretarydoesnot
which the anniversary of the date of on whichtheprelimiaryresultsare receive a imely request under'. *'r
publicationof the suspensionof based; 'a~h: . paragraph(a)(1)(a)(2),or(a)(8) of this
Investigation occurs), an interested (ii) Theweighted-average dumping sectionthe Secretary, without
party, as defined in § Z >-.may margin, if any, during theperiodof additionalmotice will instructthe

conduced an administration Formanagreement, the Se describedin
producersor rasellersconrevedby anpreliminaryconchisions withrespect to paragraph (b)of thisaection
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equal to -the cash deposit of, or bond for,
estimated antidumping duties required
on that merchandise at the lime of entry,
or withdrawal from warehouse, for
consumption and to continue to collect
the cash deposits previously ordered.

(2) If the Secretary receives a timely
request under paragraph (a)(1), (a)(2), or
(a)(3) of this section, the Secretary in
accordance with paragraph (e)(1) of this
section will instruct the Customs Service
to-assess antidumping duties, end to
continue to collect the cash deposits, on
the merchandise not covered by the
request.

(f) Changed circumstances review.
(1) If the Secretary concludes from
available information, including
information in a request under this
paragraph for an administrative review,
that changed circumstances sufficient to
warrant a review exist, the Secretary
will:

(i) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Initiation of Changed
Circumstances Antidumping Duty
Administrative Review;"

(ii) If necessary, send to appropriate
interested parties, or a sample of
interested parties, questionnaires
requesting factual information for the
review;

(iii) Conduct, if appropriate, a
verification under § 353.36;

(iv) Issue preliminary results of review
based on the available information that
include the factual and legal conclusions
on which the preliminary results are
based and any action the Secretary
proposes based on the preliminary
results;

(v) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Preliminary Results of
Changed Circumstances Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review," including
an invitation for argument consistent
with § 353.38;

(vi) Notify all parties to the
proceeding of the preliminary results;

(vii] Promptly after issuing the
preliminary results, provide to parties to
the proceeding which request disclosure
a further explanation of the preliminary
results;

(viii) Not later than 270 days rafter the
date of the Secretary's initiation of the
review, Issue final results of review that
include the factual andlegal conclusions
on which the final results are based and
any action, including action under
paragraph (c)(9) of this section

353.25(d), that the Secretary willlake
based on the final results:

(XI) Publish inthe Federal Register
noticeof Final Results of Changed
Circumstances Anudumping Duty
Administrativer Reivew;"

(xi) Promptly after issuing the final
results, provide to parties to the
proceeding which request disclosure a
further explanation of the final results.

(2) Changed circumstances reviews
may be requested at any time, including
periods other than anniversary months.

(3) The Secretary will not initiate an
administrative review under paragraph
(f) of this section before the end of the
second annual anniversary month (the
calendar month in which the
anniversary of the date of publication of
the order or suspension occurs) after the
date of publication of the Secretary's
affirmative preliminary determination or
suspension of investigation, unless the
Secretary finds that good cause exists.

(4) If the Secretary concludes that
expedited action is warranted, the
Secretary may combine the notices
identified in paragraphs (f)(1)(i3 and
(f)(1)(v) of this section in a notice of
"Initiation and Preliminary Results of
Changed Circumstances Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review." In that
event, the notification required in
paragraph (f)(1)(vi) of this section will
be given to all interested parties
included on the Department's service list
described in § 353.31(h).

(g) Expedited review. (1) Not later
than seven days after publication of an
antidumping duty order, a producer or
reseller may request in writing that the
Secretary conduct an expedited
administrative review for that
producer's or reseller's shipments of the
merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption:

ji) On or after the date of publication
of the Secretary's affirmative
preliminary determination or, if the
Secretary's preliminary determination
was negative, the Secretary's final
determination, and

(ii) Before the date of publication of
the Commission's final determination.

(2) The request must be accompanied
by information the Secretary deems
necessary to calculate the dumping
margin, if any.

(3) If, based upon the information
submitted with the request, the
Secretary concludes that the dumping
margin may be determined not later
than 90 days after the date of
publication of the order, the Secretary
may conduct an expedited
administrative review of the requtn
produceror ressler.
(4)Ifthe Secretary decidestoconduct
an expedited review,the Scretary
(i) Publish inthe Federal Register

noticeof InitiationofExpedited.

353.38, and notify all parties to the
proceeding;

Iii) Instruct the Customs Service to
accept in lieu of the cash deposit of
estimated antidumping duties under
§ 353.21(b), a bond for each entry of the
merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or

after the date of publication of the
notice of initiation and through the date
not later than 90 days after the date of
publication of the order;

(iii) Conduct a verification under
353.36;
(iv) Provide to parties to the

proceeding which request disclosure an
explanation of the calculation
methodology used for the Secretary's
analysis;

(v) Issue final results of review that
include:

(A) The factual and legal conclusions
on which the final results are based; and

(B) The weighted-average dumping
margin, if any, during the period of
review for each person reviewed;

(vi) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Final Results of Expedited
Antidumping Duty Administrative
Review," including the weighted-
average dumping margins, if any, and
notify all parties to the proceeding:

(vii) Promptly after issuing the final
results, provide to parties to the
proceeding which request.disclosure an

explanation of the calculation
methodology used for the Secretary's
analysis; and

(viii) Promptly after publication of the
notice of final results, instruct the
Customs Service to assess antidumping
duties on the merchandise described in
paragraph (g)(1) of this section and to
collect a cash deposit of estimated
antidumping duties on future entries.

§ 353.23 Provisional measures deposit
cap.

This section applies to the
merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption before
the date of publication of the
Commission's notice of affirmativefinal
determination. If the cash deposit or
bond required under'the-Secretary's
affirmative preliminary or affirmative
final determination is different from the
dumping margin theSecretary calculates
under 35322 the Secretary will

disregardthe difference to
that the cash deposit or bondis less -.

than the dumping main, and to assess
antidumping duties equal tothe dumping
margin calculated under $353.22 if

cashdeposli or is morethanthe

12779
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C 353.24 Interest on certain overpayments calendar month in which the (d) Revocation or termination based
and underpayments. anniversary of the date of publication of on changed circunstances. (i) The

(a) In general. The Secretary will the order or suspension occurs), a Secretary may revoke an order, revoke
instruct the Customs Service to pay or producer or reseller may request in an order in part, or terminate a
collect, as appropriate, interest on the writing that the Secretary revoke an suspended investigation if the Secretary
difference between the cash deposit of order or terminate a suspended concludes that:
estimated antidumping duties and the investigation under paragraph (a) of this (i) The order or suspended
assessed antidumping duties on entries section with regard to that person if the investigation no longer is of interest to
of the merchandise entered, or person submits with the request: interested parties, as defined in
withdrawn from warehouse, for (1) The person's certification that the paragraphs (k)(3), (k)(4), (k)(5), and (k)(6)consumption on or after the date of person sold the merchandise at not less of § 353.2; or
publication of an antidumping duty than foreign market value during the (ii) Other changed circumstancesorder. period described in § 353.22(b). and that sufficient to warrant revocation or(b) Rate. The rate or rates of interest in the future the person will not sell the
payable or collectible under paragraph merchandise at less than foreign market termination exist
(a) of this section for any period of time value; and (2) If at any time the Secretary
are the rates established under section (2) If applicable, the agreement concludes from the available
6621 of the Internal Revenue Code of described in paragraph (a)(2)(iii) of this information, including an affirmative
1954. section. statement of no interest from the

(c) Period. The Secretary will instruct (c) Procedures. (1) After receipt of a petitioner in the proceeding, that
the Customs Service to calculate interest timely request under paragraph (b) of changed circumstances sufficient to
for each entry from the date that a cash this section, the Secretary will consider warrant revocation or termination may
deposit is required to be deposited for the request as including a request for an exist, the Secretary will conduct an
the entry through the date of liquidation administrative review and will conduct administrative review under § 3153.22(f).
of the entry. a review under § 353.22(c). (3) In addition to the requirements of

(2) In addition to the requirements of § 353.22(f), the Secretary will:
§ 353.25 Revocation of orders; § 353.22(c), the Secretary will: (i) Publish with the notice of initiation,termination of suspended Investigation. (i) Publish with the notice of initiation, under § 353.22(f)(1)(i), notice of

(a) Revocation or termination based under § 353.22(c)(1), notice of "Request "Consideration of Revocation of Order
on absence ofdumping. (1) The for Revocation of Order (in Part)" or, if (in Part)" or, if appropriate,
Secretary may revoke an order or appropriate, "Request for Termination of "Consideration of Termination of
terminate a suspended investigation if Suspended Investigation;"' Suspended Investigation:"
the Secretary concludes that: (ii) Conduct a verification under (ii) If the Secretary's conclusion, as

(i) All producers and resellers covered § 353.36; described in paragraph (d)(2) of this
at the time of revocation by the order or (iii) Include in the preliminary results section, is not based on a request, the
the suspension agreement have sold the of review, under § 353.22(c)(4), the Secretary, not later than the date of
merchandise at not less than foreign Secretary's decision whether there is a publication of the notice described in
market value for a period of at least reasonable basis to believe that the paragraph (d)(3)(i) of this section, will
three consecutive years; and requirements for revocation or serve written notice of the consideration

(ii) It is not likely that those persons termination are met; of revocation or termination on each
will in the future sell the merchandise at (iv) If the Secretary's preliminary interested party listed on the
less than foreign market value. decision under paragraph (c)(2)(iii) of Department's service list and on any(2) The Secretary may revoke an order this section is affirmative, publish with other person which the Secretary has
in part if the Secretary concludes that: the notice of preliminary results of reason to believe is a producer or seller

(i} One or more producers or resellers review, under § 353.22(c)(5), notice of in the United States of the like product;
covered by the order have sold the "Intent to Revoke Order (in Part)" or, if (iii) Conduct a verification, ifmerchandise at not less than foreign appropriate, "Intent to Terminate Conduct averification,if
market value for a period of at least Suspended Investigation;" (iv) Includein the preliminaryresults
three consecutive years: (v) Include in the final results of (iv) Include in the preliminary results

(ii) It is not likely that those persons review, under § 353.22(c)(7), the of review, under § 353.22(f)(1)(iv),the
will in the future sell the merchandise at Secretary's final decision whether the Secretary's decision whether there is a
less than foreign market value; and requirements for revocation or reasonable basis to believe that the

(iii) For producers or resellers that the termination are met; and requirements for revocation or
Secretary previously has determined to (vi) If the Secretary's final decision termination based on changed
have sold the merchandise at less than under paragraph (c)(2)(v) of this section circumstances are met
foreign market value, the producers or is affirmative, publish with the notice of (v) If the Secretary's preliminary
resellers agree writing to their final results of review, under decision under paragraph.(d)(3)(iv) of
Immediate reinstatement in the order, as § 353.22(c)(8), notice of "Revocation of this section is affirmative, publish with
long as any producer or reseller is Order (in Part)" or, if appropriate. the notice of preliminary results of
subject to the order, If the Secretary "Termination of Suspended review, under I 353.22(f)(1)(v), notice of
concludes under. f 353.22(f) that the Investigation." "Intent to Revoke Order(in Part)" or, if
producer orreseller, subsequenttothe (3) If the Secretaryrevokesanorder appropriate, "IntenttoTerminate
revocation, soldthemerchandise alless or revokes in order inpartthe Suspendedinvestigation;"
than foreignmarketvalue Secretarywill order suspension of (vi)Include inthe final resultsof

Request forevocatio or liquidation ended for the merchandise review, under $ 53,22(f)(1)(viii),the
lermination, During thethirdand covered bythe revocation onthefirst Secretary's final decision whether thesubsequent annual anniversary months day aftertheperiod underreview and requirementsfor revocationor

will instruct theCustomsServiceto lerminationbased on
suspension ounvestigation [the relase any cash depolitorbond circurmstancesaremetand
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(vii) If the Secretary's final decision "Termination of Suspended (ii) For the Secretary's final results -of
under paragraph (d.)(3)(vi) of this section Investigation." an. administrative review under $ 353.22
is affirmative, publish with the notice of § 353.26 Relmbursementof antidumping (c)or (f), the earlier of the date of
final results of review, under publication of notice preliminaryduties.§353.22(f)(1)(ix),-notice of "Revocation results of review or 180 days after the
of Order (in Part)3" or, if appropriate, (a) In general. (1) In calculating the date of publication of notice of initiation
"Termination of Suspended United States price, the Secretary will of the review: or
IInvestigation." deduct the amount of any antidumping (iii) For the Secretary's final results of

(43(i) If for four consecutive annual duty which the producer or reseller. an expedited review under §353.22(g), a
-anniversary months no interested party (i) Paid directly on behalf of the date specified by the Secretary.
has requested an administrative review, importen or (2) Any interested party, as defined in
under § 353.22(a), of an order or (ii) Reimbursed to the importer, paragraphs (k)(3),(k)(4), (k)(5), and (k)(6)
suspended investigation, not later than (2) The Secretary will not deduct the of § 353.2Z may submit factual
the first day of the fifth consecutive amount of the antidumping duty paid or information lo rebut, clarify, or correct
annual anniversary month, the Secretary reimbursed if the producer or reseller factual information submitted by an
will publish in the Federal Register granted to the importer before initiation interested party, as defined in paragraph
notice of "Intent to Revoke Order" or, if of the investigation a warranty of (k)(1) or (k)(2) of § 353.2, at any time
appropriate, "Intent to Terminate nonapplicability -of antidumping duties -prior to the deadline provided in this'
Suspended Investigation." with respect to the merchandise which section for submission of such factual

(ii) Not later -than the date of was: information or, if later, 10 days after the
publication of the notice described in (i) Sold before the date ,If publication date such factual information is served
paragraph (d)(4)(i) of this section, the of the Secretary's order suspending on the interested party or; .if appropriate,
Secretary will serve written notice of the liquidation; and made available under administrative
intent to revoke or terminate on each (ii) Exported before the date of protective order to the interested party.
interested party listed on the*- publication of the Secretary's final (3) The Secretary will not consider in
Department's service list and on any determination, the final determination or the final
other person which the Secretary has Ordinarily, the Secretary will deduct results, or retain in the record of the
reason to believe is a producer or seller for Teimbursement of antidumping duties proceeding, any factual information
in the United States of the like product. only once in the calculation of the submitted after the applicable time limit.

(iii) If by the last day of the fifth United States price. The Secretary will return such
annual anniversary month no interested (b) Certificate. The importer shall file information to the submitter with
party objects, or requests an prior to liquidation a certificate in the written notice stating the reasons for
administrative review under § 353.22(a). following form with the appropriate return of the information.
the Secretary at that time will conclude District Director of Customs: (b) Questionnaire responses and other
that the requirements of paragraph I berebycertifiythat I (have)(haveno) submissions on request,
(d)(1)(i) for revocation or termination enteredyinto any agreement orunderstanding (1) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of
are met, revoke the order or terminate for the payment or for the refunding to me, by this section, the Secretary may request
the suspended investigation, and publish the manufacturer, producer. seller, or any person to submit factual information
in the Federal Register the notice exporter, of all or any part of the antidumping at any time during a proceeding.
described in paragraph (d)(3)(vii) of this duties assessed upon the following (2) In the Secretary's written request
section. Importations or..(commodity) from to an interested party for a response to a

(5) If the Scretaryunderparagraph .(country): (List entry numbers) questionnaire or for other factualIdf theseSecretaryunderparagraph which have been purchased on or after information, the Secretary will specify(d) ofthissection revokes an order or Secretary__ (date of publication of notice the time limit for response. The
will order the suspension of liquidation Register) orpurchased before (same Secretary normally will not consider or
ended for the merchandise covered by date) but exportedon orafter (date retainin the record of the proceeding
the revocation on the effective date of of final determination of sales at less than unsolicited questionnaire responses, and
the notice of revocation, and will fair value). in no event will the Secretary consider
instruct the Customs Service to release (c) Presumption. The Secretary may unsolicited questionnaire responses
any cash deposit or bond. presume from an importer's failure to submitted after the date of publication

(e) Revocation or termination based flle the certificate of the Secretary's preliminary
on injury reconsideration. If the (,) that the producer orreseller paid or determination. The Secretary will return
Commission determines In an reimbursedthe antidumping duties.tothe submitter, with written notice
administrative review under section . -statingthe reasons for return of the
751(b) of the Act that anindustry in the ubpart C-information and Argument document, any untimely or unsolicited
United States would not be materially .questionnaire responses rejected by the
injured, or would -not-beithreatened with =31I Subn~asloflof factualy DepartmentL.-.
mnatesial injury, or the establishment of information (3) Ordinarilyteh Secretarywillo
an industry in the United States would (a) Timelimitsingeneral. (1) Except extend the -time limit stated in the
not be materially retardecL by reason of as provided in paragraphs(a)(2) and (b) questionnaire or request forotherof this section. submissionsinformation;Beorethelimelimit
-imports of the merchandise covered by c~' expiulz~u ucpiAldoe hetary-fini
suspennslonagreement the Secretary consideration shallbesubmittednot request map request anextentation.The
willrevoke, in whole or in part, the laterthan:
order orterminate thesuspended (i) For the Secretary's final

investigation and willpublish in the determinationdaysbefore the followingemployeasofthe Department
of Order (inPart) or if appropriate,is to commence -Secretary forimportAdministration,the
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Deputy Assistant Secretary for Import the Central Records Unit with the date
Administration, the Deputy Assistant and time of recelpt If the time limit
Secretary for Investigations; the Deputy expires on a non-business day, the
Assistant Secretary for Compliance, and Secretary will accept documents that
the office or division director are filed on the next following business
responsible for the Proceeding. An day.
extension must be approved in writing. (e) Format andnumber of copies-

(4) Subject to the other provisions of (1) In general. Unless the Secretary
paragraph (b) of this section, alters the requirements of this section,
questionnaire responses in submitters shall make all submissions in
administrative reviews must be the format specified in paragraph (e) of
submitted not later than 60 days after this section. The Secretary may refuse to
the date of receipt of the questionnaire. accept for the record of the proceeding

(c) Time limits for certain allegations. any submission that does not conform to
(1) The Secretary will not consider any the requirements of paragraph (e) of this
allegation of sales below the cost of section.
production that is submitted by the (2) Documents. In an investigation,
petitioner or other interested party, as submit 10 copies of any document,
defined in paragraph (k)(3), (k)(4), (k)(5), except a computer printout, and, if a
or (k)(6) of § 353.2, later than: person has requested that the Secretary

(i) In an investigation, 45 days before treat portions of the document as
the scheduled date for the Secretary's proprietary information, submit five
preliminary determination, unless a copies of a public version of the
relevant response is, in the Secretary's document, including any public
view, untimely or incomplete, in which summaries required under § 353.32(b) as
case the Secretary will determine the substitutes for the portions for which the
time limit; person has requested proprietary

(ii) In an administrative review under treatment. In an administrative review,
§ 353.22 (c) or (f), 120 days after the date submit seven copies and three copies
of publication of the notice of initiation respectively. In an investigation or
of the review, unless a relevant response administrative review, submit
is. in the Secretary's view, untimely or documents, if prepared for that segment
incomplete, in which case the Secretary of the proceeding, on letter-size paper,
will determine the time limit; or single-sided and double-spaced.

(iii) In an expedited review under Securely bind each copy as a single
§ 353.22(g), 10 days after the date of document with any letter of transmittal
publication of the notice of initiation of as the first page of the document. Mark
the review. the first page of each document in the

(2) The Secretary will not consider upper right-hand corner with the
any allegation in an investigation that following information in the following
the petitioner lacks standing unless the format:
allegation is submitted, together with (i) On the first line, except for a
supporting factual information, not later petition, the Department case number;
than 10 days before the scheduled date (ii) On the second line, the total
for the Secretary's preliminary number of pages in the document
determination. including cover pages, appendices, and

(3) Any interested party may request any unnumbered pages;
in writing not later than the time limits (iii) On the third line, state whether
specified in paragraph (c)(1) or (c)(2) of the document is for an investigation or
this section, as applicable, an extension an administrative review and, if the
of those time limits. If the Assistant latter, the period of review-,
Secretary for Import Administration (iv) On the fourth and subsequent
concludes that an extension would lines, state whether any portion of the
facilitate the proper administration of document contains classified, privileged,
the law, the Assistant Secretary may or proprietary information and. if so, List
grant an extension of not longer than 10 the applicable page numbers and state
days in an investigation or30 days in an either "Document May Be Released
administrative review. . Under APO" or "Document May Not Be

(d) Where to file; timeoffiling. Released Under APO" (see § 353.32(c)

Address and submit documents to the and 353.34); and
Secretary of Commercei Attention: (v) Forpublic versions of proprietary
Import Administration Central Records documents, complete the marking as
Unit Room B-099 U.S. Departmentof required inparagraphs (i)-(iv) abovefor

Commerce, PensylvanaAvenus andthe propretary document but.14th DC. 20230 consplcuouslymark thefirstpage

between the hours a.m. and 5:00 "Public Version."' *
p.m. on business days.For all timelimits(3) Compuler tapes and printouls. The

unless the Secretary decides that the
submitter does not maintain records in
computerized form and cannot supply
the requested information on computer
tape without unreasonable additional
burden in time and expense. In an
investigation or administrative review,
the tape shall be accompanied by three
copies of any computer printout and
three copies of the public version of the
printout.

(f) Translation to English. Unless the
Secretary waives in writing this
requirement for an individual document,
any document submitted which is in a
foreign language must be accompanied
by an English translation.

(g) Service ofcopies on other parties.
With the exception of petitions,
proposed suspension agreements
submitted under § 353.18(g)(1)(i), and
factual information submitted under
§ 353.32(a) that is not required to be
served on an interested party, the
submitter of a document shall serve a
copy, by first class mail or personal
service, on any interested party on the
Department's service list. The submitter
shall attach to each document a.
certificate of service listing the parties
served and, for each, the date and
method of service.

(h) Service list. The Central Records
Unit will maintain and make available a
service list for each proceeding. Each
interested party which asks to be on the
service list shall designate a person to
receive service of documents filed in a
proceeding.

(i) Certifications. Any interested party
which submits factual information to the
Secretary must submit with the factual
information the certification in
paragraph (i)(1) and, if the party has
legal counsel or another representative,
the certification in paragraph (i)(2) of
this section:

(1) For the interested party's official
responsible for presentation of the
factual information:

1, (name and title), currently employed by
(interested party). certify that (1) 1 have read
the attached submission, and (2) the
information contained in this submission is.
to the best of my knowledge. complete and
accurate.

(2) For interested party's legal counsel
or other representative::!'

L: (name), of(law or otherfirm)counsel or
representiveto(interested party)certify
that (1)1have read the attachedsubmited
and (2)basedon the information made
avallable to me by (intereated party).I haveno reason to believethatthissubmission
contalns any material misrepresentationor
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§ 353.32 Request for proprietary
treatment of Information

(a) Submission and content of request.
(1) Any person who submits factual

information to the Secretary in

connection with a proceeding may

request that the Secretary treat that

information, or any specified part,

proprietary.
(2) The submitter shall identify

proprietary information on each page

placing brackets around the proprietary

information and clearly stating

top of each page containing such

information "Proprietary Treatment

Requested." The submitter shall provide

a full explanation why each piece

factual information subject to the

request is entitled to proprietary

treatment under § 353.4. The request and

explanation shall be a part of or

securely bound with the document

containing the information.
(b) Public summary. All requests

proprietary treatment shall include

accompanied by:
(1) An adequate public summary

proprietary information, incorporated

the public version of the document

(generally, numeric data are adequately

summarized if grouped or presented

terms of indices, or figures within

percent of the actual figure. and

individual portion of the data is

voluminous, at least one percent

representative of that portion

individually summarized in this

manner); or

(2) A statement itemizing those

portions of the proprietary information

which cannot be summarized

adequately and all arguments supporting

that conclusion for each portion.

(c) Agreement to release. All requests

for proprietary treatment shall include

either an agreement to permit disclosure

under administrative protective

a statement itemizing which portions

the proprietary information should

be released under administrative

protective order and all arguments

supporting that conclusion for

portion. The Secretary ordinarily

not provide the submitter further

opportunity-for argument on whether

grant a request for disclosure

administrative protectiveorder.
(d)Returnof informationas result

ofnonconforming request.The Secretary
may returnto submitter any

information for-whichthe submitter

requested proprietary treatment

the requent does not conform the

requirementsof this section andin any

event willnotconsiderthe information

If the Secretary returns the informationtheSecretarywill provideawritter
explantation of the reasionsnot ton~ rm~enot h ifiistid4St!E>^

unless it is resubmitted with a new

request which complies with the

requirements this sectionhot

than two business days after receipt

the Department's explanation for

rejection of the information.
(e) Status during consideration

request. While considering whether to

grant a request for proprietary

treatment, the Secretary will not

disclose or make public the information.

The Secretary.normally will decide

later than 14 days after the Secretary

receives the request.
(I) Treatment ofproprietary

information. Unless the Secretary

otherwise provides, the person to

the Secretary discloses information

not disclose the information to any other.

person. The Secretary may disclose

factual information which the Secretary

attorney or other representative
party to the proceeding if the Secretary

decides that the representative has

stated a sufficient need for disclosure

and would adequately protect

proprietary status of the information

disclosed. In deciding whether

disclose information under

administrative protective order,

Secretary will consider the probable

effectiveness of sanctions for violation

of the order, including those described

in paragraph (b)(4) of this section.

Secretary also willconsider the

of the Secretary to obtain factual

information in the future.

(b)Request for disclosure. (1)
representative must file a request

disclosure under administrative
protective order not later than

of:

decides is proprietary onlyto: (i) the:date(1) representative of an interested publication in the Federal Register of the

party who requests and is granted an 353.11

administrative protective order under
§ 353.34; administrative review under § 353.22; or

(2) An employee of the Department (ii date

directly involved in the proceeding for representative's
which the information is submitted; becomes a party to the proceeding, but

(3) An employee of the Commission in no event later than the date the case
directly involved in the proceeding for briefs,

which the information is submitted; (2) The representative must file the
An employee of the Customs request for disclosure on the standard

Service directly involved in conducting form provided by the Secretary (Form
a fraud investigation relating to an
antidumping duty proceeding on the require only such particularity in the
merchandise: description of the requested information

(5) Any person to whom the submitter as is consistent with both the Criteria the

specifically authorizes (in writing)
disclosure; ard disclose, and with the fact that a request

charged party or counsel for the may be made for factual information not

charged party under Part 354 of this

(19 Part 354). (3) The request shall obligate the

(g) Denial of request forproprietary
treatment. If the Secretary decides that (i) Not to disclose the proprietary
the factual information does not warrant information to anyone other than the
proprietary treatment in whole or in submitter and other persons authorized
part, the Secretary will notify the by an administrative protective order to

submitter. Unless the submitter agrees information;
that the information be considered (ii ) To use the information solely for
public, the Secretarywillreturn the the segment of the proceeding in which
information to the submitter with submitted;
written notice stating the reasons for (iii) To ensure the security of the
return of the information and will not proprietary Information at all times; and
consider in the proceeding. (iv) To report promptly to the

'§§ 353.33information exemptfrom .Secretary anyapparent violation of the
- -of the protective, order.

Privi ege or lassif ied i nformationis w(4) The requestshallcontainanexemptfrom disclosure to the public 'acknowledgmentby therepresentativeto representatives of interested parties. o(I) A. eto

§353.34 Dlsclosureofpropriate 'ha bviilte a. tr6tWai,hooninformationunderadministrative toanyorallof ie% itnany "a
(8)-(iagei7n110enT~e- w1~T htia'3tar', The(iirm 6IWhkih* erso n..

disclose or requireto disclosed determinedto have violatedprotectivepropritaryinformationunder anorderis a partnerassociateor d
i
fe or

aS~~~trote~~~ti~~e**rdbrio~ ~ ~ xl:emplyeeEdaziOtOe.:d
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employer. or employee of such person § 353.35 Ex parta meetings - employees ofthe Department will
may be subject to any orally of the The Secretary will prepare for the request access toall files records, and
sanctions listed in Part 354 of.his title, official recorda written memorandum of personnel of the producers, resellers,

(5) The Secretarynormallywill decide any a partner meeting between any import or unrelated purchases
whether to disclose information under person providing factual information in which the Secretary considers relevant
administrative protective order not later connection with a proceeding and the to factual information submitted
than 14 days after the Secretary receives person to whom the Secretary has
the request for disclosure. delegated the authority to make the § 353.37Best information avallable.

(c) Opportunity to withdraw decision in question or the person (a) Use of best information available
proprietary information. If the Secretary making a final recommendation to that The Secretary will use the bestperson. The memorandum will include information available whenever thedecides to disclose proprietary the date, time, and place of the meeting, Secretary.
information under administrative the identity and affiliation of all persons (1) Does not receive a complete.
protective order without the consent of present, and a public summary of the accurate. and timely response to the
the submitter, the Secretary will provide factual information submitted. Secretary's request for facialto the submitter written notice of the
decision and the reasons thereof and § 3533 Verification of Information. (2) Isunabletoverify,within the time
will permit the submitter to withdraw [a] Ingeneral (1) The Secretary wil
the information from the official record verify all factual information thecompletenessof the factual information
within two business days. The Secretary Secretary relies on in: completeness of the factual information
will not consider withdrawn (i) A final determination under sbmatted.
information. § 353.18(i) or § 353.20; (b) What is best information(ii) The final results of arn expedited available. The bestinformation(d) Disposition ofproprietory (ii0 The finalresultsofanexpedited available may include the factual
information disclosed under (iii) A revocation under 5 353.25; information submitted in support of theadministrativ proteative order. (1) At (iv) The final results of an petition or subsequently submitted by
the expiration of the time for filing for administrative review under § 353.22 (c) interested parties, as defined in
judicial review of a decision by the or (f) if the Secretary decides that good paragraph (k)(3). (k)(4). (k)(5), or (k)(6) of
Secretary. if there is no filing by any cause for verification exists; and § 353.2. If an interested party refuses to
party to the proceeding, or at an earlier (v) The final results of an provide factual information requested
date the Secretary decides appropriate, administrative review under § 353.22(c) by the Secretary or otherwise impedes
the representative must return or if: the proceeding, the Secretary may take
destroy all proprietary information (A) An interested party, as defined in that into account in determining what Is
released under this section and all other paragraph (k)(3), (k)(4). (k)(5). or (k)(6) of the best information available.
materials containing the proprietary § 353.2, not later than 120 days after the 38 Writteninformation (such as notes or date of publication of the notice of argument and hearinga.
memoranda). The representative at that initiation of review, submits a written (a) Written argument. The Secretary
time must certify to the Secretary full request for verification; and will consider in making the final
compliance with the terms of the (1) The Secretary conducted no determination under § 353.18(i) or
protective order and the return or verification under this paragraph during § 353.20 or the final results under
destruction of all proprietary either of the two immediately preceding § 353.22 only written arguments in case
Information. administrative reviews. or rebuttal briefs filed within the time

(2) The representative of a party to the (2) If the Secretary decides that, limits in this section. The Secretary will
proceeding that files for judicial review because of the large number of not consider or retain in the record of
or intervenes in the judicial review may producers and sellers included In an the proceeding any written argument
retain the proprietary information. investigation or administrative review, it unless requested by the Secretary (and
provided that the party applies for a it impractical to verify relevant factual received within the time limit specified.
court protective order for the information for each person, the by the Secretary), that is submitted after
information not later than 15 days after Secretary may select and verify , the time limits specified In this section,
the Secretary files the administrative sample. The Secretary will apply the At any time during the proceeding. the
record with tihe court. If the court denies results or the verification of the sample Secretary may request written argument
the party's application for a court to all producers and resellers included' on any issue from any interested party

orderthe reprsentative must in the investigation or review, or United States government agency.protective order, therepresentative must(b) Notice of verification. In The Secretary will return tothe
return or destroy the proprietary publishing a notice of final submitter, with written notice stating theinformationand other materials determination, revocation,or final reasons for return ofthe document. any

results of administrative review, the. written argument submitted afterthenot later than 48 hos afterte courts, Secretarywill report the this section orby
decisionandcertify to the Secretary as procedures used to verify under thisthe Secretary
provided under paragraph (d)(1)of thissection. (b) RequestforhearingNot later than
section. (c) Proceducers for verification. In 10 days after the date of publicationsof

(e) Violation ofadministrative verifying underthis section.the ' the Secretary's preliminary.protectiveorder.TheproceduresforSecretarywill notify thegovernmentofdeterminationorpreliminaryreuslteof
investigation any alleged violationof an theforeign contryinwhichinformationadministrative reviewsz:the
administrative protective order issuedtakes place that.emplotyeesofthe .. Secretary m;.itimelimt,any
under thissectionand for imposing Department willvisit with producers or interstedporty may request that the
wAa lo.for a w Ml:Wof such order resellef in order to verify the accuracy Secretaryhold apublic headingon
are set forthin Part354this titleand completenessof submitted inclual argumentsto be
CFP zL8Wt' ~*~ts- D W informationis part ofthe verification rebuttel briefs To the exn,
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practicable, a party requesting a hearing this section, the Secretary will hold a for exportation lo the United States. The,
shall identify arguments to be raised at public hearing on the date stated in the Secretary will make appropriate
the hearing. At the hearing, an notice of the Secretary's preliminary . adjustments for costs and expenses
Interested party may. make an determination or preliminary results of under paragraph :(d) of this section if
affirmative presentation only on administrative review (or otherwise they are not reflected in the sales price
arguments included in that party's case specified by the Secretary in an to the importer. Whenever purchase
brief and may make a rebuttal expedited review under § 353-22(g)), price is used and there is reason to
presentation only on arguments included unless the Secretary alters the date. believe that the sales price to the
in that party's rebuttal brief. Ordinarily, the hearing will be held, in importer does not reflect the cost and

(c) Case brief. (1) Any interested party an 'investigation, two days after the expenses incident to bringing the
or U.S. Government agency may submit scheduled date for submission of merchandise from the country of
a "case brier':. rebuttal briefs and, in an administrative exportation, then- the Secretary will

(i) Not later than 50 days after the review, seven days after the scheduled make appropriate adjustments for such
date of publication of the Secretary's date for submission of rebuttal briefs. cost and expenses under paragraph (d)
preliminary determination in an (1) The Secretary will place a of this section.
investigation, unless the Secretary alters verbatim transcript of the hearing in the (c) Exporter's sales price. "Exporter's
this time limit; public and official records of the sales price" means the price at which

(ii) Not later than 30 days after the proceeding and will announce At the merchandise is sold or likely to be sold
date of publication of the preliminary hearing how interested parties may in the United States, before or after the
results of administrative review under obtain copies of the transcript. time of importation, by or for the
§ 353.22 (c) or (0); or (2) One of the following employees of account of the exporter (defined in

(iii) At any time specified by the the Department will chair the hearing: section 771(13) of the Act), as adjusted
Secretary in an expedited review under the Assistant Secretary for Import under paragraphs (d) and (e).
§ 353.22(g). Administration; the Deputy Assistant (d) Adjustments to United States(2) The case brief shall separately Secretary for Import Administration; the price. (1) The Secretary will increase the
present in full all arguments that Deputy Assistant Secretary for United States price by:
continue in the submitter's view to be Investigations: the Deputy Assistant (i) When not included in the price, the
relevant to the Secretary's final Secretary for Compliance; or the office cost of containers, coverings, and other
determination or final results, including or division director responsible for the expenses incident to placing the
any arguments presented before the proceeding. merchandise in condition packed ready
date of publication of the preliminary (3) The hearing is not subject to the for shipment to the United States;
determination or preliminary results. Administrative Procedure Act. Witness (ii) The amount of any import duties(d) Rebuttal brief Not later than the testimony, if any, shall not be under imposed by the country of exportation
time limitstate inthe determination or oath or subject to cross-examination by which have been rebated, or which haveSecretary's preliminary deemnto another interested party or witness. not been collected, by reason ofpreliminary results (or otherwise During the hearing. the chair may exportation of the merchandise;
specified by the Secretary for an question any interested party or witness (iii) The amount of any taxes imposedexpedited review under § 353.22(g)), o
ordinarily five days in an investigation andmayrequestinterested offsetan exportsubsidy.
and seven days in an administrative present additional written argument. the exported merchandise or
review after the time limit for filing the (g) Where to file: time offiling. The components thereof, which have been
case brief, any interested party or U.S. requirements in § 353.31(d) apply to this rebated, or which have not been
Governmentagencymaysunbmit a section. a collected, by reason of the exportation"rebuttalbrief."Therebuttal brief shall (h)Formatand number of copies. The of the merchandise, but only to the
separately present in full all rebuttal requirements in § 353.31(e) apply to this extent that such taxes are added to or
arguments, responding only to section, except that in an administrative included in the price of such or similar
arguments raised in case briefs, review submit 10 copies of each brief merchandise sold in the country of

(e) Service oa briefs, The submitted of andfive copies of the public version, exportation; and
either a case or rebuttal brief shall serve including the public summary required (iv) The amount of any countervailing
a copy of that brief on any interested under § 353.32,(b). duty imposed on the merchandise to'
party on the Department's service list Subpart D-Calculation of United offset an export subsidy.
and on any U.S. Government agency StatesPrice,Fair Value,andFore Fornieig (2) The Secretary will reduce the
that has submitted in the segment of the Market Value United States price by. the amount, if
proceeding a case or rebuttal brief Ifthe included in the price, of:
party has designated under I 353.31(h) § 353.41 Calculation of United States (i) Except as provided in paragraph
an agent in the United States, service price- (d)(1)(iv), -any. cost and expenses, and
shall be either by personal service on (a) In general "United States price" United States import duties incident to
the same day the brief is filed with the* means -the purchase price or the bringing the merchandise from the place.
Secretary or by overnight mail or courrt exporter's sales price of the of shipment in the country of
on the next day and, if the party has merchandise, as appropriate. n exportation to the place of -delivery in
designated 'an agent outside the United calculating the United States price, the the United States; and .----

States, service shahl be byfiast classes Secretary-will use sales origin the(ii) Any exporttax; duty or other '.,ainimal. The submitter shalll attach to absence of sales, likelysalesasdefined -chargeimposedby thecountry of wtv
each briefa certificateof service listing in§ 353.2(t) ~' exportation on theexportation of the,
the parties (including agents) served (b) Purchaseprice, "`Purchaseprice" merchandise, other than an exporttx,
-and. for each the date and method of . means the price at whichthe ".- dutyorothercharge described in
service..~.&'i-,' . ai , i% M".'imerchandisae is sold likely to be sold - section 071(B)(C) ofthe Act(i)HearingsIfan interested party ,-priorto tkto (e) Additional adustement to
submits a request underparagraph (b) of producer orreseller of the merchandise exponter'salesprice.The Secretary
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also will reduce the exporter' sales
price be amount of :

(1) CG"..in;¢ for Phuii, in the
United Stats the merchandise:.

(2) Expenses generallyincurred by or
for the account of the exporter in selling
the merchandise, or attributable under
generally accepted accounting principles
to the merchandise and

(3) Any increased value resulting from
a process of production or assembly
performed on the merchandise after.
importation and before sale to a person
who is not the exporter of the
merchandise. which value the Secretary
generally will determine from the cost of
material, fabrication1 and other
expenses incurred in such production or
assembly.
§ 353.42 faIr value.

(a) Relationship to foreign market
value. Fair value, used during the
investigation, is an estimate of foreign
market value. Except as otherwise
specifically noted, a reference in this
subpart to "foreign market value"
applies to "fair value," but a reference
to "fair value" in this subpart does not
necessarily apply to "foreign market
value."

(b) Sales examined. (1)The Secretary
normally will examine not less than 60
percent of the dollar value or volume of

restrictions that affect the value of the
mercandise to the purchases
§35344 Salesat varyingprices

(a) Weighted averateprice or price
If the sales which the secretary may use
to calculate foreign market value vary in
price (after allowances provided for in
§ § 353.55,353.5, 353.57, and 353.58). the
Secretary normally will calculate foreign
market value based on the weighted
average of those prices.

(b) Preponderantprice. If not less
than 80 percent of the sales which the
Secretary may use to calculate foreign
market value during the period under
examination were made at the same
price, the Secretary will calculate
foreign market value based on the sales
at that price.

(c) Other reasonable method. If the
Secretary decides that paragraph (b)
does not apply and that paragraph (a) is
inappropriate, the Secretary will use any
other method for calculating foreign
market value which the Secretary deems
appropriate.

(d) Sales below cost ofproduction.
For purposes of paragraph (a) or (b) the
Secretary will not use sales disregarded
under § 353.51.
§ 3S3.45 Transactfons between related
persons.

(a) Sales to a related person. If a

(2) When United States price is based
on phase price. and § 353.41(b). the
Secretary will calculateforeignmarket
value, under paragraph (a)(1) based on
the price at the time the producer or
reseller sells the merchandise for
exportation to the United States.

(3) When United States price is based
on exporter's sales price, under
§ 353A1(c), the Secretary will calculate
foreign market value, under paragraph
(a)(1). based on the price at the time the
importer sells the merchandise in the
United States to a person not related
under section 773(e)(4) of the Act.'

(b) Ordinary course of trade. In
determining the ordinary course of
trade, the Secretary will consider the
conditions and practices which, for a
reasonable period prior to the time.
described in paragraph [a), have been
normal in the trade of merchandise of
the same class or kind in the home
market country.

(c) Transshipments. If the
merchandise is not imported directly
from the home market country but is
merely transshipped through another
country, the Secretary will not except
under § 353.47, calculate foreign market
value based on the price at which such
or similar merchandise is sold in the
country of transshipment.

the merchandise sold during a period of producer or reseller sold such or similar § 353,47 Exportation from an Intermediate
at least 150 days prior to and 30 days merchandise to a person related as country.
after thefirst daythe month during described in section 771(13) of the Act, The Secretary will calculate the
which the petition was filed or the the Secretary ordinarily will calculate foreign market value of such or similar
Secretary initiated the investigation foreign market value based on that sale merchandise based on sales in the
under § 353.11, but the Secretary may only if satisfied that the price is intermediate country rather than sales
examine the merchandise for any comparable to the price at which the in the home market country if:
additional or alternative period the producer or reseller sold such nr similar (a) A reseller in an intermediate
Secretary concludes is appropriate, merchandise to a person not related to country purchases the merchandise from

(2) If the Secretary examines less than the seller, the producer.
835 percent of the dollar value or volume (b) Sales through a relatedperson. If a the producer:
of the merchandise sold during the (b)Theproducerof the merchandiseofthe merchandise sold during the producer or reseller sold such or Similar does not know (at the the of the sale to
period described in paragraph (b)(1), the merchandise through a person related areseller) the country to whichsuch
Secretary will notify the affected foreign described in section 771(13) of the Act that reseller)thecountrywhich such
government what percentage of total the Secretary may calculate foreign reseller to export the
sales are being examined, market value based on the sale by such merchandise;

relatedperson. (c) The merchandise enters the
§ 353.43 Sales used in caktdating foreign related person, commerce of the Intermediate country
market value. § 353.46 Calculation of foreign market but is not substantially transformed in

(a) Soles and offer for sale. In value based on price In the home market that country; and
calculating forein market value. the country. (d) The merchandise subsequently is
Secretary safas defined in (a) Ingeneral. (1) The Secretary exported to the United States.,
§ 35324(t), andoffers for sale, butthe ordinarily will calculate theforeign
Secretary normally will consider offers market value of the merchandise based § 353M CIdimolb S omarket
only in the absenceof sales and only If on the price at which such or similar areinsci athe Secretary concludesthataceptanc merchandise is moldoroffered for sale
of the offer can be reasonablyexpected in the principal markets of the (a) In general. Except as providedin

(b) Fictious sales andoffers in market country. in the usual commercial §3353.53 ifthe quantityofsuch
calculating foreign market quantities and sthe, :-qie iliniaY Ofre.,. smiler
Secreatary will i any utftimsat, s trade forhome consumption hoMwhnperiod heing examined forconstrution
or afew.,-Rp' -4 rev t rwl not included in theprice, the cost of inthe home market countryis so small(C) Restricted sales When sales used contained coverings andother . .,;* in nohtioo XXhquidd ity id iX.
'to calculate fo g kt' e ;.. expenseincluemtn to placing the exportation to third countries (normally:
restrictedthe Secretarywill0xe themerchandise in conditions Amidy. less than ofisHelenso d
.pric~ o *,llt E, ,4ortu-4 t1ko da1 al too , f.,
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inadequate basis fr the foreign market aggregate sales to more than single for sals In that market of that element.
value of the merchandise, the Secretary third country. If the Secreta disregards a transaction
will calculate the foreign market value and there are no other transactions
of the merchandise under either § 3,533A § 353.50Calculationof foreign market available for consideration, the
or § 353.50. value based onconstructed value. Secretary will calculate the amount

(b) Prefrerence for third country sales, (a) Method ofcalculating constructed based on available information as to
The Secreitry normally will prefer value. If foreign market value is based what the amount would have been if the
foreign market value based on sales to a on constructed value, the Secretary will transaction had occurred between
third country rather than on constructed calculate the foreign market value by persons not related.
value if adequate information is adding:
available and can be verified, if a (1) The cost of materials used in § 353.51 Calculation of foreign market
verification is conducted,within the producing such or similar merchandise value 1 sales are made at less than cost oftime required. (exclusive of any internal tax in the production.home market country applied directly to (a) Disregarding sales at less than

(c)Definition of "third country." the materials or their disposition, but cost. If the Secretary has reasonablepurposes of this sectionand of § 353.49, remitted or-refunded -upon exportation) grounds to believe or suspect that thea "third country" means any country and the cost of fabrication or other sales on which the Secretary could baseother than the home market country or processing of any kind used in the calculation of foreign market valuethe United States. producing such or similar merchandise, under § 353.46, 353.49, or 353.53 are at
§ 353.49 Calculation of foreign market at a time specified in paragraph lb) prices less than the cost of production,
value based on sales to a third country, which would ordinarily permit the the Secretary, in calculating foreign

(a) In general. (1) If foreign market production of that particular market value, will disregard such sales
value is based on sales to a third merchandise in the ordinary course of if they:
country, the Secretary will calculate the business; (1) I lave been made over an extended
foreign market value based on the price (2) General expenses and profit period and in substantial quantitives ;and
at which such or similar merchandise is usually reflcted in sales ofmerchandise (2)Are notatprices which permit
sold or offered for sale to a third of the same class or kind as the (2) Are notall prices within a reasonable
country plus, when not includedinthe merchandise by producers in the home recovery ofall costs within aresonablemarket country, in the usual commercial period in the normalcourseoftrade.
price, the cost of containers, coverings qunite and in the ordinarycourse of (b) Use of constructed value if above-
and other expenses incident to placing
the merchandise in condition packed trade, except that the amount for general.

ready for shipment to the United States. expenses shall not be less than 10 Secretary disregards sales under
(2)

WhenUnited States priceis based percentofthe cost underparagraph paragraph (a), and concludes that theremaining sales at not less than the coston purchase price, under § 353.41(b), the be lessthand 8 peaoent fofeprofisum lnof of production are inadequate for
Secretary will calculate foreign market amounfor general expensesandthe calculating foreign market value, the
value, under paragraph (a)(1), based on cost underparagraph and the Secretary will calculate foreign market
the price at the time the producer or a (3) The containers, coverings value based on constructed value under
reseller sells the merchandise for and the cost ofcontainers,coverings, and otherexpenses incidenttoplacing§ 353.50.

Secretary willcalcluatedtheUieSt third anmterhnie expense tatident to plain

exportationtothe United States. the merchandise in condition packed (c) Calculation of cost ofproduction.

WhenUnited States priceisbased ready ror shipment to the United States. The Secretary will calculate the cost of

on exporter's sales under (b)Time for calculating constructed production based on the cost of

§353.41(c) the Secretarywill cululate value. (1) When United States price is materials, fabrication, and generalforeign market value,underparagraph based on purchase price, under expenses, but excluding profit, incurred
importrbsedon themerchandise intethe § 353.41(b). the Secretary will calculate in producing such or similar

United States to person not related constructed value, under paragraph (a), . merchandise.
United States to a person Act. based on the relevant costs and § 353.52 Calculation of foreign market

counSetection of third country. The c expenses at a time preceding the time of fomate-(b) Seletion of third country. The the producer or a reseller sells the valueofmerchanidisefromstate-Secretary generally will select the third merchandise for exportation to the controlled-economy coutnries........country based on the following criteria: United States. (a) Ingeneral.IftheSeretary(1) Such or similar merchandise (2) When United States price is based detemines thattheeconomyof theexported to the country is more similar on exporter's sales price, under market country isstate-controlled
to the merchandise exported to the § 353.41(c); ; the Secretary will calculate to the extent that sales or offers for
United States than is such or similar constructed valueunder paragraph (a) sale of.such orsimilar merchandisein
merchandise exported .to other based on the relevant costs and that country or to a third country do not
countries, and the Secretery decides expenses at a time preceding ,thetime permitcalculationof foreign market
,that the volume of sales to the country is the importer sells the merchandise in the. value under i 353.46, 85349, or.353.63,
adequate; .* . United States to a person not related the secretary will calculate foreign

(2) The volume oi sales to the country under section 773te)(4) ofthe Act. market value based on, in order of
isthe largestto any country other than(c) Transactions with related parties. preference

the home country or the UnitedIn calculating construedunder r
Statesand .:.~~~ 4 .. ~~~ j4~~ accordance with I 353.48or353.4§, at

(8)THe market in thecountry in terms disregard anydirect or indirect which suchorsimilarmechandiseoforganizationanddevelopmentis transaction bteween personalrelatedproduces in a non statecontrolled
under paragraph (b)the Secretary maydoesnotfairlyreflect the musal amount
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(2) The constructed value of such or
similar merchandise In a non-state-
controlled-economy country, calculated
in accordance with 1 353.50.

(b) Comparability ofeconomies. For
purposes of paragraph (a), the Secretary
will select, in order of preference, prices
or costs in:

(1) A non-state-controlled-economy
country other than the United States at a
stage of economic development that the
Secretary concludes is comparable to
that of the home market country, based
on generally recognized criteria,
including per capita gross national
product and infrastructure development
(particularly in the industry producing
such or similar merchandise);

(2) A non-state-controlled-economy
country other than the United States
that is not at a stage of economic
development comparable to that of the
home market country (in which case the
Secretary will adjust the foreign market
value for known differences in the costs
of material and fabrication): or

(3) The United States.
(c) Use offactors ofproduction. If

such or similar merchandise is not
produced in a non-state-controlled.
economy country which the Secretary
concludes to be comparable in terms of
economic development to the home
market country, the Secretary may
calculate the foreign market value using
constructed value based on factors of
production incurred in the home market
country in producing the merchandise,
including. but not limited to, hours of
labor required, quantities of raw
materials employed, and amounts of
energy consumed, if the Secretary
obtains and verifies such information
from the producer of the merchandise in
the home market country. The Secretary
will value the factors of production in a
non-state-controlled-economy country
which the Secretary considers
comparable in economic development to
the home market country. The Secretary
will include in this calculation of
constructed value an amount for general
expenses and profit, as required by
section 773(e)(1)(B) of the Act, and the
cost of containers, coverings, and other
expenses, as required by section
773(e)(1)(C) of the Act
§ 353.53 Calculation of foreign market
value based on sales by amultinational

The Secretary will calculate the
foreign market value of merchandise
slad by certain multinational.
corporations described in section 773(d)
:of the Actinaccordance with provisions
of that section

§ 353.54Claims for adjustment to foreign
market value.
Any interested party that claims an

adjustment under §1 353.55 through
353.58 must establish the claim to the
satisfaction of the Secretary.
§ 353.55 Differences In quantities.

(a) In general. In comparing the
United States price with foreign market
value, the Secretary normally will use
sales of comparable quantities of
merchandise. The Secretary will make a
reasonable allowance for any difference
in quantities, to the extent that the
Secretary is satisfied that the amount of
any price differential is wholly or partly
due to that difference in quantities. In
making the allowance, the Secretary will
consider, among other things, the
practice of the industry in the relevant
country with respect to affording
quantity discounts to those which
purchase in the ordinary course of trade.

(b) Sales with quantity discount in
calculating foreign market value. The
Secretary will calculate foreign market
value based on sales with quantity
discounts if:

(1) During the period examined or
during a more representative period, the
producer or reseller granted quantity
discounts of at least the same magnitude
on 20 percent or more of sales of such or
similar merchandise for the relevant
country; or

(2) The producer demonstrates to the
Secretary's satisfaction that the
discounts reflect savings specifically
attributable to the production of the
different quantities.

(c) Sales with quantity discounts in
calculating weighted-averageforeign
market value. If the producer or reseller
does not satisfy the conditions in
paragraph (b), the Secretary will
calculate foreign market value based on
a weighted-average price or prices that
Include sales at a discount.

(d) In determining whether a discount
has been given, the existence of a
published price list reflecting such a
discount will not be controlling. A price
list ordinarily will be accepted only if, in
the line of trade and market under
consideration, the producer or reseller
demonstrates that it has adhered to its
price list.
§ 353X56 Differencesin circumstances of

(a) In general (1)
foreign market value, the Secretary will
make a reasonable allownce for a bona
fide difference in the circumstance of
the salescompared if the Secretaryis
satisfied that theamount ofany price
differentialsis whollyor partly due to
such.dffererie. In geeral the Secretary

will limit allawances to those
circumstances which bear a direct
relationship to the sales compared.

(2) Differences in circumstances of
sale for which the Secretary will make
reasonable allowances normally are
those Involving differences in
commissions, credit terms, guarantees.
warranties, technical assistance, and
servicing. The Secretary also will make
reasonable allowances for differences in
selling costs (such as advertising)
incurred by the producer or reseller but
normally only to the extent that such
costs are assumed by the producer or
reseller on behalf of the purchaser from
that producer or reseller.

(b) Specal rule. (1) Notwithstanding
paragraph (a), the Secretary normally
will make a reasonable allowance for
other selling expenses if the Secretary
makes a reasonable allowance for
commissions in one of the markets
under consideration and no commission
is paid in the other market under
consideration, but the Secretary will
limit the amount of such allowance to
the amount of the other selling expenses
Incurred in the one market or the
commissions allowed in the other
market, whichever is less.

(2) In comparisons with exporter's
sales price, the Secretary will make a
reasonable deduction from foreign
market value for all expenses, other
than those described in paragraph (a)(1)
or (a)(2), incurred in selling such or
similar merchandise up to the amount of
the expenses, other that those described
in paragraph (a)(1) or (a)(2), incurred in
selling the merchandise.

(c) Reasonable allowance. In deciding
what is a reasonable allowance for any
difference in circumstances of sale, the
Secretary normally will consider the
cost of such difference to the producer
or reseller but, if appropriate, may also
consider the effect of such difference on
the market value of the merchandise.
§ 353.57 Differences In physical
characteristics.

(a) In general. In calculating foreign
market value, the Secretary will make a
reasonable allowance for differences in
the physical characteristics of
merchandise compared to the extent
that the Secretary Is satisfied that the
amount of any price differential is
wholly or partly due to such difference.

(b) Reasonable allowannce In deciding
what is a reasonable allowance for any,
difference inphysical characteristics
the Secretary normally will consider
differencesin the costof production but,
where appropriate,may also consider
differences in the marketvalue. . The
Secretary will notconsider differences
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in cost of production when compared
merchandise has identical physical
characteristics.
§ 353.58 Level of trade.
The Secretary normally will calculate

foreign market value and United States
price based on sales at the same
commercial level of trade. If sales at the
same commercial level of trade are
insufficient in number to permit an
adequate comparison, the Secretary will
calculate foreign market value based on
sales of such or similar merchandise at.
the most comparable commercial level
of trade as sales of the merchandise and
make appropriate adjustments for
differences affecting price
comparability.
§ 353.59 Disregarding Insignificant
adjustments; use of averaging and
sampling.

(a) Insignificant adjustments. The
Secretary may disregard adjustments to
foreign market value which are
insignificant. Ordinarily, the Secretary
will disregard individual adjustments
having an cd valorem effect of less than
0.33 percent, or any group of
adjustments having an ad valorem effect
of less than 1.0 percent, of the foreign
market value. Groups of adjustments are
differences in circumstances of sale,
differences in the physical
characteristics of the merchandise, and
differences in the levels of trade.

(b) Averaging or sampling. (1) In
calculating United States price or
foreign market value, the Secretary may
use averaging or generally recognized
sampling techniques whenever a
significant volume of sales or number of
adjustments are involved.

(2) The Secretary will select the
appropriate representative samples.
§ 353.60 Conversion of currency.

(a) Rulefor conversion. The Secretary
will convert, under section 522 of the
Act (31 U.S.C. 5151(c)), a foreign
currency into the equivalent amount of
United States currency at the rates in
effect on the dates described in § 353.46,
353.49, or 353.50, as appropriate.

.(b) Special rules for investigations.
For purposes of investigations,

producers, resellers, and importers will
be expected to act within a reasonable
period of time to take into account price
differences resulting from sustained
changes in prevailing exchange rates.
When the price of the merchandise is
affected by temporary exchange rate
fluctuations, the Secretary will not take
into account in fair value comparisons
any difference between United States
price and foreign market value resulting
solely from such exchange rate
fluctuation.
ANNEX I-Time Limits for Submissions
Specified in This Part

Description of time limit I

Administrative protective order:
Request for disclosure under..............
Retum of information released under..
Withdrawal of information subject to.

Administrative review:
Request for changed Circumstances
review. ......................................

Request for review of all exporters
covered by suspension agreement..

Request for review ol specified pro-
ducers or resellers.............................

Withdrawal of request for review.........
Commission:

Filing of petition with.............................
Request for review of revised sus.

pension agreement............................
Request for review of suspension
agreement ...............................

Critical circumstances findings:
Request for.................................
Request for final finding only...............
Request for preliminary and final

finding.
Exclusion from order:
Request for .........

Factual information:
Questionnaire responses in adminis-

trative reviews.....................................
Request for disclosure of, under pro-

tective order . ......................
Request for extension of time limits

to submit.
Request for extension of time limits

to submit allegations......................
Submission of, regarding preliminar-

ily accepted suspension agree-
ments ...... ...............................

Submission of allegations regarding
sales below the cost of production..

Submission of standing allegations......
Submissions of, in general...........
Withdrawal of. subject to disclosure

under protective order ........ .
Final determination.
Request to postpone.

.Section

353.34(b)
353.34(d)
353.34(c)

353.22(f)

353.22(a)

353.22(a)
353.22(a)

353.12(c)

353.19(b)

353.18(i)

353.16(a)
353.16(d)
353.16(b)

353.14(a)

353.31 (b)

353.34(b)

353.31(b)

353.31(c)

353.18(q)

353.31(c)
353.31(c)
353.31(a)

353.34(c)

35320(b)

12789

Description of time limit 1 Section' -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hearings:
Requests for......................................

Petition:
Amendment to.......................................
Filing with the Commission................

Postponement of determinations:
Request to postpone final....................
Petitioner's request to postpone pre-

liminary................................................
Preliminary determination:

Petitioner's request to postpone ..........
Waiver of verification.............................

Proprietary information:
Request for treatment as.....................
Resubmission of, In proper form.........
Submission of agreement to release
under protective order..........

Submission of public summary............
Revocation of order:
Request for ...... .

Objections to, In ihe absence of re.
quests for review...............................

Sales below cost of production:
Allegation of............................................

Service:
Preliminarily accepted suspension

agreements......................................
Case and rebuttal briefs........................

Standing:
Allegation of lack of...............................

Suspension of investigation:
Request for Commission review of
agreement ....................................

Request for Commission review of
revised agreement..............................

Request for termination of....................
Request to continue Investigation........
Service of preliminarily accepted
agreement ..........................................

Submission of factual information........
Submission of proposed agreement....
Submission of written argument...........

Termination of suspended investiga-
tion:
Request for..................................
Objections to. in the absence of re-

quests for review............................
Verification:
Request for in administrative reviews..
Waiver of.................. ....... ........

Written argument:
Submission of case brief................_
Submission of rebuttal brief.................
Service of case and rebuttal briefs.....
Submission of, regarding preliminar-

ily accepted suspension agree-
ments...............................

353.38(b)
353.12(e)
353.12(c)

353.20(b)

353.15(c)

353.15(c)
353.15(e)

353.32(a)
353.32(d)

353.32(c)
353.32(b)

353.25(b)

353.25(d)

353.31(c)

353.18(g)
353.38(e)

353.31(c)

353.18(i)

353.19(b)
353.25(b)
353.18(i)

353.18(g)
353.18(g)
353.18(g)
353.18(g)

353.25(b)

353.25(d)

353.36(a)
353.15(e)

353.38(c)
353.38(d)
353.38(e)

353.18(g)

1 Documents are led when stamped by the Cen-
tral Records Unit of the Department of Commerce.
See § 353.31(d) for hours of operation
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